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Announcing the Soundtracs CM4400 mixer.
From today conventional mixers with analogue
switching are redundant!

With pre -programmed muting, trip facility and
external synchronisation to time codes the
applications in recording, broadcast, theatre, video
production and television are endless. (The
CM4400 is also very very quiet with no discernible
digital noise!)

THE CM4400 BY

affordable quality

In terms of most performance parameters the
complete unit is excellent and there is
little adverse comment -".
Hugh Ford Studio Sound Review, November 1984
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Graham Gouldman has
recorded in the world's
best studios.

(That's why he recorded his latest album at home)
Graham Gouldman as a leading member
recorded in many world famous studios, and certainly knows what
makes a good recording, and also when
he's achieved one. "But;' he says, "I've always
felt that the most creative recording environment is at home, in one's own space and in
one's own time!'
When he bought a Fostex B16 %/" 16 -track
recorder and an Allen & Heath System 8
16/16 mixer, he decided to put the system to
the ultimate test and use it to record his
current album. 'Andrew Gold and I soon
found that the sound quality far exceeded
our wildest dreams;' says Graham.
"The Allen & Heath mixer provided all
the facilities I needed and produced quality
to a standard beyond its price.
The Fostex B16,despite using Y2" tape,
was silent and accurate; the guys at
Fostex really have mastered head technology, and
the Dolby 'C'noise reduction
really works a treat. All this
for around £5000 ?!"
"For mixdown,we had anticipated
having to transfer to 24-track -but when the
time came, both Andrew and I agreed that
the B16 sounded better.
You can hear the
4
results for yourself on the
A
new 'Common Knowledge' single 'Don't Break
My Heart; on Phonogram
Records"
,

of 10cc, has

made things easy for me by providing all the cabling free of charge (which
they do for everybody), as well as an
informative demonstration, sound advice
and a reliable back-up service to complete
the package!'
"I can thoroughly recommend this low cost, high -performance multitrack system"
For further details about Fostex and
Allen & Heath, and all other recording products, contact Martin Westwood by phoning
"HHB

01- 9613295.

FOSt2X ÀHB
lbIMN
Dolby is the registered
trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
4
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HHB Hire and Sales,Unit F, New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX.Tel: 01- 9613295.

DITORIAL
EDITORIAL

E

This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Education or training

least matched supply and demand for recording engineers
which training programmes external to the industry cannot
hope to do no matter what they claim.
I am therefore now of the belief that it is essential for the
recording industry to become involved in training schemes
of some form although quite what form this should take I
am not sure. A few weeks ago I was discussing this topic
when a comment, a very obvious comment, was made (I'd
credit the person if I could remember who and when it was)
that really explains and clarifies the situation. `Don't
confuse education with training' was the statement -it
further labouring.
stares you right in the face.
The third topic this month is training and here I would
Training is of course the preparation of a person for a
tend to agree with the boys at the sharp end. Training is
specific task or job. I can see little point in training in this
something that magazines write articles about and
specific form without the end result being employment in
associations discuss while the majority of the industry
one's trained field.
expresses only a passing interest as they proceed with the
Education I see as a far less channelled discipline that
business of making a living. It often seems that the only
goes beyond simple single -role training and covers theory,
people who pay any more than lip service to training are
associated subjects, practicalities in such a way as to give
those who stand to gain in some way, either in the form of
knowledge or financially from providing that knowledge; in far broader grounding in the recording sciences. As with the
more academic courses /degrees offered by all forms of
other words, the teachers and the taught.
Although I used to quite enjoy passing on any knowledge higher education it is often seen that such a course could be
an end in itself and not required to be a high powered preI had to junior colleagues in the studio, the concept of
training as such never held any real interest-that was for employment scheme. We do however live in the real world
and graduates of such a scheme will be of use only when
those trying to get into the industry -we were in it! My
their knowledge and abilities can be assimilated and used
attitude has changed somewhat from this stance over the
in a practical manner by the industry which often has no
last couple of years for two quite differing reasons.
specific demand for such trained people at present. They
The first is that an increasing number of engineers are
non -technical often having come from a musical background must also only be presented to the industry in numbers
that they can usefully integrate. A further point is that
(all engineers should do to a degree) and wear their non many studios have very specific personality requirements of
technicality proudly. Although there is little to prevent
potential employees and there is no reason for these
such people being excellent engineers, there may be
problems when such engineers are required to pass on their requirements to be waived just because they have some
knowledge in the training of new staff. Often limited styles specific training /education.
It seems that the industry has to take more of an interest
of working and bad practices are passed on and
perpetuated. There is also the added problem of the distinct in tuition in some form although it may be that obtaining a
definite job offer may have to be a prerequisite for training.
lack of house engineers at some studios to pass on any
More general educational courses will also have their place
knowledge-good or inaccurate. It seems that there is a
although perhaps as the industry stands, unless this type of
need for some improvement of this situation.
course also comprises a high degree of practical experience,
The second reason I have come round to the value of
graduates may find it more difficult to obtain industry
training in some form, is that I did not care greatly for
employment than someone with little to offer beyond a
some of the things I saw being passed off as training by
willingness to learn.
either ill- informed or unscrupulous parties outside the
This issue sees the start of an occasional series in which
industry. This state of affairs has become so because of the
lack of interest expressed by us within the industry to these we look at various education/training courses that we feel
have something to offer both to the student and the
goings on. Of course not all courses are bad experiences
industry. The first is a follow up to the article on
but it is too easy for anyone to set theirself up as a
Tonmeister training (June, 1983) at the University of
school for recording knowledge, there being so many
Surrey in which the relationship of the course to the
desperate potential students who are willing to be parted
industry is studied. Future articles will cover other
from large amounts of money (in some cases) in the belief
approaches although there are definitely no plans for
that courses will in some way make entry into the
regular Studiofile -type write -ups of courses.
recording industry easier. There is little done to tell these
The very mention of training in an editorial always
potential students that the reality just isn't like that. The
brings a vast mail response -always from the course
one thing positive about the traditional in-studio practical
operators. I hope for a response from the industry itself. It
training and the extreme difficulty experienced when
may now be time.
searching for such an opening within a studio, is that it at

Those of you who consider yourself to be at the `sharp' or
`creative end' of the recording business may consider the
topics that we cover this month to be of only passing
interest. It should not take more than a few seconds of your
time to be convinced that test equipment may not have the
glamour quotient of the average outboard digital signal
processor but it enables your creativity to maintain
technical standards; and likewise, maintenance may seem
just an unpleasant necessity but it allows your creativity to
be regularly realised. All basic points really that need little
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Would you choose an Otari recorder
for its performance, or its reputation?
When the MTR series was introduced in
Britain two years ago, we made the first sales
on the basis of performance.
We sold to both studios and individuals,
who were as concerned with results as they
were with breeding.
The MTR90 challenged the dominance of
the market by the long established American
and European manufacturers.
Since then, the reputation for reliability,
speed and performance, has grown rapidly.
This remarkable multitrack is now the
choice of many familiar mastering studios.
Major music producers such as Genetic,
Trident, Workhouse, Livingston, Palladium,
Amazon and Advision have chosen Otari

Plus numerous 'private' studios, which have
recognised both the ease and speed of operation, and acknowledged the superior audio
quality.
In the span of just a few years, the MTR90
has positioned Otari as a major producer of
state of the art studio recorders.
Our experience with Otari extends to their
full range of mastering products.
From the 'Workhorse' 5050 III series in
two, four and eight track budget versions,
through to the introduction of a new 'Super
Analog' stereo machine, the MTR20.
Call Garry Robson now and arrange to
take a closer look at these remarkable
machines.

from Turnkey.

tIr key studio systems

Production and post production specialists
such as Capital, Sound Developments, Silk
Sound and Complete Video.

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366
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"Parlez-vous
Time Code?"

Studio -Console
32- channel input with 7- segment digital
routing display
8 sub -groups
1 stereo
master 6 outputs per each input channel
Direct output from all 32 input channels
Bargraph meter for all inputs, subgroups and stereo master Correlation
meter and 2 VU meters for stereo
Pre/
post audio monitor including 'solo': Pre audio monitor in full stereo Command
adjustment with built -in compressor
Multi -frequency - tonegenerator Jack field with 15 rows per 32 ADC - jack
modules
Console keymaster input with
72 pol. multipin connector
Phantom
feeding 48 V at all inputs
3 remote -control keyboards for open -reel decks.

l

More than 5.000.000 hours experience in
research development, planning, producfion, fitting and maintenance o
and communication systems.

%

7ftrt'11'11t1'.A1\i

A

/broadcast

//J

Enterprises manufacturers and dealers
in

communication systems

An der Ochsenwiese 3 -6
West Germany

D -6500 Mainz

Phone: 06131/463-0
Telex 04187300 ble d

£8.00

plus £1.00

postage and
packing.

The
Studio Scene
Is Looking For

FED

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS

P.O. Box 3DG,

Telephone:

114

01 -434

Wardour Street. London W1A 3DG, England.
3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

Cables: Allotrope- London WI.

A New

(

Mixing
Console...

More compact more versatile more dependable and more than 20 years
specialised design and manufacturing know how behind it
Instant slide -on
battery pack
Optimum quality
under most

difficult
conditions
8
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For more than 20 years we've been supplying
our radio- microphone systems to key TV, radio and film
organisations throughout the world. Now comes
RMS.12, a sound engineer's dream come true. With so
many desirable new features built in, you cannot afford
to overlook RMS.12. Its for delivery NOW, so contact

Audio Ltd today!
Designed and made in U

K

by

AUDIO LTD. 26-28 Wendell Road
London W12 9RT

- lenhone

01

743 7518/4352

Engineers who dont believe their ears

will listen to almost anything.
the highly controversial area of studio
monitoring, personal preferences prevail.
There's a wide and varied range of custom
enclosures, drivers and crossovers.
Yet a small core of products remains at the
centre of choice. A range of speakers and
amplifiers, selected by engineers which
offer a reference sound that studios use to
compare recordings.
Near field monitors for use at mixdown are
the most cost effective way to buy an industry
reference.
Auratones were first and are still the most
popular. Thirty watts of power provides
ample monitoring levels.
In the past few years, the Visonik Davids
have gained acceptance for their distinctive,
more 'European' sound.
Most recently, the Fostex self powered
6301 monitor has been accepted by a major
broadcasting corporation as a convenient
way to listen.
Tannoy is a market
leader when it comes
to major monitoring.
Turnkey offers a
wide range from basic
economy Stratfords to
the Super Reds and
massive Buckinghams

Quad amplifiers have
been the most popular general purpose power
amplifiers for well over a

In

decade.

The Quad 303 offers 45W

per channel, the 405 delivers
100W. Both are proven to be
stable and reliable. For near
field or low power main
monitoring they are unbeatble in terms of price and
performance.
A rack mounting kit is
available for the 405.
When it comes to higher power levels, the
range of choice increases.
Choice should not be compromised. The
costs of repair of amplifiers and speakers
can prove prohibitive.
Stability and conservative circuit design
are essential.

HIT is a new name in amplifiers, yet it is
backed by the reputation of Mike Harrison,

who pioneered bipolar, high power designs
at HH in the late sixties. These latest MosFET
designs continue the tradition of reliable
performance and frills free function.
These monitoring products, plus a wide
range of headphones, switching and cables
are available from Turnkey.
Call us to arrange a demonstration or
direct comparison of the best in monitoring.
Full details and price list on request.
aZ S.wVA, 1MY1freF.

T

key studio systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366

THE INFAMOUS AND ENTERTAINING
D.E.A.F. AWARDS DINNER /DANCE
LONDON HYDE PARK HILTON DECEMBER 21ST 1984

This year's Distinguished Audio Engineering Federation (D.E.A.F.) will include a number of new happenings,
raffles, prizes, fun, and of course the highly acclaimed nominations and awards ceremony where personalities
covering the many areas of the professional recording industry are honoured for something entertaining,
interesting but in the main dubious!!
During these festivities as in previous years a large sum of money is raised for a very worthwhile charity which
helps children with hearing problems.
Applications for tickets should be sent on this form to Ken Townsend, D.E.A.F. Abbey Road Studios,
3 Abbey Road, London, NW8 9AY. Telephone 01 -286 1161.
Please make cheques payable to D.E.A.F.

1.

We would Ilke to support the cause by

Donation

Tickets at £25 each
Name

Company
Address

Tel

Signature

L........
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Raffle Prize
Table 10/12 people

Packages from Soundcraft,
Systems from Turnkey
Sounds just the same, but there's a subtle
difference. One comes as two large crates,
the other is hands on from the word go.
When we turn a package into a system,
more of our expert staff become involved
with your needs than any manufacturer could
dream of sparing.
There are finance, design, acoustic and
building considerations. The ancillaries, the
installation, the commissioning and the long
term backup.
And of course the deal.
Because as well as offering the same price
as buying the package direct, we'll put
together the best deal we can for anything
else you need to get your system up and
running. Total savings, buying this way are
often dramatic.

Our experience with Soundcraft products is
unequalled. Our knowledge of their products
and our long relationship means that any
problems are solved with speed.
The Producer System shown below offers
the most cost effective, two inch format sixteen track in the market today,
Their TS24 in -line console and and twenty
four track recorder offer even more
advanced facilities for upgrading studios.
Call Garry Robson for full information on
our complete studio systems. Nobody knows
Soundcraft better.

¶

rnkey studio systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366
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AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS

WORLDWIDE
APPEAL
Sounds Perfect World Wide, that's the appeal of
Audio Developments. The A.D. 145 is just one of
the wide range of portable mixers available, all
embracing the fine qualities and engineering skills
expected from us.
Something a little different? No problem, our
company is so structured that we can customise any
mixer to suit our clients' requirements. Send for
details now! We are well worth listening to.

Avt

DEVELOPMENTS
SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TUVIE
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For personal attention contact Antony Levesley on Brownhills (0543) 375351 or write to
Audio Developments Ltd., Hall La.,Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Mid. WS9 9AU
Telex No: Audev G 338224

The Turnkey Xmas Mix. Good news for 1985
Soundtracs on line A reminder that we are a
fully appointed dealer on the Award winning
Soundtracs range of mixing products.
All brochures, information and prices,
alone or as a package with the Fostex B 16, on
request.
Stereo Synth Success. Just when everyone
was wondering what the next effect would
be, Studio Technologies introduced their
AN stereo synthesiser. True comb filtering
with modulation produces a remarkable
stereo effect freom any mono source. Just
read what the review in 'Sound Engineer'
had to say. (Copy on request).
Call us up and arrange for a demoloan this is truly an enhancement effect you should
1

Introducing Sanken
We have just been
appointed as the sole UK
distributors of the Sanken
microphone range.
Almost exactly a year
ago, Studio Sound

reviewed their CU41 and
proclaimed it as 'really

not be without.

excellent'.

Ampex down in price We've reduced our
prices on both one and two inch 406 and 456
mastering tape. There's no need to hunt up
and down Wardour street or even buy direct.
Turnkey can supply all your Ampex Audio
needs, at 'best studio' prices.

only to the very best in the
market, at its price, it is
certainly the most expensive. We have a pair
available now for evaluation. The CU41 is a
precision emicrophone strictly for those who

It

bears comparison

demand the very best.
Digital Price Drop Sony have just introduced
a low cost 16 bit processor, the PCM 501 ES
for a remarkable £359 plus VAT.
The unit hooks up instantly to any VHS or
BETA video recorder to provide digital
stereo mastering at price less than open reel.
We have ample stocks. Call now to order
or for more information.

Micro Studio Released Now officially availalble in Britain, AKAI's Micro Studio is on show
at Turnkey.
Initial response to this product is often
sceptical, yet it offers 12 track multitrack
capability in a single package.
As a stand alone production system it has
certain advantages. No wiring, cassette tape
load, and a host of programmable features.
Integral dbx achieves a high standard of
performance, and the mixer section offers
excellent specifications and function.
A full colour brochure is yours on request

Turnkey Shop Opens We recently opened
Europe's first creative recording store for
musicians at 14 Percy Street in the heart of
London's West End.
As well as in depth stocking of our wide
range of musician's multitrack, there's a
'Trade Counter' within, that you are invited to
visit for all your accessory needs.
For more details on any of these products,
or a copy of our informative 'By Mail'
catalogue, call or write;

key studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel;

01 -202 4366
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STUDIO
PRODUCER'S GUIDE
TO
1984/85

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

AVAILABLE NOW

the new official
guide to APRS
members.

1

Published by STUDIO SOUND, the
number one sound recording magazine
in the world, in partnership with the
Association of Professional Recording
Studios. This completely new guide is an
essential reference source for
professionals in sound recording
throughout the world.
* Full facility listings to member studios
UK and

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

overseas.
Main cross referenced sections to
which studio has what, by consoles,
primary monitoring and tape
machines.
Location maps divided into individual
geographic areas where each studio is
pinpointed by a reference number.
Comprehensive cross reference
sections.
Master studio address file.
Manufactures/Agents section to what
they manufacture and or are agents for.
Courses and facilities offered by UK
and overseas educational members.
Handy AS size. 81/2" x 53/4 ".

Size AS
92

pages
cover

Soft

ISBN 0- 86296 -029 -0
£3 / $5 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
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copies APRS Producers Guide
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£3.50 (UK). Overseas surface mail £4
Overseas airmail £6
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USA airmail $10

USA

Includes Postage
and Packing

I enclose a cheque /postal order/Intemational money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

Or debit my credit card
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Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01 -686 2599,
ext 136, quoting credit card No
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remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery
country and delivery method.

in Britain,

extra overseas depending on

Get your hands on the beautiful Fostex X15
The Fostex X -15 Tracker represents the ultimate in portable recording.
At last we have true 4 track recording on cassette, with multitracking further

facilitated through track bouncing.
The X -15 features EQ; monitor section (level & pan); as well as
remix facilities.
This machine is truly portable not only in its size, but also the fact
that it comes supplied with its own battery pack enabling you to just
sling it over your shoulder and take off. Use it anywhere!
And if you do want to plug it in at home, you can get the separate mains
power supply unit.
All this for a mere £299 inc. What more could anyone want?

Fostex A8
Soundtracs
16/8/16 Mixer
Brand new from Soundtracs, and

continuing a policy of extremely good
quality partnered with very accessible
pricing.
With this mixer, low budget
professional multitrack home
recording has really arrived.
It looks the part and
certainly carries it out.
Features include 3 band EQ,
1OOmm Long Throw
Faders, 3 auxiliary sends, LED
metering, plus capability to use the monitor
channels as further inputs on mixing. Come and try
it for yourself. You'll love it.

Trident Series 70

Soundcraft Multitrack Machines

The A8'/4" 8 track machine is just
one item in the extensive range of home

recording equipment currently coming
out of the Fostex camp.
Make up your own 8 track packages
from the full range of machines, mixers
and audio processors in stock in our 8
track demonstration studio.

One of the new Trident mixing
consoles which are exclusive to DLAS.
This mixer is the ideal instrument for
the producer /engineer having been
designed specifically with this beast in
mind. It comes in many different
configurations -full frame size being

28/16/24 with full patchbay.

Revox B77
One of the many Revox and Studer
machines which we supply. The Revox

B77 is a fully professional stereo
machine, complete with built -in
Varispeed, and you would be hard put to
set foot in any professional recording
studio without immediately sighting
one of these.
A very high quality versatile machine
and well worth a look.

Bel BD60
DDL
Another exciting new effects unit
from Bel, and the first in a line of Bel
digital processors. The BD6O offers an
amazing 2 seconds delay at full
bandwidth and 4 separately timed
outputs. Most of all, you won't believe
the price.

Bring 24 track within reach
The Soundcraft Multitrack Machines
have created a mini revolution all their
own. The pricing has enabled studios
everywhere to realise their ambitions of

professional multitracking.
They are Europe's largest selling
machines and come highly
recommended.
All this and more is waiting for you to
come and try it out. Call us today.

D

o Larking

audio sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
15

From here...

(and everything
By everything in between we mean amps., cassette decks, Compact
Disc players, compressors, d.d.l's, de- essers, DI boxes, digital reverbs, drum

computers, empty reels, expanders, flangers, footswitches, graphics,
headphones, high -speed cassette duplicators, jackfields, jackplugs, limiters,
mic cable, microphones, mic stands, MIDI keyboards, mixing consoles,
monitors, NAB adaptors, 19" racks, noise gates, noise reduction systems,
parametrics, patchcords, pitch transposers, portable mixers, reverb plates,
splicing blocks, spring reverbs, tape, tape loading machines, two- tracks and

16
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to here

else in between).
XLR connectors. From almost every major manufacturer you can think of

Just for starters.
We also do a nice line in complete multitrack studios, installed to suit

your requirements.
Oh yes, and razor blades.
ITA. All your studio

needs.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

1

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone

01

-

_

-748 9009. Telex: 21897.
17
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WHAT THE BEST
CANNOT BETTER

.f

at

Fr,

°"`

STANFORD 751

^Ik.Nta

SILVER

SHADOW

seven input channels

four of them with
three source connections

YOU MAKE
YOUR OWN MIX
Manufactured by

TELEVIC

Panoramastraat 36
B -1810 WEMMEL (Brussels)

32-2/479 99 70
Telex: 24120 Televic b

Tel.:
te,

igita

Riulia+flesign
Balanced XLR inputs /outputs
( +22dBm)
Precision unity gain input /ouput

attenuator
PAL /NTSC, Record Emphasis and
Copy Prohibit Switchable

; tC-

11
COPY

Of!

_COOY

próéssóñál

Digital input /ouput interface
Full 1610 send and return
interface in rack -mount cradle
CitTM Time Correction
Retrofit
Service

1

PROMIS NORN.
ON

EtANONRD ME-2N01.1
0.TNG

PAIOff

oN

I

Audio +Design's enhancement
programme for Sony domestic digital
processors, expands the scope of low -cost
digital for the professional user.
The PRO -701 ES has a full professional
analogue interface with improved cross -talk

performance. The digital interface provides a
low-cost high quality A/D converter for use
with computer hardware. When coupled
with the A+D Add-mix T" Digital Fader the
system provides inexpensive digital mixing for
the first time.

Auclio+Design
The Hit Sound in Audio Science
18
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A complete Sony 1610 interface is
available as a plug -in option fitted in a rack mount cradle that holds the PRO -701 ES. This
interface not only offers 'send' facilities to
1610 from F1/701 format, but also digital
'return' from 1610 tapes to F1/701.

Audio Design Calrec Ltd.,

Audio Design Calrec Inc.,

Box 182,
Reading, Berks.
RG2 9BA England

P.O.

P.O.

Tel: Reading X07341

861088

Telex: 848722 ADR UK

Box 786,

Bremerton,
WA98310, USA
Tel: 12061 275 5009
Telex: 152426 ADR USA

HUH
electronic
Mos -Fet Power Amplifiers
Range of 6 models 100 -400 watts. (800w
bridged). XLR, Binding post, and jacks as
standard. Multi voltage selection. Open/
short circuit proof. THD.02 %, IMD
.03 %. Robust construction.
Proven reliability. Rack -mount
handles. Full range of

indicators. Accurate and
calibrated i/p
attenuators.

Optional i/p
TX

formers.

For more information
on the HH Electronic V- Series

amplifiers contact:

U.K. distributors:
Scenic Sounds Equipment
London 01- 387 -1262

Canford Audio Ltd
Tyne & Wear 091 -4137171

Worldwide Distributors:
Australia, Klarion Enterprises, Melbourne (03) 61
Bahrain, Marshall Musical Instruments 251 664
Belgium, T E M, Dilbeek 031 28.92.30

Canada, Heinl Electronic, Aurora (416) 727 1951
Denmark, Supersound, Copenhagen 01 35 50 91
France, B M A, Chilly Mazarin 06 448.81.1 5
Finland, Studiotec, Helsinki 08 0514133
Germany, Sound Clinic, Ingelheim 06132 75414

Holland, Ampco,

Hong Kong, Wo

Utrecht 030 433 134

3541

Italy, New Cary, Milan 576 512
Norway, Audiotron, Oslo 02 35

20 96

Singapore, Atlas 220 484
Spain, Letusa, Madrid -222 4508
Switzerland, Sacher, Basel 061 23 93 80
Sweden, Tal & Ton, Göteborg 08 80 36 20
S. Africa, Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg
1
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4541/2

U.S.A., T M J, Fullerton (714) 525 3902
Eastern Europe, Denis Tyler, Gt. Britain 02406 6262

Kee 5 -249 073

H. H. Electronics Limited
Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. Tel: 0954 81140 Tlx: 817515

STOP READING
When he finished the Ambisonic surround -sound
production of Gilgemesh, Ted de Bono (BBC) wrote:- "My
appetite has been truly whetted particularly with
regard to the tremendous aural punch surround sound
could give within the context of rock-music."
Ambisonic equipment is now available to enable you to

produce stereo compatible surround -sound recordings
from multi -track masters in your own studio. Audio +
Design have developed the complete professional add
on kit for Ambisonic surround -sound pop mix
'Ambisonic mixdown invol
either difficult or time-c
-'115 'arin
equipment i not expensive
outboard gear and adds an impres
to stereo, let alone, su
ndsound, to ev
averagely-equipped tu
Richard Elen tudio Sou
With a TRANSCODER and DECO
could

wrj

-

`

start mixing AMBISONICS today.

Be ready for tomorrow's
challenges by making the right
equipment decisions today.
Audio Design

Cac Ltd.,

PO Box 182,

Audio +Design

Reading RG2 98A,

England.

Tel:

The Hit Sound in Audio Science

Reading 107341861088

Telex: 848722 ADR UK
Audio Design Calrec, Inc.,
PO Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310. USA
Tel: 1206) 275 5009 Telex: 152426 ADR USA

FOR THE CLEANEST AND BRIGHTEST HIGH BIAS SOUND AROUND

BA

.

*'
.

FSUPERCHROME

.

II

BULK PACKED

CASSETTES

ALL CASSETTES FEATURE 5 -SCREW STATE OF THE ART SHELLS
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE AGAINST DEFECT AND BREAKDOWN IN NORMAL USE
250 -999 pcs
1000 & over
50-249 pcs
C5 -C9

C10 -C19
C20 -C 29
C30-C44
C45 -059
C60 -C69
C70-C89
C90 -C94
Library Cases (extra)
Labels (each) (extra)

30p
31p
33p
34p
40p
44p
56p
60p
6p
2p

29p
30p
32p
33p
39p
42p
54p
58p
5p
2p

28p
29p
31p
32p
38p
41p
52p
56p
4p
2p

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. TERMS: NETT CASH WITH ORDER.

SALES DESK
P.O. BOX 19
STRATFORD -ON -AVON

0789 68579
20
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PANGBOURNE MUSICAL
DISTRIBUTORS
NUMBER ONE IN MAGNETIC
TAPE DISTRIBUTION

405 -303 -34 - 44 - FM4

Acoustitile & Acoustisheet
in

all in

stock

VI

se

et

n

sa

s

e®

ta

v

f

f

tl

,t

All Effects and Reverb -

Patch Panels 17 versions & Patch Cords

SWITCHCRAFT

stock

ISOTRACK - STUDIOSPARES BANTAM

DI

Trade counter now opens 8am to 5.30pm

Access

Phone for free 50 page fully illustrated catalogue

Camden Town Station 1 minute's walk

Orders 01 482 1692

16

Administration 01 485 4905

Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW1 6NS

Boxes in stock

BARCLAYCARD

VISA

I

Cables from
Conneoftonics
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED

Victoria Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN4 9PF England
20

CT. 06906 U.S.A.

Telephone (203) 324 2889
Telex. 643678

Telephone. 01- 449 3663
Telex 8955127 SGAL C

NEUTRIK

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
652 Clenbrook Road
Stamford

Audiograph 3300
Portable modular measuring system
for acoustics and audio applications

Sole Agent UK

Eardley Electronics Ltd

Audio
Demonstration, Distribution and Service Nationwide
22
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Audio Design Cairec Ltd
Unit 3, Horseshoe Park
Pangbourne, Reading RG8 7JW
Telephone: (0734) 861088

The secret to the
CU-41's rernarkabte
performance is its
unique double con
denser capsute
design
I

solution for anyone who
needs to shorten or lengthen
a piece of stereo audio
without changing its pitch.
Timeflex can shoehorn
jingles or commercials into
their alloted time as well as
maintaining the correct audio
pitch when film or video is
vari- speeded.
Make the most of your time
with Timeflex.

SANKEN PICKS
AUTHORIZED EUROPEAN
DEALERS
British, Belgian
and French
companies to
market new CU-41
microphone.

Sanken Microphone Co.,
of Japan, proudly announces that it has selected three authorized
dealers to market its CU41 uni -directional, double

condenser

microphone

and its related accessories in Europe. The CU -41 is one
of the first microphones in the world that can unlock the
full potential of digitai audio recording. The European
dealers for the CU -41 are:

England: Turnkey
Brent View Road, London, NW9 TEL
TEL (01) 202-4366 TLX 25769

Belgium:

Radelco

Italielei 179, B -2000 Antwerpen
TEL (03) 233 -7880 TLX 31640

France: 3M France
1 Rue Francois Malherbe, 78540 Vernouillet
TEL (03) 031 -6420 TLX 695185

England
Advanced Music Systems
Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63108 AMS G
U.S.A.

Harris Sound (Los Angeles)
For Nationwide Sales, Rental or Service Tel: (800) 637 -5000

sanken
Japan's most original microphone maker
Sole export agent

5 -72 -6

Pan Communications, Inc.

Asakusa, Taito -ku, Tokyo 111, Japan

Telx J27803 Hi Tech /Telephone 03- 871 -1370
Telefax 03- 871- 0169/Cable Address PANCOMMJPN
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MODEL 808

YOUR CAREER IN THE

B

Your reference standard
raised to 120dB

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY
TREBAS MTrT 1E OF RECORDInG ARTS
WILL PUT 1,050 ON THE RIGHT TRACK

-

....----

.\

Ina 2 year professional training program

in

hr

RECORDING
ARTS AND SCIENCES
öv

of grddudtea pldcfrc7
tlo COURSES IN

MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION
RECORD PRODUCING
SOUND ENGINEERING

MANAGEMENT

LIMITED INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
For Day or Evening courses APPLY NOW!
Foi apnlicat.nn and FREE tom-roue hesolhinn cuu,ses Lontact The Insirtute

TREBAS In5TITUTE Of REC.OROInc ARTS
225 Mutual St
Toronto. Ont.
Canada M5B 284
Tel: 14161 977-9797

1435 Biwa Si Ste 301
Montreal. pue.
Canada 113A 247
Tel: 15141 845-4141

290 Nepean St.

547 Homer St.

Ottawa. Ont.

Vancouver

Canada K18 553
Tel: 16131 232-7104

Brtosh Columbia 46B 247
Tel: 16041 669 2727

developing tomorrow's music industry leaders since 1979

Cfb

TREBAS InSTITIlTE OF REiCARDInG ARTS

STAY IN TOUCH WITH
THE WORLD OF
PROFESSIONAL SOUND
The new Model 808 -B&W's response to the demand for
higher sound levels.
The same basic sophistication of the 801 F Special now
regarded as the professional standard monitoring loudspeaker
world -wide. But incorporating a whole range of new concepts
and techniques.

-

Five totally new drive units in a three-way system producing
peak recording listening room outputs in the order of 120dB.
Sensitivity double that of 801 F's 85dB: 91 dB for 1 watt input.
Overall frequency linearity, free from colouration and
distortion.
All the power in hand needed for popular music. The further
reference you've been waiting for.

Full technical information

STUDIO SOUND is regarded throughout the world as
number one for news, trends, developments and technical
reviews from a team world renowned for its
uncompromising professional approach to reporting in an
area where standards are of the highest importance.

If you are a professional personally involved in the
international recording industry, you may qualify to
receive STUDIO SOUND free of charge.
Further details and registration card are available from
the:

SUBSCRIPTIONS DEPARTMENT
STUDIO SOUND
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE
CROYDON CR9 2TA, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE:
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road, Worthing,
West Sussex BN 112Rx Tel. (0903) 205611 Telex 87342
Distributed in 35 countries worldwide
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01 -686 2599

STUDIO SOUND
number one with professionals.
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SENNHEISER MICROPORT

A range of five transmitters includes the
miniature SK 2012 (illustrated) and the
SKM 4031 vocalist model
Five complementary receivers include
the EK 2012 (same size as SK 2012) and
the EM 1036 six channel diversity system
Frequency ranges: (VHF 25 -240 MHz
(UHF) 470 -900 MHz
Advanced transmitter and receiver
circuitry virtually eliminates

intermodulation products
Sennheiser's integral compander system
gives a dynamic range of up to 96dB
For further information on any Sennheiser
product, please contact us on 0753
888447
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.
SL9 9UG

Actual size

IN SYNC
ADAMS SMITH SYSTEM 2600
TIME CODE

TAPE SYNCHRONIZING & TRANSPORT CONTROL PRODUCTS
ARE NOW DISTRIBUTED IN BRITAIN AND EIRE BY

Parquet
Uarque electronics
90 WARDOUR STREET. LONDON W1.
TEL. 01 -439 8421
SALES AND SERVICE 8.30 AM TO 11.00 PM

The Electro -Voice Sentry 100A Monitor Speaker
System is the direct result of "human engineering;'

with the broadcast /recording studio engineer

in

mind.

High Efficiency Plus Extended Low Frequency
-V's engineers have produced in this unit high
efficiency with extended low frequency response,
E

high power capacity across
the entire frequency range,

uniform

frequency

response and disper-

Exceptional Power Handling
The Sentry 100A employs a
Super-Dome tweeter capable of
handling 25 watts of input

power (most tweeters operate in
the 5 watt range) while faithfully
reproducing the programme
material with response out
to 18 KHz and uniform
(120°
dispersion
No
5 KHz).
at
will
longer
head
from
tape
blasts
high
-frequency
accidental
contact in rewind/fast forward mode result in a curl
of smoke where a tweeter used to be. The optimally
vented design is responsible for the unusual
combination of small size, extended bass response,
and high efficiency. Such performance is simply not
available in other enclosures of similar size.

COMPACT BU T
O COMPROMISE
sion, all in a compact

rack mountable unit,
with a steel reinforced grille covered
with grey cloth.

product
Many
arrange hands -on trials at no cost to you. For further
information please contact your E -V dealer or write to:
Shuttlesound Ltd, Unit 15, Osiers Estate, Osiers Road, London SW181 EJ. Tel

26
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A New Friend for the

/NE
SOUNOCRAFT 24
MACH
Track Package
Soundcraft & Soundtracs

Continuing our philosophy of putting together high quality studio packages we are
pleased to recommend the new SOUNDTRACS CM4400 console with digital routing
partnered by SOUNDCRAFT Series 760 24 track machine.

The SOUND TRA CS CM4400 Console Features:
Fully modular and
expandable to 32/24
* Digital Routing Pre programmable
* Digital Muting Pre programmable
* Microprocessor controlled
*

with non -volatile memory
* RS232 Port allows CM4400
to communicate with most
personal computers
* Monitors can be used in
remix
* Upper Monitors have

The SOUNDCRAFT Series 760

Features:
*
*
*
*

24 track on 2"
15/30 ips

Extra sync outputs
Remote control zero locate

standard
*

Noise Reduction switching

standard
*

Full service back -up

Interchangeable headblock
standard
* Can be supplied as 16
track and expanded at a
later date
* Drop -in can be operated
by footswitch
* Varispeed
*

Digital routing /muting,
and Fader Reverse
*
*
*

5

EQ

Band EQ

In Place solo
6 Auxiliary Busses on

channels and monitors
This package is

available only from

_I,ar ° g
audio sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
27

When no
manufacturer will
discuss equalizer
performance,
Spectra Sound
still does.
Have you ever noticed how few, if any. graphic
equalizer manufacturers will discuss the measured
performance of their product? At Spectra Sound.
we believe that measured performance is an essential
factor in the selection of an equalizer.

The Model 1500: Performance You
Can't Hear
The measured performance of the Spectra Sound
1500 is second to none. Unmeasurable distortion.
(I.M. and T.H.D), and extremely low noise, (104dB,
+4dBv, unweighted), represents a significant, performance improvement over any other professional
twenty seven band graphic equalizer.
In addition, band -centers are calibrated by hand to be
within two percent, and an output impedance of
below one ohm. (typically .3ohm), minimizes the
disastrous effects of long cable runs.

The 1500 is also affordable
Surprised? Well don't be. In fact, the 1500 is priced
well below the majority of twenty seven band graphic
equalizers on the market.
In a day where performance is often judged by price,
the 1500 is truly a bargain.
28
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sC1A

3750 Airport Road
Ogden. Utah 84405
(801) 392 -7531

spectra Sound

S a

wholly

owned sub*,dNry or spectra

Sonts

EXPAND YOUR
VOCABULARY
EVENTIDE DEFINES

PROPITCH. A new word in
Harmonizers. Also known as
the 11969, the Propitch offers
the best pitch change quality
available. Microprocessor control gives ultra stable pitch
ratios with the convenience of
rotary controls. 1.5 seconds of
delay with user presets, doppler and flanging are included as
standard.

FLANGING. Not just a
version, but a definition of
how flanging should be. More
control than ever.
GENERIC REVERB. A
16kHz bandwidth, discrete 2
channel program that uses the
Schroeder algorithm,
commonly employed by other
manufacturers. Harsher than
the other 2016 reverb programs, it gives a useful artificial decay.

PRO -REV

SPUDS. For making chips
with. The Signal Processor
User Development System is
the pen with which the plug-in

programs for the SP2016.
Eventide's audio computer, are
written. If you have an idea
for an effect, a sound, a filter,
SPUDS can turn it into reality.
You are no longer limited to
the programs the factory
dreams up.
BAND DELAY. Not a breakdown on the road, but one of
Eventide's specials. The
spectrum is split into four
bands, then each band is delayed seperately. Creates some
lovely wet sounds.
TIME SCRAMBLE. DIGIPLEX.
TUNNELVERB. RETROVERB.
WHIRLYVERB. MULTITAP
DELAY. Best defined by
their sound. Ask us for a loan
of the 2016 and hear them for

yourself.

tlarquu (Electronics
90 WARDOUR STREET. LONDON W1.

ilarquee electronics

TEL. 01 -439 8421

SALES AND SERVICE 8.30 AM TO 11.00 PM
29

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

B &K

test equipment

The last few months has seen
the introduction of quite a
number of items of test
equipment from Bruel &
Kjaer. Type 4427 is a
programmable noise level
analyser in a portable format
capable of handling the
analysis and recording noise
found within human
environments. It has a 110 dB
dynamic range with Aweighted or linear frequency
response. With a suitable mic
it can be used as a precision
sound level meter providing a
digital delay updated once a
second to 0.1 dB resolution as
well as producing a continuous
plot on the built -in printer.
The unit has a number of
other features including
automatic operation- either
pre -set or user defined
routines, and an IEC interface
with optional modem interface.
Model 2317 is a portable
level recorder for field or
laboratory use that will record
both AC and DC signals,
vibration and noise levels,
reverb decay curves and
frequency analyses. The unit
has eight crystal controlled

paper speeds with stop, start
and reverse of the paper drive
being remotable.
Type 4224 is a robust
portable sound source
consisting of a speaker with
built -in amplifier and pink
noise generator. It is capable
of delivering up to 115 dB
from 100 Hz to 4 kHz from its
internal rechargeable batteries
or up to 118 dB from a mains
supply.
Kit type 3527 is a combined
noise and vibration measuring
kit that fits in a portable case.
The kit comprises sound level
meter 2230, 1A-octave filter set,
a vibration meter type 2513, a
sound calibrator, adaptor,
extension cable and portable
meter mounting tripod.

Bruel & Kjaer A/S, DK-2850
Naerum, Denmark. Tel: 02
80.05.00. Telex: 37316.
UK: Bruel & Kjaer (UK)
Laboratories Ltd, Cross Lances
Road, Hounslow TW3 2AE.
Tel: 01 -570 7774.
USA: Bruel & Kjaer
Instruments Inc, 185 Forest
Street, Marlborough, MA
01752. Tel: (617) 481 -7000.

Gripmate third hand
Kemplant Engineering
Services have recently
introduced a simple but clever

accessory device that could
prove immensely useful in
many workshop situations.
The Gripmate is intended to
provide those `extra hands'
and consists of a base block
that clamps to a bench or
similar of under 11/2 in
thickness. The base block has
provision for four semi -rigid
stay -put insulated wires each
fitted with a crocodile clip to
hold the work in -hand. Should
one of the wires not be
required for gripping, there
are two alternative arms
available-one ending in a
2.5x magnifying glass and the
other a small magnet where
that would prove a better
method of retaining the work
in question.
The Gripmate is currently
only available in Australia
and Sweden in addtion to the
UK where it is supplied
directly by the manufacturers.

20

15

The basic four hand kit is less

than £5 in cost with the

accessories being only a small
amount more.

Kemplant Ltd, Durfold
Wood, Plaistow,
Billingshurst, West Sussex

RH14 OPN, UK. Tel: 048 649
344.

',

1
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Eventide Harmonizer

B&K 4427 noise level

analyser

Bel BD80 addition
Bel Marketing have

announced that they have
added a new facility to the
BD80 digital delay processor,
in the form of a loop reset
system. Two extra switches
have been added to the front
panel, the first of which
selects external or internal
trigger while the second
selects normal or reset use.
30
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This update allows the loop to
be retriggered by manual or
audio trigger at any time.
Bel Marketing, 2nd Floor,
29 Guildford Street, Luton,
Beds LU1 2NQ, UK. Tel:
0582 452495.
USA: Peter Tempel Music, 230
El Camino del Mar, San
Francisco, CA 94121. Tel: (415)
751 2355.

Eventide have recently
introduced a new Harmonizer
model, the H969. The unit
employs what Eventide refer
to as a digital intelligent
splicing algorithm system
more compactly known as
ProPitch, claimed to deliver
cleaner performance without
glitching over a wider
frequency range than before.
Eventide have also used 16 -bit
PCM linear coding for the first
time in a Harmonizer. A dozen
pitch change presets have been
included enabling the user to
instantly set a precise minor
third, major third, fifth,
seventh or octave of pitch
change. Further, each can be
selected as a sharp or a flat
with additional separate coarse
and fine controls. Full
bandwidth delay has been
increased to 1.5 s with a
further increase to 3 s at half
bandwidth. The user can

choose and save any five delay
times for instant recall with
the full delay range being
available in repeat and reverse
modes. The delay and pitch
ratios are displayed on separate
readouts. Doppler and flanging
effects are also available.
The H969 is intended as an
addition to the range and will
not replace any models.
Eventide say that the H949
will remain a popular unit and
it is better suited to time

compression applications.

Eventide Inc, One Alsan
Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643,
USA. Tel: (201) 641 -1200.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126
Great Portland Street, London
W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314.
Telex: 28668.
UK: Marquee Electronics, 90
Wardour Street, London W1V
3LE. Tel: 01 -439 8421. Telex:
894278.

dbx
The world's
smartest

noise gate /expander
fits into the same rack as

the world's smoothest compressor which
fits into the same rack as

the world's cleverest de -esser which
fits into the same rack as the
world's most versatile parametric equaliser
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Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd
Unit 2
IO William Road
London NWI 3EN
Tel: 01 -387 1262
Telex: 279 39 SCENIC G

Austria: Kain Ges.m.b.h. & Co. KG, dba /Stereo Center Hain, Muenchner Bundesstrasse 42, A-5020 Salzburg. Australia: Klarion Pty, Regent House, 63 Kingsway South, Melbourne
3205. Belgium /Luxembourg: Trans European Music SA, Koeivyerstradt 105, B -1710 Dilbeek. Denmark: SLT, Helgesvej 9 -11 /DK -2000, Kopenhagen. England: Scenic Sound Equipment, 97 -99 Dean
Street, London W 1V 5RA. Finland: Studiotec Ky, Eljaksentie9, 00370 Helsinki 37. France: Cineco, 72, des Champs-Elysees, 75008 Paris. Greece: Bon Studio Sound Systems, 14 Zaimi Str. Athens 48.
Hong Kong: Phillipines, South Korea, Thailand, People's Republic of China: Studer Revox (Far East) Ltd, 5th Floor, Parklane Bldg, 233 -5 Queens Road, Central, HongKong. Italy: Scientel Audio SRL,
Via Pietri 52 (or) Via Venturi 70, Modena 41100. Japan: BSR (Japan) Ltd, Tokyo 101. Netherlands: Special Audio Products B. V. Scheldeplein 18,1078 GR Amsterdam. New Zealand: Videx Systems Ltd,
Ellice Industrial Estate, P.O. Box 31 -029, Auckland 10, 48 Ellice Road, Glenfield. Norway: Lydrommet, St Olaysgate 27, Oslo 1. Spain: Commercial Lavilla, Legaledad, 64066, Barcelona 24. Sweden: Tal
& Ton AB, Kungsgatan 5, 411 19 Goeteborg. Switzerland: Audio Bauer A, CH -8064 Zurich, Bernerstrasse -Nord 182. West Germany: Audio Vertrieb, Bargweg 45b, 2000 Norderstedt.
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Quad power amps
Quad Electroacoustics have
recently announced two new
power amplifiers designed for
professional applications. The
510 is a single channel
amplifier with 600 52 bridging
input and a multiple tapped
output transformer. It will
deliver at least 100 W into any
load from 2 to 100 S2 with the
required matching being
selected by a plug -in card; in
addition to 70 and 100 V
distribution systems. Both
inputs and output are isolated
so that the unit may be used
as a power brick for linked

high power use.
The 520 is a 2- channel
amplifier with power output of
100 W/channel into 8 S2 with
optional balanced inputs. Both
amps use a refinement of the
Quad current dumping circuit.
The construction is claimed to
be capable of withstanding the
most arduous use.

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18
7DB, UK. Tel: (0480) 52561.
USA: Quad USA, 695 Oak
Grove Avenue, Suite 3a,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. Tel:
(800) 227 -9985.

SL 5000M Series showing expansion options

SSL broadcast 5000
SSL previewed their new
range of broadcast consoles,
the 5000 series, at the IBC
Convention and AES New
York. This was the first step
in a completely new approach
to console design for SSL and
the 5000 should really be seen
as a fully adaptable range/
system rather than a single
model. Although the SL 5000
M Series audio production
system is intended solely for
broadcast applications, it is

complexity and power
consumption of the system.
Further, the desks use a new
audio control desk architecture
with a system of modular
mother boards distributing
audio, logic and data buses

throughout the console -that
is, both horizontally and
vertically. As a result main
frames are available in
standard widths between 16
and 56 mono or stereo input
channels within a basic
worthwhile covering the major framework of three designs
ideas behind this series.
offering either 4, 5 or 6
At the heart of the 5000 is a horizontal buses.
new series of hybrid chips that
The desk is modular but in
replaces earlier `op -amp plus
the form of 28 different
components' type of subEurocard audio and control
assembly. A single such SSL
cassettes. This together with
chip can provide a totally
the facility of horizontal and
balanced and earth -free output vertical busing, allows the
capable of driving a 600 S2 load user to specify virtually where
every component is within the
at +28 dBm and only takes
about one tenth of the area
console. The compact size of the
previously required. This has
enabled a substantial
reduction in size, weight,
32
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All switching within the
console is electronic and this

together with the busing
arrangements means that the
address lines to all cassettes
can be master controlled
regardless of their position
within the console.
The range of cassettes and
facilities available as part of
the 5000 series will be more
thoroughly covered in our
sister publication, Broadcast
Sound, however in basic terms
the 5000 may be fitted with
mono or stereo inputs,
cassettes to allow up to eight

stereo audio subgroups and
four independent stereo
outputs allowing for the
creation of a number of mix
minus feeds or splits.
The 5000 will be available
with two levels of computer
assistance. The first will be
known as Instant Reset and
allows the computer to store
and reset all switch settings.
electronics has allowed control The channel cassettes will also
and data circuitry to be included be addressable by the SSL
within each basic cassette.
Total Recall system allowing

settings to be stored and
recalled. The SSL Studio
Computer also interfaces
allowing mixing level
automation together with
synchroniser and machine
control. This means that the
5000 will be largely
compatible with the 4000 and
6000 ranges.
The version of the SL 5000
M shown was only an example
of the system and SSL have
stressed that there will be
many further developments
within the system including
more cassette modules for
specific needs before any
deliveries of complete systems
are to be made in July 85
following the full system
launch at the NAB Convention
in April.

Solid State Logic,
Churchfields, Stonesfield,
Oxford OX7 2PQ, UK.
Tel: 099 389 8282.
USA: Solid State Logic,

2633 Fifteenth Street NW,
Washington DC 20009.
Tel: (202) 797-0700.0

The new Modular Aphex Aural
Exciter is designed to fit in the
popular Aphex R -1 Rack System.
Ten across! Or nine across in the
dbx F900 Rack System. o you
can now add the psychoacoustic
excitement of an Aural Exciter to
every audio channel without filling
your entire rack with stereo Aural
Exciters.
Like the famous Type II Aural
Exciter, the new modular version
restores natural brightness and

presence ... improves intelligibility
... increases perceived loudness
... and generally improves acoustic
performance. All without the unnatural distortion which can be caused
with other signal processing.
See the Modular Aural Exciter at
your sound professional's soon. And,
while you're there, check out the
modular Aphex EQF -2 Equalizer/
Filter and the CX-1 Compressor/
Expander.
Aphex Systems Limited
a Atlantex Music Ltd.,
3 Cadwell Lane,

Hitchin
Hertfordshire SG4 OAG
Telephone: (0462)31511
Telex: 826967

Aural Exciter is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems Ltd., North Hollywood, CA

©1984 Aphex Systems Ltd.

AUSTRALIA
East Coast Audio Sales,
Melbourne

FINLAND
Nores Oy, Helsinki

ITALY

AUSTRIA
AKG. Vienna

FRANCE
3M France
Cergy Pontoise Cedex

JAPAN
Matsuda Trading, Tokyo

SWEDEN
AB Betoma, Solna

BENELUX
Trans European Music,
Dilbeek

GERMANY
AKG, Munich

NEW ZEALAND
Maser Comm Auckland

SWITZERLAND

SINGAPORE
Auvi Private Ltd.

TAIWAN
Linfair Engineering, Taipei

CANADA
AKG Acoustics, Scarborough
DENMARK
SC Sound, Taastrup

GREECE

Omikron. Athens

SPAIN

M. Casale Bauer,

Bologna

.

Neotecnica, Madrid

PAS, Basil

SOUTH AFRICA

HONG KONG
Audio Consultants,
Kowloon

Tru -Fi Electronics,
Wynberg, Sandton
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TRAINING

The Tonmeister qualification sits

rather uncomfortably at present

in the UK. In Germany it is an
accepted qualification, indeed a
respected one to have, but the
attitude of the UK recording
industry towards training is
rather different. Most studios prefer to
train their engineers in their own house
style through the tea boy tape -op route.
To introduce a Tonmeister (be they
graduate or undergraduate) into the
hierarchy is obviously therefore a
problem.
There are several studios around who
consistently do take Tonmeisters in for
their `industrial' year, and quite often
offer full-time jobs to come back to when
the student is fully qualified, but even
these have not really managed to find a
satisfactory solution to the dilemma. One
such studio is Air London. Studio
manager David Harries has this to say:
"The main difficulty with offering a job
to a graduate Tonmeister is the fact that
a studio can only offer a junior position;
this naturally means at a lower rate of
pay since the studio is already employing
experienced non -graduate engineers who
have grown with the company and have
been trained by them in the studio's own
house style. To take on a graduate in a
higher position would cause some
resentment as well as be unfair."
On the whole, the 20 -odd graduates we
contacted whilst researching this article
seem to accept the situation without any
undue resentment. They seem to feel
that although the industry does not
recognise their training they are in fact
equipped to progress more quickly and
therefore in the long run do not really
lose out.
A big problem for the students is that
often, usually from fellow tape -ops and
engineers rather than management,
there is a degree of resentment felt
towards them, and they are
automatically labelled with criticisms
such as being over -confident, overqualified, too academically trained, not
enough practical experience, etc. So now,
even though there are many extremely
successful Tonmeister engineers and
producers working in the recording
industry one does not tend to hear about
them since the degree is not something
any of them would feel inclined to talk
about. Even David Harries, who has
employed many very successful students
seems to have the usual criticisms
uppermost in his mind and qualifies his
position by saying that Air London has
been very lucky in the people they have
actually taken on. Why shouldn't it be
that their people represent the norm
rather than the exceptions that prove the
rule?
The course, held at Surrey University,
has been reported in detail many times
before (see Studio Sound, June, 1983)
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Further to our article
in June 1983, Janet
Angus put a few

questions to a cross
section of Tonmeister
graduates, to find out
what the industry
thinks of them and
how they have settled
within it.
and I think most people are familiar
with what it involves. We should also
mention that just as the industry is
constantly changing, so is the course
curriculum. More of this later.
In the meantime, we managed to track
down a large number of graduates
ranging from the very first intake, to
those who graduated in the last
academic year. They each filled in a
fairly lengthy questionnaire which
sought to establish (a) what they
themselves thought of their qualification,
and (b) how they fitted into the industry
when they actually got there, and (c)
what problems they did or did not
have to face. Was it all worthwhile?
Only one reply said no, and he was from
the very first year of the course when,
presumably, it was still trying to find its
direction. On the whole, the training was
found to be very valuable indeed, but not
something you shout about.

order (of
study, not necessarily age) are
some of the thoughts that came
back.
Andrew Peggie, who now
teaches, writes and plays for a
living embarked on the course
because he "wanted a technical and
musical background and training." It is,
after all a music degree, and this was a
fairly standard reply. Hardly anyone at
the time of entrance to university knew
anything of the more usual tape -op
route -they all intended to gain a degree
of some kind, and the music has been
very important to all of them for many
different reasons.
"I've never flashed my Tonmeister
degree around as a way of proving that I
know what I'm doing," was also fairly
standard fare. Andrew did his industrial
training at Advision where, he feels,
"my added experience meant that I
moved `up' rather faster! The technical
background has been continuously useful
throughout my freelance career as a
writer, teacher and performer. I don't
Here, in chronological

believe the Tonmeister course gave
anyone enough `hard' experience to
enable them to walk into any
engineering or production jobs. We all
had to start again from scratch
anyway-it's just that we could move
faster. Degrees are no passport to
anything. I think the `industry' can only
see the course in terms of its own
relatively narrow requirements which
are a tiny proportion of the technology
related aspects of the music business."
Phil Chambon, now working at the
London School of Contemporary Dance as
A/V technician, and with music and
dance group La Bouche, went to Surrey
University because: "The Tonmeister
course involves as much music as
engineering and physics and I consider
myself primarily to be a musician. I
would say that if you want to be an
engineer full stop then join a studio and
work your way through. If you have
musical interests and more of an
entrepreneurial spirit then the course
does allow for exploration."
One rather obvious advantage of
studying in a group of any kind is that
you meet people of similar interests to
work with and bounce ideas and
experiments around with.
Andy Arthurs, who works with Phil on
many producing and writing projects as
well as La Bouche -the partnership
being a direct result of Surrey-did know
of the tape -op route but decided against
it because "being a tape -op is a very
narrow training and the Tonmeister
course sets you up for an all round
approach to music and recording. In the
pop music area there is not much point
in mentioning it but on the serious
(classical) music side they understand
that a broader training /education cannot
hinder.
"Specialisation is quite important, but
leaves you more vulnerable to changes in
the industry. My broader education has
enabled me to work in recording from
rock to serious in live and studio
situations and also to write and
produce."
Mike Knowles is now a director of
Martak A/V company. His time at
Surrey included a period working for
EMISON, followed by quite a lengthy
spell at Abbey Road. "It is not always
necessary to have a wide experience of
techniques, eg a pop engineer does not
need to know how to record a
commercial or A/V track. The course
offers a wide field of opportunity and if
you are not sure what type of
engineering you will find the most
rewarding it offers the best basis to start
this type of career. However, if you know
what field you definitely want to work in
you may get on quicker by starting as
soon as possible. I think it really
depends on the individual whether or not
the course makes up for three years of
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DOD's R -8308 and R -831 B EQ's feature computer aided design, low
noise, high slew rate, low distortion, and extremely accurate controls
Add to this DOD's low prices, and the result is two of the most popular
EQ's on the market today.
Modular PC board construction
Center detented, linear potentiometers
All metal chasis
Four-level LED output indicators
Low cut filter

Bypass switC
12 dB boost or cut
Signal to noise greater than 95 dB
IM distortion less than 0.01
One year warranty

If you haven't yet discovered the true equality, you owe yoùrsel á
visit to your nearest DOD dealer for a demonstration.
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5639 South Riley Lane

Atlantex Music Ltd.,

3

Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

Telephone (801) 268-8400

Cadwell Heath, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OAG. Tel: (0462) 31511

experience. In my case I would say it
did."
Terry Davies, although a graduate
Tonmeister, is working in what may be
to some a rather surprising field. He is a
writer and arranger, often working major
London shows, and obviously the music
part of the degree was very important to
him. His industrial year was spent at
Chappell Studio (now closed -part of the
PolyGram group) where his musical and
arranging skills came into their own.
"Yes people were intimidated (by the
Tonmeister degree) and hence very
defensive. My employer was `sceptical'. I
think most people would agree that it is
good to have an engineer with musical
ability and the standard of music on the
course is often very high." It should be,
since an entry requirement is (usually a
top grade) 'A' level in music! "I found
the music side of the course very good
and stimulating ...by attracting a large
number of applicants and the intake
being so small, the people working
together were keen and all (or most)
excelled in some area or other."
Andy Quick entered the BBC after
graduating and went through their
training scheme as well. Nevertheless,
he doesn't seem to think he wasted his
time. "As a BBC studio manager the
degree helped me to acquire the `job
skills' more quickly than I might
otherwise have done. As a music
producer the music content of the degree
has been of most use." The most
advantageous thing about the course

for

him was the "freedom to pursue one's
own interests, eg location recording and
performance ".

rian Robson, who also spent his
industrial year at the now

defunct Chappell studio, is
chief engineer at Paul Weller's
Solid Bond Studio in London's
West End. "I wanted to do a
music degree which involved
some aspect of the technical side of
music, ie records, tapes, etc. The course
provided in its (then) 4 -track studio the
opportunity to learn the basics with none
of the `time is money' pressures later to
be encountered in a `real' studio. This
was probably the most useful part of the
course with respect to engineering later
on. I had no problems with regard to
being over -qualified, because no-one
takes any notice of that sort of thing
anyway, unless you yourself make an
issue of it. It was readily apparent that I
had had some musical training but from
a technical side we were all in the same
boat," he said whilst talking about the
problem of fitting in with the studio's
other tape -ops and engineers. "The
musical training did seem to be an
advantage once the clients recognised it,
and I did get sessions in preference to
other engineers because of it-cheap
arranger/keyboard player! One's
experience depends on the sort of work
you are involved in and if you are
surrounded by LinnDrums and
sequencers all day every day, then the
sight of a real drum kit might reveal a
gap in your experience. At the same
time, they didn't have LinnDrums at
Surrey and so that was something I had
to learn about later. The point is that
once you consider that your experience is
complete and that you know everything

B
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you might as well give up, and whether
you've done a Tonmeister course or have
come up through the ranks you should
be gaining in experience and ways of
doing things on every session you do."

he most advantageous thing
Brian relates to the course was
the availability of music
students to experiment on with
microphone technique. "Whether
taking a Tonmeister course is
gopd for everyone is debatable
certainly until the industry as a whole
accepts the idea there is no real job getting advantage as opposed to writing
lots of letters and turning up on studio
doorsteps."
Brian Mayhew spent his industrial
year at the Music Centre. After a few
years working in the industry he decided
to change course totally and is now
working in the computer field. All the

T

-

same, the degree was very valuable to him

him and he has some pertinent thoughts:
"In my case the studio concerned dealt
heavily in television and film sound,
both with many aspects not covered by
the course" (then). "This, coupled with
the all- pervading requirement of being
people -wise and of attaining client
acceptance and confidence, stands the
Tonmeister in no better stead than his
untrained colleagues. However, the wide ranging training, both artistic and
technical, which the graduate
Tonmeister can draw upon allows him to
progress quicker through the ranks, with
the opportunity to diverge from
operations to production, arranging, or
(as in my case) to technical and
maintenance work. It is in trying to
short -cut the experience gathering
process where the Tonmeister may lay
himself open to criticisms."
That all important industrial year
consisted of "the first half split between
tape -opping and maintenance
engineering. The latter soon crept in due
to my interest in electronics, but the
mixture proved to be a burden. When a
session ground to a halt due to a fault, I
was not only expected to keep the
producer quiet with endless fresh coffee,
but the over -burdened maintenance team
(bless them) expected me to fix the
24 -track as well! My employer's attitude
to the course was favourable from the
outset, but being a technical man
himself he saw it mainly as the right
technical knowledge placed in context by
the rest of the course content." Summing
up: "Overall I support the course as a
means of launching people into all
aspects of music and studio work ...Due
to the nature of the industry, however,
the temptation to avoid the mundane
coffee-making initiation into professional
recording engineering has generally to
be resisted to avoid such criticisms as
`over -qualified', `over confident',
`academic', etc. But once you're there it
comes into its own."
David Mitcham, now working at The
Visual Connection, spent his industrial
year following in the footsteps of Mike
Knowles -first at EMISON and later at
Abbey Road. "I see the degree as giving

me a bit of understanding wmcn will
come out in my work." The academic
nature of the course "helps in problem
solving. In A/V there is a lot of
computerised machinery which our
background has helped me to

understand."
On a different tack "you need
experience with people as well as
equipment. It is important in an
academic situation to get experience of
studio work -the stressful environment.

"On the career aspect, actually directly
in getting work it doesn't help because
employers don't know what the
qualification is. But carrying out that
work you can understate the degree
factor and just get on with it and
because you have done the course you
can do it. Currently, young engineers
and tape -ops are exposed to very high
technology immediately on joining a
studio, whereas years ago mixers didn't
have many knobs! There must be a
tendency to start too high up and not
fully understand why or how it works. A
lot of rock engineers for example have
never recorded someone talking. You
need time to experiment and you haven't
got that time in a studio-especially
when you are recording jingles. Because
you've got the industrial year you don't
need all the equipment there (at Surrey).
"The course could do with a whole lot
better relationship with the recording
industry at large. The industry grudges
will remain for a long time. There are
one hell of a lot of good engineers who
did not take further education, and there
always will be. 75% of the Tonmeisters
are bloody good at whatever they decide
to do, but the way they've got to prove
themselves is to go out and start again
at the beginning. It's not a leg up into
the industry and sometimes it's a leg
down and it's wrong."
Ben Fenner, freelance engineer
believes that "people take the tape -op
route when they have this goal of being
a `sound engineer' or even `producer'
foremost in their minds," and, as we
have seen, people taking the course do
not necessarily have this.
"The studio world, and indeed the
music business in general, allows a
newcomer to that world the opportunity
to prove himself without any prior
prejudice be it technical or personal ...A
Tonmeister, when working in a
professional studio for the first time (as
in his industrial year) does have the
advantage of being able to use the
knowledge gained in his two years at
university to progress quickly, but it
must be progress made within the
confines of the system in which he is
working, ie based on his ability to do his
job efficiently and effectively." Ben's
industrial year was spent at Air London.
"From a musical point of view it has
helped enormously -the sound theoretical
and practical musical grounding helps
not only in the treatment of the music I
am recording, but also means that I can
play on a track when needed, arrange,
and also communicate very concisely
with an arranger, producer or artist over
matters concerning the music-these
matters come up quite often in a
recording studio!" As many of the
graduates we talked to, Ben was quick to
point out, "It is not a course for sound
engineers, but actually a very broad-

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Sony PCMF1 /SLF1

Sony PCM701ES /SLC9

To clear any confusion or misunderstanding
about the above Sony Digital recording products,
please be advised:
The Sony PCMF1 is still in production in Japan,
1 and is available from HHB. The Sony SLF1
video recorder has indeed ceased production,
but HHB has managed to secure limited numbers
of these desirable machines.
It should also be borne in mind that an alternative system exists for applications where
portability is not essential.This system comprises
the Sony PC,M701ES processor - identical in function arid-compatability to the PCMF1 - and SLC9
video recorder.
- -N,.
HHB are pleased to announce ex-stock avail'%`'
ability of CLUE (Computer Logging Unit
and Editor) which provides editing facilities
PCMF1 or PCM701ES /Betamax recording, as well
as intelligent autolocation and logging.
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Call now for more information about this exc- _
ting new product.
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based degree. Graduates can turn their
hand to a great number of different
aspects of the music /entertainment
business. However, where sound
engineering is concerned, the fact that it
is to a large extent a music degree is of
great importance. My Tonmeister
training means that I can very easily
relate most recording techniques eg mic
placement, addition of effects, editing,
etc, to their effect on the music itself
through a greater understanding of that
music both theoretically and in practice."
David Foister runs the A/V department
of the Guildhall School of Music and
Drama. He took the degree because he
wanted a university education. "I wanted
to learn generally about sound, not just
get trained up specifically as an
engineer. I liked the idea of bridging the
gap between the musician and the
technician-I had already encountered
communication problems on small
recording jobs.".
During his industrial year at the
National Theatre "there were problems
with the other sound operators and
technicians ...they saw me as a bit of a
know -it-all (on reflection I deserved some
stick for my attitude), and as a threat to
the way they had learnt their trade ".
Of the course content (David graduated
around five or six years ago) he said
"Things I thought irrelevant at the time
have turned out to be extremely useful.
I've recently installed a brand new
16 -track studio to my specification here
at the GS of M &D, and have since been
operating, administrating and
maintaining it, and have often had to
call on my Tonmeister training."
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engineers and producers are confident,
risk taking people."
A dilemma which many of the students
have to face is whether they should
actually leave their industrial year posts
to go back to university and complete
their degrees. The temptation to stay on,
when they have jobs in studios is
enormous, and pressure is often brought
to bear on them by their employers too.
But for David "the final year, however,
was the most valuable because it
juxtaposed the industrial experience
against the academic theory. Knowledge
of specifics can be gained anywhere in
work experience. Knowledge of
underlying thought processes and
underlying principles can only be gained
by study -not necessarily Tonmeister
study.
"Why does anybody need to understand
what they are doing? It is very satisfying
to be able to speak to people from
different sides of the industry in their
own language, but not necessary."
The variety in the course is further
illustrated by those who entered the
manufacturing side of the industry.
Graham Carter is currently employed at
Dolby Labs. "In this context technical
qualifications are very important." As
for what we refer to as the `industry
opposition' "I do feel that this impression
is changing-very slowly -as more
graduates enter the industry and prove
their worth practically."
Capital Radio is where we found Ed
Stratton. "For a career in broadcasting
umping to the `young engineers
where entry seemed more dependent on
theme': "you only have to read
qualifications, it certainly proved useful
some of the trade press interviews
to me. It also gave me confidence to
and letters to realise what
tackle new and daunting situations as
enormous gaps there are in the
knowledge of even quite successful they arose.
"When you learn by watching others
engineers, and what peculiar
and by trial and error you may end up
prejudices and working methods these
doing your job very well, but lack the
gaps have led to. Too many people view
versatility to cope with other types of
equipment as boxes with knobs on to be
work."
twiddled till a nice noise comes out; I
feel strongly that a basic understanding
And finally, over at Dolby Labs
of what's going on inside helps you find
we found another (brand new)
the effect you want more quickly and
Tonmeister graduate, Tim
under your control, and the same goes
Partridge. On the
for microphone technique. The course
Tonmeisters v tape -op route
more than made up for this lack of
he was suitably squashing.
experience, although I sometimes feel I
"This is assuming that the
wish I'd spent more time actually in
end results are the same. They are not!
studios doing things with experienced
They may be but if the course had been
engineers -you pick up wrinkles that
so narrowly vocational I would almost
way that no course can teach you ...I
certainly not have applied."
gained an overall understanding of the
As for those hackneyed criticisms:
recording process musically, technically
"Lack of practical experience is a
and practically ...I felt at the time, and
feel even more strongly now that the
course should include the nuts and bolts
David Fisher is particularly keen to
of the music business-contracts,
set up better communication with the
royalties, copyright, licensing,
industry. The course is a good location
distribution, publishing and so on ...a
for A-B testing of product since every
basic business course."
concert or recital is usually recorded
David Woolley, chief engineer at
by several students on different sets
Trilion, thought my comparison between
of equipment. If you have a product or
tape -oping and Tonmeister training
design which you would like to work
totally out of place since the two set out
with the Tonmeister students on or
to achieve totally different things. We
you feel that you could offer a special
begin to realise why!
lecture of any description you should
..It is study based, not employer
contact David Fisher at the Music
based ...it is not a `youth opportunities'
Dept, University of Surrey, Guildford,
course. Tonmeister graduates are
Surrey. Tel: 0483 571281.
confidently trained. I think all successful
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tape-op, engineer, producer and often
musician on most of your sessions you
certainly think you are gaining it!"
As for the rest of the course: "Since
the bread and butter of the recording
industry is pop it would be an
understatement to say that some tuition
in pop techniques would be useful. The
course is heavily classically orientated
and all the knowledge of pop must be
gained through trial and error. This is
just one area where the people in the
industry that are only too quick to
condemn the course could do their bit to
improve it by going down to Surrey to
talk to the students." He did add "and
get paid for it!" but I'm not sure of the
would certainly provide
facts on this!

popular oue

-it

an added incentive.

brings us nicely
round to David Fisher,
who is the brand new
head of the Tonmeister
Course and who, when I
spoke to him, was still
finding his feet after only
two months in office. I related some of
the above thoughts to him and he was
quick to agree whole heartedly with
practically everything we have heard.
But changes are afoot. "Although the
course does not set out to solely produce
engineers, engineering is obviously an
important part of the course." His main
priority at the moment is to make it
broader based. At the moment it aims at
the record industry and he will be
introducing TV, film, radio and even
possibly PA techniques into the
curriculum. The rock element especially
must be attended to and he has already
implemented this into the second year
timetable.
The most important purpose of the
course, as he sees it, is to give as general
an introduction to the recording industry
as possible, not only in the styles but
also in the medium. "But then I have
the problem of being careful not to over
diversify and end up just diluting the
course beyond the point where it is
useful.
"Because it is a music degree within a
music department, there is naturally a
lot of classical music around in the
department to be recorded. Nevertheless
I am anxious to provide as wide a range
of work as possible. I have introduced
some video and TV work into the final
year, but so far it has taken the form of
lectures. It is difficult to provide the
right kind of practice because the
equipment is so expensive." Is this an
area where the industry could help out?
"We have a reasonably equipped studio
with Sony PCM-F1 s, 8- track, professional
1/4 in machines, 16- channel Neve. I think
it is at the right level technically from a
recording point of view, although I
wouldn't mind having a 24 -track studio!"
Well, who wouldn't?
So there we have it, the `other' point of
view. The course is obviously undergoing
something of a revamp with many new
ideas being introduced. In a constantly
changing and developing industry, the
demands on a course such as this are
enormous and diverse. By seeking to
embrace the industry as opposed to
fighting it the Tonmeister course hopes
Which

to continue to

grow.

e introduction of the Tandberg
Series -CD 900 shatters the barrier of
Professional Cassette use. For the first
time combined in one machine are

time counter and built in autolocator
functions, this machine is truly a multipurpose cassette recorder.

Features include:
superior sound capability, superior
mechanical and electronic design,
- High precision 4 motor tape tranand total control flexibility based on a
sport with direct load, instant
8 -Bit microprocessor with 32 K of
access cassette positioning.
EPROM memory.
- Discrete Tandberg built three head
Also included in this series are the
system with built-in record azimuth
experience of 50 years of electronic
adjustment.
and tape recorder design /manufactu- - Superb sound quality with Tandring. In fact, for over half a century
berg's exclusive discrete circuitry
the Tardberg reputation for quality,
and latest generation Dolby B and
outstanding performance and long
C noise reduction processors.
- All audio pathways include only
term owner loyalty has been based
on our commitment to total excellence
polypropylene capacitors and metal
in product, from sub chassis to exterfilm resistors.
nal appearance.
- Built in autolocator with 10 cue
points in real time, auto cut search
TCD 910 Master Cassette
and cue/review.
Recorder
- Auto stop and /or rewind after cut.
TCD 9- 0 is designed to replace in
- Electronically balanced XLR
input/output connectors.
many use both reel to reel and cartridge machines. This recorder is
- Remote control connector including
capable of producing tapes at sound
fader start.
and silence levels beyond that requi- Front panel Bias and record current
red by broadcasting standards. Comadjustment, with built in oscillators.
bined with its extremely accurate real - Optional RS 232 computer inter-

face, infrared wireless an
wire remote.
- Wide range of options and accessories.

TCD 911 Playback Cassette

Deck
An economical alternative to inferior
home tape decks in professional settings. TCD 911 offers the same quality of construction and design as
TCD 910 with special features such
as:

- Playback pitch control.
-

External playback azimuth control,
to get the best out of any prerecorded compact cassette. In a
multi -deck studio situation, the TCD
910 combined with the TCD 911
makes for the ideal match of performance and price.

TANDBERG
TCD 900 SERIES
PROFESSIONAL
CASSETTE DECKS

Norway: Tandberg NS, Fetveien 1, P.O.Box 53 N -2007 KJELLER. Tel: 2 -71 68 20. Tlx: 71886.
Sweden: Tandberg Audio AB P.O.Box 20104 S-16120 Bromma. Tel: 8 -98 04 50. Tlx: 10853.
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USA: Tandberg of America Inc. Labriola Court, P.O.Box 58 Armonk, N.Y. 10504. Tel: 914 -273 -9150. Tlx: 137357.
West Germany: Tandberg Radio Deutschland GmbH, Heinrich Hertz Strasse 24, Postfach 3125, D -4006 Erkrath 1. Tel: 211 -203076. Tlx: 8587379.
WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATIVES: Argentina: Noise S.R.L. Buenos Aires. Tel: 460628 5776. Australia: Rank Electronics Pty. Pymble N.S.W.
449 -5666. Belgium: Van der Heyden Audio NV Erembodegem. Tel: 214915. Canada: Thorvin Electronics Inc. Ontario. Tel: 416 -2767271. Chile:
Broadcast & Telecommunications Engineering Santiago. Tel: 2232278. Denmark: TanTronic Aps Glostrup. Tel: 631800. Finland: Falcon Electronics
Helsinki. Tel: 175622. France: Audio Marketing Services Le Blanc Mesnil. Tel: 8673131. The Netherlands: TE.S. Nederland B.V. den Haag. Tel: 471811.
Hong Kong: Edutec International Ltd. Aberdeen. Tel: 520253. India: Koramman & Co. Madras. Tel: 31319. Indonesia: P T. Guntur Antarnusa Jakarta
Barat. Tel: 46534. Italy: Nordra S.R.L. Milano. Tel: 666393. Peru: Fernando Ezeta Lima. Tel: 452335. Switzerland: Pajac Echichens. Tel: 722421.
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The majority of studios
tend to feel that a
maintenance crew is a
waste of money. After
all, what do they do?

If they are doing their
job properly they're
not doing anything and when
they do do something all you
see is vast invoices coming in
once a quarter when the new
RS Components catalogue
comes out.
The need for maintenance on
electronic equipment tends to
produce the familiar bath-tub
curve. The initial sharp
downward slope of the bathtub curve is essentially taken
care of by the manufacturer's/

supplier's warranty.
A number of studios seem to
feel that the year's warranty
equals a year's free
maintenance. Having worked
for a dealer, I've got news for
you: it isn't like that. Just
because a card gets blown it
does not mean that the
dealer's crew will come out
and fix every fault in your
studio for free. It means that
the card will be replaced for
free. The dealer's crew are
there as back up. Studios are
meant to carry out their own
first level servicing.
During the first few years'
operation you find that
generally the equipment has
`bedded-in' and there are few
major problems. As the
equipment gets older you tend
to spend more and more time
doing preventative
maintenance. Things start
wearing out; then you get to
the stage where you are going
to lose a client unless you do a
major overhaul.
Many studios just don't want
to face up to this. `You mean
to say that this is going to cost
me £1,000 in components and
probably a couple of days
down time ?' Well, I think
that's a lot better than losing
a whole week when a client
walks out, and all the bad
mouth that goes with that.
Maintenance is an insurance
policy but having a good
technical crew isn't the
cheapest thing on the payroll
in any way, shape or form.
The return, however, is a
continued income from the
studio's operation.
The majority of the `Division
One' studios in London carry
technical crew. They also carry
a certain amount of test gear
to verify performance of the
equipment. And they don't shy
away from having to make
blanket changes or
modifications to enhance the
reliability of the studio
facility.
I heard that Air had a
classic problem where they
had two consoles about a year
apart in age. the room with
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the day before you start. They
can do a full system
alignment, look for any faults

that the engineers haven't
noticed. Then it's `feet up,
brain off' for the next few

weeks (hopefully).
There is no reason why the
technical crew need line up
tape machines every day. At
Red Bus the balance engineers
and the seconds are taught to
do this for themselves. I'm a
firm believer in leaving things
alone but you can't adopt
Ostrich -mode forever as you
the older board nobody smoked own system, not one devised
by the management. They can would begin to give away too
but in the other room the
work it out for themselves, it's much of your 4 -hr allowable
engineer and the tape op who
easy.
down -time.
primarily worked the room
Although you've got.your
Whatever the set up, the
did. They had to change all
requirement is for immediate engineers or your seconds
the switches on the younger
service. It is not a lot of use if lining up the tape machines,
board. They went for gold the technical guy lives a long you need to go down there
plated switches at some
way away and can't get in for every so often and do it for
horrific price. The studio
three hours. It's also useful if yourself. We all tend to say,
facility has to be prepared to
`That'll do, that's near enough
he hasn't lost his driving
do this or clients have a habit
licence. If you've gone home
for rock and roll.' But
of not coming back.
the studio still has to be able occasionally you have to say, `I
Maintenance is not just a
to get hold of you. That
want this as good as possible.'
function, as in, `We have a
I believe that the more the
generally implies carrying a
maintenance man.' I think it
balance engineer knows about
bleeper, and you accept that.
is a role within the studio
facility, which is why I tend to Eleven o'clock one New Year's the equipment he's handling,
Eve, was I out celebrating?
the better he handles and
refer to the technical crew. I
No, I was under the console.
treats it and the higher the
certainly have as little to do
quality of product that comes
Sometimes you have to do
with house maintenance as
out of the studio. If you've got
possible -I have been known to awkward hours. That's what
engineers who are vaguely
you're paid for.
change light bulbs but air technical they are more likely
All the client is concerned
conditioning? Pass.
to be able to define faults and
with is that he comes in; the
As some of you may be
place functions; he gets a good describe symptoms. Someone
aware, the idea is not to lose
who's actually had a go at
any studio time. I think that if sound on tape. If things go
you have more than four hours wrong, he comes back the next finding out what the fault
might be is much better than
breakdown time per studio per day and they've either been
month, when the client should fixed or there's a good reason someone who just says, `It
doesn't work, man.'
why not.
be in but he can't work, then
I have to say there are a lot
If you've got long term
the management has every
of non -technical engineers who
right to ask what the technical clients it is occasionally
crew are doing for their money. necessary for them not to come get a damn good sound -which
in at 10 o'clock every morning. is what the studio's all
about-so you have to be able
For a two studio complex They may feel that they are
like Red Bus you need
going to work office hours and to live with both types of
engineer.
one full -time technical
you are supposed to work at
There is one engineer in
guy but you do not need night. In that case the
maintenance doesn't get done. London who is guaranteed to
24 hr cover. Once you
find all the faults on your
It's quite simple.
have three studios
automation. He does it at
working their tails off
If the studio is starting a
long term project, you give the every studio he goes to. He's
you do need two people
done it at Marcus Music, and
working a shift system-their
studio to the technical crew
here at Red Bus, he's at
hours
have
to
do
awkward
Sometimes you
Odyssey and he's done it at
CBS ...He finds all the
automation faults but when
you get there you have a hard
job finding half of them.
The maintenance guy will
not understand what's wrong
in the studio if he doesn't
know how the balance
engineers use the equipment.
It would be useful to have
some experience as a balance
engineer. I never have, but I
enjoy records and I enjoy
music enough to be interested
as to whether something
sounds good and how they got
that effect. My interest in the
equipment is certainly not
Signal -to -noise ratios at 4 in
g.
the morning! -but very much,
8
U
`Does it sound good ?'
0

Peter Clark of Red Bus Studios in
London describes maintenance
from his viewpoint

An understanding of the
system as it is used is of

Which ofthese
microphones looks
"flattest"
to go /

The flat response microphone is the one
in the center. It's the new 4004 studio
microphone from Bruel & Kjaer.
A significant contributor to its flat amplitude
characteristic and uniform phase response
is its small size.
All other factors being equal, the smallest
microphone will have the best response,
because its envelope causes the least obtrusion
into the sound field. If you'd like to see curves that
show how flat a professional microphone can be,
request our literature. If you'd like to hear how flat
a professional microphone can sound, call your
B &K field applications engineer for a demonstration
in your space.

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc.

Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd.

185 Forest Street

Marlboro, MA 01752

Cross Lances Road
Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 2AE

(617) 481 -7000
TWX: 710- 347 -1187

01-570 -7774
TELEX: 934150 bk uk g

World Headquarters: Naerum, Denmark. Sales and service in 55 countries around the world.
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client relationship is to be
because that's a reflection on
you as the technical guy there. maintained, and that's what
pays your wages.
In some cases you have to
If it is plainly the balance
make the decision whether to
engineer's fault, you don't tell
blow out the session or not.
paramount importance, and
him so in front of everybody.
The client is usually looking
that usage of the system has
That doesn't look good for the
changed radically over the last for recommendations and you
studio. You make out it was
three or four years. I've met
must be aware of the artistic
something else. You can call
seconds who have a hard time temperament in giving your
him a bozo later.
advice. Can you justify them
spelling amp. They can spell
Even if it's the client's own
DI pretty well, but bass amp is hanging around for an hour
a bit of a problem. Bass DI is
while you fix it, or do you just freelance engineer you bite
send everybody home? Besides your tongue and say. `There
all right.
There's a whole generation
they may not feel like doing it are one or two odd things
about the way we are
by the time you've finished.
of young engineers out there
If you walk in and say, `You configured...' You just set it
who haven't got a clue how to
right, and live with it.
could hang around for an
record drums. If it doesn't
The technical guy has much
hour, but I can't guarantee
have `Linn' and jackplugs on
it we're all done for -if it isn't that it's going to go,' that does more involvement in the
not do the client, the artist or
studio running, and needless
DI'd the second can't spell it.
If the studio has reasonably the studio any good. You may to say its politics, than the
not necessarily know what the balance engineers. He is often
technically orientated
hell's gone wrong. If you don't the interface between the
engineers, as we have at Red
know, you've just got to tell
engineers and the
Bus, they don't go into Panic management. Somebody has to
them that. This is where the
mode if the slightest thing
technical guy may well end up present a cogent argument to
goes wrong. Quite often the
engineer becomes your hands being the proud wearer of the management as to why they've
at the other end of a phone.
omelette.
got to fork out yet more
It's much better if you give
money for state -of-the -art
Most of them can fix simple
it to the client straight. You
equipment. Then you may
faults over the phone, even
assume the Maintenance
have to present management's
down to changing
economic considerations to
components- hopefully without Position-flat on your back
the engineers because
under the console -and say,
turning the console into a
management, generally, tends
`I'm sorry, it's cock-up time.
random number generator.
not to explain these things to
Things have gone distinctly
This does of course require
"bang!" and it's going to take
engineers.
that the studio has a tool kit.
I have worked at studios
Many studios do not carry a me some time to put them
right.'
where the technical crew chose
tool kit accessible to the
the equipment. I think that is
engineers for one very good
reason. Generous engineers
ou don't try to hide completely wrong. The balance
it from the client
engineers should decide as
tend to give Allen keys to
they're the people who are
guitarists and nutdrivers to
because he'll hate
you for it if in two
using it and are more in touch
drummers -all of whom have
hours' time when
not turned up fully prepared
with clients. I believe the role
you still haven't
and... 'Oh dear! Half the tool
of the technical crew is to act
fixed it and then
as mediator, to advise on what
kit's disappeared.'
he has to go home. In the end is available and the reasons
You have to weigh up the
for buying it.
the prime consideration must
convenience of not having to
There are ways you can put
come in at 11 o'clock at night
be -is the studio harmed or
not?
it to try to get your own way
because they can do it over
At no point in time must the in what equipment comes into
the phone against the thought
client /engineer relationship be the studio but, in the end, the
that you'd better come in
decision on the equipment
otherwise your tool kit's going damaged. Thus the technical
must come from the engineers
crew may have to carry the
to go missing.
and not from the technical
The role of the technical guy can for something that was
is much more than changing
not their fault. It has to be
crew just foisting their bigoted
like that sometimes if the
fuses, changing transistors or
views on them.
cleaning out when somebody's
things
alone but you can't adopt
in
leaving
I'm
a
firm
believer
poured coffee down the faders,
ostrich -mode forever
and that sort of thing. The
technical guy is an integral
part of the studio operation.
He has to represent the studio
to the client when the crap
has hit the fan because,
usually, the crap hits the fan
outside office hours and that
generally precludes most
studio managers being there.
You have to be able to walk
into a potential `omelette'
environment -one where there
are many eggs flying around
waiting to land on people's
faces. You've got to be able to
walk in with an aura of
confidence because you're
supposed to know what the
fault is. Above all you must be
able to relate to the client's
needs. The last thing you want
is the client walking out and
bad -mouthing the studio
42
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In return there are some
areas where I'm adamant that
certain makes of equipment
will not be bought.
The criteria for making that
decision are practicalities. How
much is the equipment going
to cost and is it value for
money? How reliable is it and
is it easy to service? Does it
sound good?
I'm rather blind to the faults
of MCI tape machines because
I think they are a fine
example of a product for filling
those criteria. They're not the
most sophisticated machines in
the world. They tend to look
like sprayed pieces of bent
welded metal-which is of
course what they are -but they
do sound good and they are
reliable and simple to repair.
I might be able to live with
the Ampex ATR100 because it
sounds stunning although it is
a complete pain in the tail to
fix. If you've blown the
spooling motor transistors, the
likelihood is that you've got to
take the machine apart to
repair it. I mean apart-the
thing's got to come out of its

pedestal.
That sort of design is, I feel,
unacceptable in the studio
environment because it eats
into your 4 hr down time per
month. The unit has got to be
repairable within the hour. It's
not a function of your not
knowing how to fix it. It's the
fact that you can't get the
thing apart.
Invariably you have to climb
round the back of the thing
where there isn't any room.
You've got to function under
pressure from the client and
the engineer to get their
session going again, and from
the management who see it as
lost revenue. Some
manufacturers think of this;
other manufacturers don't.
I think we are particularly
fortunate in London in that
the technical guys are socially
quite active.
Somebody's birthday or
somebody leaving are good
excuses to get together and
trade notes on equipment and
its reliability, the problems
you've had and how you solved
them. We tend to stay in
touch with each other.
Sometimes one of the other
technical crews can land you a
spare part when you need it
urgently.
Availability of spare parts is
another consideration in the
choice of equipment. If it has
loads of in -house parts: forget
it, because the major agents
are not there after 6 o'clock.
You need to be able to get
parts quickly.
With the exception of heavy

duty metal parts and the
obvious assemblies, there is
absolutely no necessity to line

A studio has to carry heavy
duty spare parts and they
aren't cheap. Let's say it costs
you the equivalent of a day's
studio time to carry a heavy
duty spares kit for your
console and tape machine.
That's a major investment in
anybody's money and it's not
there's the rub!
returning any money
For instance, a lot of
whatsoever.
Japanese equipment is full of
You've only got to have one
4558 ICs. You can put TLO72s
breakdown where you would
in-they work just the same.
have lost the client for a day
You can go, for example, to
Sony and get a 74LS00 in a
nice bubble pack. It's just cost
you £1.20 (about $1.50). You
can go down the road to the
local supplier and it costs you
25p (30c) for the same chip.
In the case of MCI boards,
there's no point in buying EQ
switches from a component
supplier when they come pre assembled from MCI. I know
they cost a fortune but by the and that one day's income has
paid for all the heavy duty
time you've sat and
spare parts. The next time it
transferred all the resistors
happens and things go `bang!',
over...? That doesn't make
you're that day's studio time
sense to anybody.
up on the deal. Make no
On the other hand, there's
no point in paying £250 (about mistake about it: things do go
`bang!' occasionally.
$300) for a quad control room
monitor pot for a Harrison
ve got mixed views as to
board when you can buy 10 of
whether the technical crew
them from the component
is meant to keep outboard
supplier and select them
equipment going. Straight
yourself. You spend an
forward equalisers,
afternoon selecting them and
it's cost you £50 ($60) in time.
compressors and things
like that are not
You're still £100 ($120) up on
particularly difficult with or
the deal and you've got 10 of
without the circuit diagrams.
them!

the coffers of the main agents.
Nearly all the parts are
available elsewhere, or
substitutes will do the job with
zero degradation all
considerably cheaper. You can
get them, provided you know
what part number to ask for

-

The more complex stuff now
requires specialist knowledge
and it becomes cheaper to send
it off to someone else to get it
repaired.
There is another facet to
this: with the advent of
professional equipment rental
companies in the UK over
the last few years, the studios
have saddled themselves with
the burden of having to
provide a complete range of
toys. The client now expects

The technical crew may have
to carry the can for
something that was not their

fault

report sheets that go with the
session sheet. That's how we
used to do it at CBS and I
think that system works. Some
people go to great trouble to
file all the fault report sheets.
I'm terrible with paperwork so
I tend to throw them in the
bin once the fault has been
fixed. I'll remember what the
fault was.
I have read that a lot of
American studios tend to keep
a record and analyse the
trends in faults -they must be
knee -deep in technical crew. In
my own view there are much
more interesting things you
can be doing than filing all
those bits of paper but I
suppose there is a thought
that that is the correct way to
do it.
Good technical crews

tend to

be hard to come by and

expensive. They're hard to
come by because if they've got
any brains they've gone off to
video where the money's much
better -fortunately some of us
actually quite enjoy the audio
industry. To be able to take
responsibility for the sort of
as possible.
Many studios run fault books decisions you are supposed to
in the control rooms. This has be capable of making in front
of the client requires
the unfortunate side-effect of
experience, experience that
allowing smart -arse freelance
determines the efficacy of the
engineers to indulge in their
studio's maintenance
favourite hobby: has this or
insurance policy, a policy
that fault been fixed? I have
to say that the less they know, insuring continued income for
the owners, and good
the better. Ignorance is bliss
insurance isn't cheap.L1
in this case. I prefer fault

the studio to rent in order to
replace faulty equipment.
Obviously, the more complex
the toy, the more expensive
it's going to be to rent. At this
point it's an easy choice: send
it away, get it back as quickly
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mistakes and quickly recognise
the value of the right tool for
the job just as long as it's
available -the right tool

that is.

Allen (hexagonal)
screwdrivers were at first only
available as an L- shaped tool.
I think the screwdriver is
crosshead screws because of
Now they are available in a
probably the most
the damage caused either by
full range of sizes, imperial or
misunderstood tool there is.
metric, including special ball the user or at its last service
Most people just grab the
end types for getting at Allen
by somebody who should be
nearest one. They use a
screws from awkward angles,
reading this article.
Pozidriv to undo a Philips
to fit interchangeable handles,
There are certain
screw and then wonder why
precautions you can take when fixed or ratchet, straight or Tthe head of the screw is now
approaching a doubtful screw. type, with extensions if
mangled, and most likely the
Check that you have the right required.
screwdriver into the bargain.
Having a larger handle
size and type of tool by
People often ask, "Why
doesn't necessarily give a
making sure that the fit is
screwdriver more leverage.
aren't all screws the slotted
tight; that there is no play
The longer a screwdriver, the
type ?" (Probably because it's
tone were mixed down to a
either horizontally or
more leverage you get. Often
10- year -old Ampex 440B 30
easier to get away with using vertically, it seats perfectly.
mechanics use very long
in/s 8-track with no noise
a screwdriver with the wrong
If it does not reach the
screwdrivers although the
reduction and then laid back
size blade.) Even with the
bottom but is tight side to
screw is right in front of them.
to the 24 -track for further
right tool, the slotted screws
side, you are most likely
Do not magnetise your
are less reliable and cannot be tackling a Philips with a
fairy dust (Troggs' famous
screwdriver to hold a screw on
done up as tight as a
quotation).
Pozidriv. If it reaches the
the tip. In fact, for obvious
As the recording progressed, crosshead screw. Everybody
bottom but is loose side to
reasons, you must detracks were bounced within
looks at a crosshead screw and side, you have a Pozidriv on
magnetise your tools regularly.
the 24 -track for cleaning and
calls it 'a Philips'; like we call the end of your Philips.
vacuum cleaners 'Hoovers'.
Proper mechanical screw gating. The final mix was to
When you finally get it
an eight -year-old Ampex 440C
Manufacturers of equipment right, don't just start screwing holding screwdrivers are
available. Or you can simply
converted to 30 in/s AES twin - do not usually state what tool away. Put your full
put beeswax in the head of the
is required in their service
track on 1 in tape with no
concentration into it. It is
screw, place the driver in
noise reduction. For about 30% manuals. At last some
similar to Karate; you must
Japanese manufacturers are
focus your energy and your
position and the beeswax will
of the material this was the
listing the types of screws in
hold the screw to the head of
fifth generation.
mind to that point at the tip
the service manual. A good
the screwdriver.
The artist was happy with
of your screwdriver, and be
the smooth, 'less synthetic'
example of this is the manual sure you are turning it antifor the Sony TCD5 cassette
analogue sound and a
clockwise.
recorder. Yet this machine is
All this may seem a lot for
PCM-1610 stereo master was
A lot of companies, both
often brought to me for service one little screw, but good
provided for the record
and needs a new set of
consumer and professional
company. This satisfied 'Mr
engineers learn from their
manufacturers, are now fitting
Big Ears' of the A & R
tamper-proof screws. Unless
department -he had his digital ...a good engineer cannot work without the right tools
you have the right type of tool
recording.
these cannot be undone.
There was a moment of
Magna do a boxed set of 30
alarm when a film company
interchangeable heads with
wanted the 'digital' multitrack
to produce a 4 -track version.
one handle. Magna also do a
The artist insisted that the
full range of head types to fit
multitrack master must
a hollow handle which will
remain at the studio where it
hold up to four 'most required'
heads.
was recorded as he could not
There are various ways of
rely on anyone else to look
removing a screw that has
after it. The studio provided
been damaged. If a crosshead
the required mix and the
screw has a slightly mangled
secret of the analogue 'digital'
head you can often undo it
master was maintained.
more easily with a blade type
That's what maintenance
screwdriver with a very hard
can do for you. It is surprising
tip.
what good sounds can come
To remove a counter -sunk
from 'old fashioned' equipment
screw you can either drill it
so long as it's properly
out and re -tap the hole, or use
maintained.
a fine drill to make a notch at
one edge of the head and then
tools
tap it round in the right
direction using a
They say, 'A bad workman
watchmaker's punch. In 25
always blames his tools'. It is
years these techniques have
true that a good engineer
never failed.
cannot work without the right
I don't advise drilling a
tools; high quality tools which
screw with a protruding head.
are the right size and shape
Use a suitable set of ignition
for the job in hand.

internationally
successful artist
preferred the calm atmosphere
of a well maintained analogue
studio to the 'excitement' of
digital hi-tech.
Tracks were laid on a five year -old Ampex MM1200 30
in/s 24 -track at +8 dB with no
noise reduction via a five -yearold Raindirk desk. The
material was written and
developed during the seven
weeks of recording. Certain
song parts with MIDI sync

Screw removal

Right
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positions and then think,
2000 recorder. I serviced and
lubricated it after two years
"Was my left hand going
clockwise or anti -clockwise?
use, six months later it had
will either turn the screw or
My right hand must do the
poor rewind when cold. The
shear its head off and release
fault was traced to the motor, opposite. It was clockwise, I'm
the item held in place. You
sure." You start to turn ... No,
so a new motor was ordered
can saw a slot in the top of
it was anti -clockwise -then
and fitted. There was some
the headless shaft and
63 Hz hits your ears again.
improvement but it was still
unscrew it or, if it is cross For such applications
not right. I finally rang B & O
threaded, drill it out and
and spoke to an engineer who `working man's' tèst tapes are
re -tap.
said the motor had most likely available in full- track, both
in, with 5 min of
Y4 in and
given up because the wrong
lubricants and greases had
each tone -after all, what's the
been used on the gravity -type price of a bit of tape? A 'full
Cutters come in a variety of
accuracy' test tape can then be
clutches. I assured him that
types and, almost like a good
run through to verify line -up
we had used nothing but the
sweet shop, the choice can be
accuracy.
best 6 -in -2 oil. At this the
confusing. It must be
When I've finished a head
whole workshop fell about
approached from the type of
alignment I always like to
work the cutters are required laughing.
apply a little nail varnish -to
So we ordered Molycote G
for. Use them on the wrong
the adjustment screws (and I
graphite paste, MS4 silicon
sort of material and they
paste, Singer Sewing Machine ignore people's remarks). It's
won't last long.
more effective than special
Oil and Esso No 532 grease;
Prices range from £3 to £25
locking fluid, and you can
and we followed the
(about $3.60 to $30) and for a
choose your own colour so you
instructions in the service
single production line job of,
say, trimming component ends manual to the last detail, with can tell if someone else has
our spring scales to check the been at your screws.
you would be wasting money
Some head cleaners can
at £10 ($12). A & B Tools and torque on those clutches. Ten
actually push oxide into the
years, and two more services,
OK Industries offer Italian
head gap and leave it stuck
stamped -out cutters which are later that B & O recorder is
there. Many a time a studio
case-hardened-£3 to £5 ($3.60 still running on the same
motor. Proper lubrication is most has claimed that a new tape
to $6) which are ideal for a
head was required, but when
production line or studio
important and I suggest that
I've used my head cleaning
the selection of lubricants I
environment where they will
brush 10 kHz seems to have
only be used occasionally; nine have mentioned are kept to
new life. Always use
hand.
times out of 10 to be lost
something like lighter fuel or
before they are worn out.
pure alcohol which evaporates
For the travelling service
quickly -it doesn't stay on the
engineer who doesn't want to
heads to take oxide off the
How many times have you
carry all the different types
tape.
because of space, I would
been doing a tape head
A white noise test cassette is
advise one small and one large alignment with one hand on a
an easy way to align the
pair of cutters of good box joint screwdriver for azimuth and
the other on an Allen key for replay head but how about a
construction such as from
white noise generator to align
the rear adjustment; one eye
Lindström, Xcelite, Bahco or
the record head on a three
on a scope for phase and the
CK. A good pair of cutters is
head machine? A stereo FM
worthwhile, some of mine are
other on the VU for level
then a 63 Hz tone hits you.
radio will provide white noise
still cutting after ten years
between stations and you just
You rewind the test tape,
cheap ones only last a month.
switch to mono to check the
put it to play, replace your
On the mechanical side, the
phase. The tuner I use is
tools in their respective
Proto and Cooper tool ranges
cope with most needs -from
You must focus your energy and your mind to that point at the
"Where the hell's my
tip of your screwdriver
glasses ?" circlip pliers, to
"Give us a hand!" socket sets.
Always remember that socket
sets and spanners come in four
different types -and we were
worried about CCIR or NAB?
They have AF, BA, Whitworth
or Metric ranges, and to
choose the wrong type can be
nasty. The wrong EQ is
painful on the ears -the wrong

pliers eg Proto 261 SG, to grip
the head of the screw. These

Cutting jobs

Adjustments

-

spanner, the knuckles.
For miniature work, small
machinery such as VCR and
personal stereo, a specialist

company called Moody Tools
do the Moody and Acu -Min
ranges. One tool kit comprises
100 items including every type
of screwdriver, miniature
socket sets and spanners, taps
and drills, extensions and
interchangeable handles.
Individual custom kits can be
made up.

Greasing up
learnt a lot about lubricants
from my single -motor B & O
I

-

about half the size of an audio
cassette.
Another useful little gadget
is a miniature `practice amp'
with 220, 440 and 880 Hz
tuning tones which you can
use for general checking.
Have you stood a multimeter vertical for easy
reading, then tried to adjust
the setting only to end up
chasing the meter all around
the bench? You lay it down,
position the probes, and then
find that your head is in a
position where only a mirror
on the ceiling would begin to
make the scale visible. You
crane your neck to read the
meter and one of the probes

comes off.. .
Brown Boveri has brought
out a meter that is hinged like
a book so that the meter
display -analogue or digital
closes against the controls.

-

With this meter the switching
can be horizontal and the
display vertical. It also has a
strap so the meter can be
slung round your neck to hang
at your waist with the display
looking up at you. Ideal for
testing racks of equipment.

In any case
You may have thought of
buying a tool kit but then
realised that you would never
use half of it. Empty tool cases

are available in many shapes
and sizes so your present set
of tools could be cased, and
any necessary new tools added.
A comprehensive kit could be
custom assembled for between
£100 and £400 (about $120 to
$480) by someone who

understands the needs of the
studio. A sophisticated kit
should be capable of handling
the whole studio.
A tool kit is a good
investment -particularly if you
are thinking, "Do we go
digital or do we go
maintenance ?"
A warning: "The piano tuner
went off with our cutters, a
guitarist has our Allen keys
and a drummer's got part of
our socket set."
A suggestion: don't loan
tools -sell them. At my studio
we sell guitar tool kits
which include two blade
screwdrivers, two Philips type,
two Allen keys, a piano wire
cutter and a socket for
tightening the Y4 in jack
outlet. Price: £20 ($24).
"Been looking for one of
these for years," they say.
Sometimes the guitar is in
such bad mechanical condition
that the bridge and the frets
are out of alignment so you
can't quite get it in tune. A
few minutes work with the
guitar tool kit and, "My £30
tuner works now," they

remark.
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The new Series 500 and 600 from Soundcraft.Two
ranges of mixing consoles that'll shatter a host of illusions
about the standards you expect from a smaller mixing
console.
Both are designed and built to the very highest
mastering standards, with features, flexibility, technical
excellence and audio quality that you could easily pay
far more for.
A quality standard, in fact, that's in most respects the
equal of our larger -and much more expensive- master
recording consoles.
Signal -to- noise, for example, is a whisper at -80dB.
Distortion,a smooth 0.009% at kHz. Crosstalk between
channels is so low as to be virtually unmeasurable. And
virtually all the inputs and outputs from the console are
electronically balanced.
Both consoles are built into a rugged aluminium
frame; and both are fully modular. You can buy full or
part- filled frames.
Whichever console you buy, you have a choice of 16,
1

24 or 32 input channels. And, in the Series 500, you can
add up to 4 extra input modules within the frame size.
All in all, these new consoles are going to give
budget mixer makers quite a few sleepless nights.
Because we've brought mastering performance to a

whole new audience.

Series 600
The Series 600 is a 16 track recording console.
Unlike many low cost in -line mixers, it features a

comprehensive 16 track monitoring and metering
section, each channel of which is equipped with EQ and

auxiliary sends.
On mixdown,the tape returns are normalised to the
first 16 input channels - leaving the monitor channels
available for use as effects returns.
There are 6 auxiliary buses for effects sends and cue
mixes.There's 8 -bus routing and module- mounted level
matching links that let the 600 work with any multitrack
machine on the market - including today's inexpensive

The Soundcraft Promise
compact models.
The icing on the cake is Soundcraft's acclaimed
4 -band equalisation that's in a class of its own (and
sounds like it).

We believe that simplicity is the art of great engineering. It shows. For you, that means a pro -quality
mixing console that's quite simply outstanding at the

price.
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd, 5 -8 Great Sutton Street, London EC1V
Tel 01 -253 6988- Telex_ 21198

Please rush me details on: Series 500

Series 500
An alternative console for live sound or 8 -track
recording, at a slightly lower price -the Series 500. The
same technical excellence and features of the 600, with a
different output module configuration.
You'll find the same superb EQ section on each input
module,the same auxiliary sends, and the same master
audio quality, with VU metering instead of the LED
meters that we've incorporated on the Series 600.
And there are 8 additional equalised inputs which
can be used for effects returns or 8 -track monitoring.

J

OBX,

England.

Series 600

L

Name
Position

Company /Studio
Address
Tel

Soundcraft
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

SSt

ELECTRONIC ASSISTANCE

FOR FILM SCORERS

Ididn't know what to expect. I'd been
telephoned a few days previously
with promises of a remarkable new
device that would make the lives of
those musicians, composers, and
engineers who attempted to record
music to picture much much easier.
Mr Rhodes would not be drawn on the
phone: "No, it's not a super
synchroniser" ..."No, it does not
physically plug up to any synchronous

device" ...
I was intrigued, and duly turned up at
the appointed time and place to find
Roger Rhodes armed with an apparently
normal Hewlett-Packard hand -held
computer and print -out unit. "That's it ?"
I wondered. "That's it," he replied, and
proceeded to demonstrate "it" in such a
manner that after about half an hour, I
wondered, as a musician who frequently
writes music to picture, how I'd ever got
along without a Rhodesystems II unit.
For Mr Roger Rhodes has really done it.
What Roger has done is develop a
program that can literally save one
hours of studio time, writing time, and
endless headaches, and build that
microchip program into a hand-held
Hewlett- Packard computer. The product
is a tool that frees professionals working
in the field of post-production and music
scoring from the boredom of complicated
maths, and allows them to use their time
creatively.
If you're active in any of the above
fields, you'll know about the horrors of
drop frame SMPTE code, non -drop frame
SMPTE code, EBU timecode, film frame
counting, running time in minutes,
48
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Robin Lumley looks at
the Rhodesystems II
program for the
Hewlett- Packard 41CV
hand -held computer
seconds and fractions of seconds, and
being able to identify `hit points' at any
position on the film in question.
The Rhodesystems unit provides what
is in effect an electronic slide rule that
enables the user to embark upon the
most abstruse calculations and
conversions between the film standards
prevalent on both sides of the Atlantic.
A highly user -friendly program enables
the user to ask questions of the device at
each stage of any calculation, and be
prompted into the next move without
fear of error, or indeed the need for any
computer literacy at all. If you can work

Robin Lumley
Robin Lumley is a record
producer /composer/arranger currently
specialising in keyboard/synthesiser
music, TV commercials and music to
picture recording. He is a graduate of
the University of Exeter (B.Ed (TV)) and
self taught keyboard player. He was a
member of David Bowie's Spiders from
Mars in 1972 and in more recent years,
Brand X. As a musician he has received
many prestigious awards. To date he has
23 album production credits from
jazz /rock bands to Orleans.

your own pocket calculator, you can
work a Rhodesystems II just as easily.
But I'd better give you the benefit of the
demonstration that Mr Rhodes gave me.
Roger Rhodes' background is

that of a recording engineer

and composer. He has worked
for many moons in New York
studios, and with a formidable
list of star -named musicians,
often in the field of post-syncing
music to film tracks, be they features or
commercials. Whilst engaged in this sort
of activity, he constantly came up
against the inherent difficulties of the
genre; those of calculating the film frame
positions, timing of sync (or `hit' points)
and overall running time problems. Thus
he sat back and tried to create a
computer program that would initially
make his life easier. Not only did he
succeed in this, but he realised that his
program had far -reaching commercial
possibilities that would apply to anyone
working under the same constraints.
Before the advent of Roger's system,
there was no coherent system which
could convert the various measurements
of time to one another, and to allow the
user to manipulate these additions and
subtractions to meet the practical
mathematical problems of the composer,
or film and video tape editor.
The basic hardware is a Hewlett Packard HP 41 CV computer, coupled
with an HP peripheral printer, into
which has been absorbed the
Rhodesystems II application module and
overlay.

If we take a hypothetical case facing a
composer, we could follow through (your
attention notwithstanding) how the
Rhodesystems II solves a number of
problems: `taking counts' is stage one in
the preparation of a music score, which
is simply watching the picture, and
reading a mechanical footage indicator or
time display to list the points where
musical synchronisation may be
required. Now, measuring time with film
is very straightforward, for with a given
gauge (say 35 mm) the speed at
American standard is 24 f/s. This figure
will alter under certain aspects of
European standards. But on videotape,
there are two forms of SMPTE coding in
current use: drop frame, and non -drop
frame. I don't propose to get into
complex definitions of these terms, but
suffice it for you to know that the
difference between these measurements
can become important for a running time
of over 30 s.
If this all sounds very complicated, it's
meant to because it is. The Rhodesystems
II can jump in here and calculate the
things that you, as a composer or editor,
really need to know. Like how to convert
one standard to another, and how to

u r ni Hs

pinpoint amazingly accurately on the
film or video the exact sync point or `hit'
that you are looking for. You've only to
ask and ... clickclickclick ...out comes
the printed answer.

what about conversions
from film to video? Film runs
at 24 f/s, but video clatters
along at 29.97 f/s -what a
horrendous set of decimals for
anyone trying to re- pinpoint a
`hit' point after transfer. But
fear not, to transfer film to videotape,
the film speed must be slowed slightly so
that it matches on a frame by frame
basis. This is done by `3 -2 Pulldown',
which is how 24 film frames are
expanded into 30 video frames. Enter
stage left the Rhodesystems II unit,
which can immediately `take counts'.
Film counts are generally taken and
used to fix the beat numbers in a
musical score which would normally be
recorded with a click track generator of
some sort. Using a standard 24 f/s click
track generator, a (say) 3 min music cue
is recorded and then played back against
the videotape.
Because of the differing f/s, the music
will get slightly more ahead of the
picture until at the end, it may be five
video frames early. Not a lot, I can hear
you say, but important if there's a cut or
lap dissolve. But with the Rhodesystems
II, it is possible to set the film speed to
correspond exactly with videotape speed.
This can be done by setting the film
speed to 23.976 f/s (having derived this
from the Rhodesystems II, calculator) and
then one may cue in a series of `hit'
points (like arm movements, door slams,

N
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12:4:2:1 16:4:2:1
All from one 19" rack mount console
16:2:1

And

facial expressions, etc) that one may
require the music to exactly match. If
the film speed is then changed back to
24 f/s, one can list the hit points using
timecode with the same start point that
is on the video transfer. Thus using this
process, and thanks to the calculations
performed by Roger's program, the
original 24 f/s film counts are converted

and hit points appertaining to that film
footage immediately to hand.
Before I sing the praises of this unit
any further, I must add that I am in no
way connected business -wise with
Rhodesystems Inc. I just think that the
whole thing is such a worthwhile tool in
this field.
"How much ?" is the next question
you're bound to ask. Well, with the
present unfortunate balance of pound
versus dollar (for non -dollar currencies),
the answer has got to be slightly worse
than it might be, but in the UK a
system comprising the HP 41C V
computer, the Rhodesystems II chip and
printer will be well under £1,000. If
you're working as a freelance
film /television composer, or own or
operate a studio where these sorts of
activities occur frequently, I think you
will find the investment is incredibly
worthwhile.

to timecode that exactly matches the
videotape transfer.
It's difficult to know when to stop
describing specific examples of the
Rhodesystems' versatility. I don't want to
get into a series of long descriptions of
actual usage, but somehow wish to
convey just how helpful this idea
really is. Suffice to say that all
conversions, be they between timecodes,
or allied to metronomes or click track
generators, are so easy to find with the
unit that the time saved in operation is
really worth having; let alone the peace
of mind that comes with this little unit.
Because of the printer, you've got a
tangible record of every question and
calculation performed in front of you,
and so even if you're required to repeat a
musical syncing operation much later
(because of, perhaps, aesthetic
dissatisfaction with the work done) you
have a record of all sync points, beats

RIAA equalised inputs
Peak LED on inputs
12 way LED displays on masters
Phantom power on every input
5532 Op-amps throughout

band Equalisation
auxiliary sends
90mm smooth action faders
Mic and Line inputs
Subgroup direct outputs
3
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Hill Audio, Inc.
231 Marquis Court
Ulburn, GA 30247 USA
(404) 923-3193
TLX 293827 HLAD

Headwater Industries
635 Caron Avenue
Windsor, Ontario N9E 5B8, Canada
(519) 256 -2454

Hill Audio, Ltd.
Hollingbourne House
Hollingbourne, Kent ME17 1QJ, England
(062 780) 555
TLX 966641 HILL

Hill Audio
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DIARY
DIARY

Facilities, events, addresses, contracts

QEW Eastern Forthcoming
events
US office

Music scoring Direct supply
for Peavey
system
Clients at Music Media/Dalton
Recorders in Santa Monica,
California have been trying
out Dirk Dalton's latest
design: a high speed
computerised sync and music
scoring system. With this
system an unlimited number
of tracks can be used for
feature films and television as
well as records. Dirk Dalton's
production of Barry Manilow's
No 1 hit Lookin' Hot was
mixed from over 100 tracks.

Following the acquisition by
Peavey Electronics Corp of the
UK distributing company
Peavey Electronics UK, a new
reduced price list has been
published along with a new
dealer network. The company's
musical products will now only
be available through the
appointed outlets, which will
be backed by information,
literature, and in -store
promotion material and full
spares and servicing support.

SSL for China Records
China Records, the major
government- operated record
company of the People's
Republic of China has placed a
contract with Solid State Logic
for three 40- channel SL4000E
series Master Studio Systems.
The desks will be installed in
the Chinese company's three

multitrack studios located in
Peking, Canton and Shanghai
as part of a comprehensive
modernisation programme.
A number of China Records'
engineers came over to Solid
State Logic's base in Oxford
for training during the
summer.

January 28 to February 1
Quad Eight/Westrex have
announced the opening of their MIDEM '85, Cannes, France
February 1 to 3
eastern US sales office which
NAMM Winter Market,
is located at 2400 Crestmoor
Anaheim, California, USA
Road, Suite 327, Nashville,
February 19 to 21
TN 37215, USA. Tel: (615) 386
Sound Eighty Five, London,
7127.
UK
March 5 to 8 AES
Convention, Hamburg, West
Germany
May 3 to 6 AES Convention,
Anaheim, California
Beyer Dynamic recently
October 8 to 10
moved countrywards from
Internepcon, Brighton, UK
Haywards Heath to Lewes,
October 14 to 17, AES
East Sussex. The full address
Convention, New York
is: Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd,
Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial
Estate, Lewes, East Sussex
BN8 6JL. Although there was
CBS Records (USA) have
a new telephone number at
taken delivery of two Sony
the time of the move, since
PCM-3324 digital multitracks
then all Lewes telephone
numbers and codes have been in what they describe as the
changed. You can now contact second phase of a plan to
the company by dialling 0273
equip with all -digital facilities
479411/2.
by the end of 1985.

Address
changes

Contract

s
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The measure of success :::: s:
Whether you need to prove
or imprcwe system performance
and auditori
response ... Klarkli'knik's DNBO measures sound
levels with almost laboratory
accuracy right across the audio
sped
. The result is graphically
displayed on 30 LED columns
exactly matching the frequencies
of the Series 300 equalisers.
Features of this outstanding
instr
not include a clear LED
display, 'hive memories, peak hold
function and built -in pink noise
Moore.

'l'o round -off we also offer
the R'l'6o, an ingeniously
inexpensive plug-in unit that
converts the DN60 to a graphically

displayed reverberation analyser.
Specification includes:
'

Frequency response

15Hz to

22kHz

Input sensitivity

Microphone, 120 dBspl to 50 diispl
Line, +20 dBm to -50 dBm

Pink noise output Digitally
generated.

r
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ON 00 REAL TIME SPECTRUM ANALYSER

,PP

Manufactured by Klark- Teknik Research Limited
Coppice'ftading Estate, Kidderminster DY11 7HJ,
England. 'Telephone: (0562) 741515 Telex: 339821

1. Greater R&D investment,
with 12% of all company
personnel directly involved in
new product development.
2. Consistent attention to
production economies for
professional performance at
'breakthrough' prices.
3. Effective 'Reliability Control'
during manufacture.
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British designed, [Irkish made

For full colour'DN60 Analysers brochure. contact:

o MIN

The Klark -Teknik promise
bigger investment in
the future with:

,.

..

.e.

Distributed in the UK by Autograph Sales Limited
Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc.
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
Stable 11, British Rail Camden Depot, Chalk Farm Road,
NY 11735, USA. Telephone: (516) 249 -3660 London NW1 BAH. Telephone: 01 -267 6677

DIARY
DIARY
Agreements, AES people, agencies

AES Convention policy

People
Lexicon have announced the
appointment of Lance Korthals
as director of marketing and
sales. He was previously
director of marketing and
sales for the professional
products division of dbx Inc.
Neve Electronics recently
announced the appointment of

Keith Smith as sales and
marketing director. He was
previously manager broadcast
products with Sony UK Ltd
and replaces Derek Tilsley
who has left the company to
pursue new interests.
David A Purple has been
appointed to the position of
director of sales, eastern
United States for Quad
Eight/Westrex and will be
based in Nashville.
Soundcraft Electronics Inc
have announced the
appointment of Steve Smulian
to the position of senior

technical engineer. He was
formerly with AVC Systems in
Minneapolis.
Rod Duggan has left Sony
Broadcast to take up the
position of managing director
of Totalsystems (Tendrashaw
Ltd) who are a studio design
and installation consultancy
specialising in digital audio,
currently having work
contracts with Nova, Steve
Levine and Tape One.
Tendrashaw Ltd, 41
Windermere Avenue,
Basingstoke, Hants RG22 5JH,
UK.
Pye TVT Ltd, the Broadcast
Company of Philips, have
appointed a new managing
director in the form of David R
Dean who has come from the
US Philips fibre optic company
of Valtec where for the last
two years he was senior vice
president.

Soundcraft/GML agreement
Soundcraft Electronics and
George Massenburg Labs have
announced an agreement
contracting GML to design,
test and implement a hard disk based automation system
for present and future
Soundcraft consoles. The new
system will use features of the
current GML moving fader
system. Soundcraft will also
offer a tape based system
developed by Soundcraft for

those clients not requiring a
disk based system. A third
option will be the MasterMix
system developed by Audio
Kinetics, UK.

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd,
5 -8 Great Sutton Street,
London EC1V OBX. Tel:
01 -251 3631. Telex: 21198.

USA: Soundcraft Electronics
Inc, 1517 20th Street, Santa
Monica, CA 90404. Tel: (213)
453 -4591. Telex: 664923.

Amek/GML agreement
English console manufacturer
Amek Systems and Controls
Ltd and George Massenburg
Labs Inc of Los Angeles,
California, have entered into
an agreement to provide the
GML moving fader automation
system, with customised
enhancements for Amek
consoles, using both VCA and
moving faders.
The contract is the result of
discussions between the two
companies who are both
confident that the co- operation
will introduce some
innovations in console design.
The GML system is based on
two Motorola 68000
microprocessors using a UNIXtype operating system. The
SMPTE driven hard disk
based computer allows storage
and editing of multiple mixes

After a series of reportedly
very heavy meetings during
the recent New York AES
convention, the governors of
the AES have formulated a
policy regarding the frequency
and locations of future North
American AES conventions.
The adopted policy is in line
with polling of members and
exhibitors and also agrees
with previous resolutions.
In future years there will be
only one convention/exhibition
per year and this will be held
in the autumn. It was also
decided that the event will
alternate between the East
and West coasts and
additionally alternate in
location with the SMPTE
Convention. It was resolved
that these will be the only
exhibition opportunities
presented by the AES in
North America although there
may be subject meetings
without exhibits. All
exhibitors will also be polled

annually on future exhibition
policy.

There was however a
problem -with difficulties
concerning convention
locations and availability, AES
were faced with the choice of
having all conventions on the
east coast and none on the
west coast or vice versa for a
period of three years if the
system was to be instituted
with an autumn convention in
1986 on the west coast. It has
therefore been decided that for
one year only there would be
two exhibitions.
In 1985 there will be a
spring convention in Anaheim
and an autumn convention in
New York. Although this was
against the general expressed
wishes of the exhibitors and
members, it was considered to
be the preferred plan enabling
future proposed schedules to
be met. The voting of the
board of governors was 14 for
and none against.

In brief
Virgin Records (The
Townhouse), London, has
recently signed a licensing
agreement with Teldec to
master Direct Metal Mastering
(DMM) records. This follows on
from their recent order for a
Neumann VMS 82 lathe for
DMM cutting.

Following the acquisition of
the Crow Group of companies
by Hudson Offshore Holdings
Ltd, the trading name of the
specialist technical vehicle
operation has been changed
from MVC -Crow to MVC-

within keyboard control. The
GML computer is also
powerful enough to handle the
control of the dynamically
resettable console currently
Electrospace Developments
under development for release
Ltd have appointed Britannia
by Amek during 1985. These
Row Ltd as their sole
consoles will feature full
distributor for the UK and
memorisation of the EQ and
Eire. This arrangement
auxiliary settings.
includes the Time Matrix, the
The AES convention in
Hamburg will be the venue for newly launched Spanner stereo
panning system and all other
the first showing of the GML
future products.
computer system with an
Westlake Audio have
Amek console.
appointed
Britannia Row Ltd
Controls
Amek Systems and
for the
distributor
as
UK
Ltd, Islington Mill, James
complete range of Westlake
Street, Salford M3 5HW,
products including the monitor
UK. Tel: 061 -834 6747.
speaker systems and the range

Hudsons Ltd. The operation of
the company is otherwise
unaffected.
Crown International have
recently opened an additional
manufacturing facility of
36,000 ft'. This will increase
the efficiency in the handling
of raw materials and finished
goods and allow the

engineering department to
expand. In percentage terms
this increases Crown's square
footage by 85% with room for
a further 50,000 ft' at a later
date.

Agencies

USA: Amek Consoles Inc,
10815 Burbank Blvd, North
Hollywood, CA 91601.
Tel: (818) 508 -9788.

of accessory products.
FWO Bauch Ltd have

recently been appointed the
UK representatives for Teldec

Direct Metal Mastering (DMM)
technology.
Elfa Radio & Television AB
has signed an agreement with
Electrolube Ltd to sell the
company's chemicals for
lubrication, cleaning,
protection, and production of
electronic equipment
throughout Sweden.
HHB Hire & Sales recently
appointed Kema Marketing, a
division of Amek Consoles Inc
as US distributor of the CLUE
(Computer Logging Unit and
Editor) system. Kema
Marketing, 10815 Burbank
Blvd, N Hollywood, CA 91601,
USA. Tel: (818) 508 9788.
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There has to be a first time for
everything. When Mission Electronics
launched its new Cyrus amplifier and
Compact Disc player, the company
invited not just hi -fi buff journalists, but
studio writers and engineers as well. To
the best of my recollection, that's the
first time any electronics company has
recognised that consumer hi -fi and
professional record production rely on
each other for their existence. As far as I
know it's also the first time that anyone
at a press conference has been sent home
for being naughty. During the tea break
one of the hi -fi world's leading anti digital guerrillas spoke frankly over a
sandwich. Please go home, he was told.
Consensus of opinion was that it would
have been better to talk it through. Noone, except Philips and Sony who
launched CD with the daft promise of
perfect sound for ever, could seriously
have expected such a futuristic
technology to be right from day one or
even year one. As Mission boss Farad
Azima puts it: "Even people who have
bought the worst CD players are still
getting far better audio quality in their
homes than they ever got with an
analogue turntable." John Eargle in
America puts it another way: "If you
have heard just one CD that sounds
good, that proves the system works."
If someone has good technical reasons
for believing that the CD standard is
inherently and irredeemably bad then
let's hear them, rather than send them
out of the room. At the same time the
critics of CD can remind the audio
industry of what noise they made when
Philips first announced CD, five years
ago, with a 14 bit coding standard.
The Mission press conference was at a
conference room in the Barbican, home
of the concert hall with decidedly odd
acoustics. Apparently another thing the
Barbican designers forgot was to provide
air conditioning in the conference room
capable of cooling people on a hot day.
Perhaps it is not so surprising. The
Barbican must surely be the only place
in the world where you have to take the
lift up to the 7th floor to get to the
underground tube station.
As a nice touch, Mission had laid on
tickets for the evening concert in the
Barbican Hall. Since writing my
previous pieces on the Barbican
acoustics, I've been to several concerts
and found that without doubt the sound
is much better at centre front of the
stage in the first and expensive blocks of
seats. As you move back, the field
collapses into a muddled mush of mono.
So if you want to hear live sound in
stereo at the Barbican, you'll have to
pay for the privilege.
As I said there's a first time for
everything. Surely it must be the first
time that a concert hall of Barbican
Studio Sound, January 1985
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calibre, proud of having natural acoustics
without electronic reinforcement, has left
the house announcement -PA speakers
switched on, all through a concert.
Trevor Pinnock's English Concert
ensemble was accompanied by a pair of
wall- mounted speech speakers buzzing
with characteristic thyristor noise. Does
Barbican administrator Henry Wrong
attend his own concerts? Can he not
hear the sound of thyristor buzz in pp
passages?
Sorry to end on another question, but
can anyone please explain this? Trevor
Pinnock led over 20 musicians, from his
harpsichord, with only the most subtle
nod of the head and shrug of the
shoulder by way of conducting. Under
normal circumstances there would have
been a famous conductor waving his
arms, leaping around and sweating like
a pig. The next day the press would have
said what a wonderful performance he
squeezed out of the orchestra. I've
always suspected that many of the
people who go to classical concerts, and
talk about fine performances, only notice
if the soloist plays an obvious bum note.
And then they would probably blame the
conductor.

LA digital
Interesting to see the Mitsubishi
stationary head machines on the way to
becoming the de facto digital standard in
Los Angeles and Hollywood.
About a year ago Kenny Rogers' Lion
Share studio bought an X-800 multitrack

and became the unofficial demo zone for
the area. Until then Mitsubishi had just
been `those wonderful people who gave
us Zeros in the war'. At around the same
time Mitsubishi 2 -track X-80s suddenly
became attractively cheap. The top man
for US Neve quit to found his own
company which was bought by
Mitsubishi.
Jerry Barnes, general manager of
United Western studios in Hollywood,
and president of SPARS, went to London
to do some recording and was very
helpfully loaned Telefunken's X-800. He
went back to LA, ordered one, got it two
months early and didn't have to pay for
free time. Now Burbank, Village
Recorders and rental company Audio
Effects all have Mitsubishi multitracks,
and there are pushing towards a dozen
2 -track machines. Disneyland used one to
record the music for Donald Duck's 50th
Birthday Parade, recently the central
theme for the Disney amusement park at
Anaheim.
The music for the LA Olympics was
pre- recorded on an X-800 and half the
LA audio fraternity seems to have had a
hand in or connection with it somehow.
The brass band and chorus were live, but
all the instrumental sequences prerecorded and mimed on the night.

The Mitsubishi invasion isn't really to
although of course
the system works and has none of the
incompatibility problems encountered
with early stationary head digital
recording, when a tape made on one
machine wouldn't play back on another
of supposedly the same type. It's all
down to marketing and Mitsubishi's
clever use of the snowball effect.
I mentioned United Western in
Hollywood. The studio has an interesting
history, as the oldest left in town. Back
in the '40s it was a radio theatre with
399 seats. When you hit 400, the union
crew rules changed. Jack Benny
broadcast from there, so did Cecil B de
Mille for CBS. Then CBS built its own
facility; incidentally, one studio is a
clever design with a front wall that can
be moved out to make the whole
building bigger. The radio centre
building became United Western, part of
United Recording with ties to UREI.
This was back in the early days of
stereo, when the musicians under
Petrillo went on strike for double pay
when 2 -track first came in.
There are four studios at UW with
number one large enough to take a 55 -piece
orchestra. That's where Sinatra made My
Way and Streisand The Way We Were.
Crosby was a regular visitor too.
Studio 3 has even more history
dripping off the walls. It's where the
Beach Boys and the Mamas and Papas
made all their early hits. There are clone
copies of studio 3 all round the world
because some musicians and producers
still have a superstitious notion that it's
how a studio looks that counts. When
the Beach Boys went into UW3 a few
years ago, they put up three speakers
where the old Altecs used to be for
3 -track recording. Then they put an old
valve console on top of the new Neve.
Next door, in the voice studio, there's a
dummy door in a frame. Stan Freberg
uses it for commercials. The mic store is
like a living museum. RCA ribbons and
Neumann valve U47s. There was a time
when people were selling the Neumanns
off for $100, just to get rid of them. Now
they are priceless.
Bossman Barnes has some interesting
thoughts on digital critics and heavy
metal ears. "There are some producers in
this business who have been left behind.
They haven't learned to use digital
equipment. So as a defence, they say
things like `digital messes up the sound'.
But it's really because they feel
intimidated. And there's no doubt that
some of these people have ears that are
shot. They work at 120 or 130 dB. We
know when they are booked in that we
are going to have to spend a thousand
dollars on re- coning the speakers which
they will blow, because those are the
levels they now need. But that doesn't
stop them saying digital doesn't sound
do with technology,

right."
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The BTX Softouch is designed to help
producers, editors and engineers
maximise the benefits of using timecode
machines control by offering simple access
to complex functions.
I

BTX user definable soft -keys stop key punching
getting in the way of your imagination -a single
soft -key can remember 500 individual instructions.

The BTX soft-key concept has already taken
America by storm and is now here in Europe.
To get some idea of the breadth of appeal of the softkey
concept just try and answer the following:
1.
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Walt Disney uses 27 of which synchroniser to create a
single integrated audio -visual display?
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Michael Jackson uses which editor and synchroniser
system for audio post production?
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SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Unit 2,10 William Road, London NW1 3EN.
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01 -734 2812

Telex: 27939 SCENIC G

/Z
USA. THE BTX CORPORATION (617) 275 1420
FRANCE, HARMAN FRANCE
FINLAND. SAHKOLIIKKEIDEN DY (SLO) 0 -8381
01 8761144
SWEDEN,
INTERSONICS AB 8 744 5850 SPAIN, FADING, S.A. 1- 408 -6700
ITALY.

AUDIO EQUIPMENT S.R.L. 039365648 NETHERLANDS, A.E.G. TELEFUNKEN
20 5105 473
BELGIUM. INELCO 02 216 0160
SOUTH AFRICA, VIDEOTECH
011 787 5955
WEST GERMANY, PROTECH 067-21-2921
MIDDLE EAST.
WITMOR LASER (LONDON) 01- 236-2756

ARE YOU readyFOR
THE SIGHT OF MUSIC

1979 Fairlight Instruments revolutionised
the electronic music industry with the introduction of the Computer Musical Instrument
(CMI), the world's first commercially available
digital synthesiser. Now they offer the artist a
new dimension in creativity, an opportunity to do
with pictures what the CMI has done with sound.
The Computer Video Instrument, the CVI.
Colours, textures, lines, brush strokes and
stencils can be combined in real -time with live
video offering unlimited scope for creating
n

visually stunning effects with ease and speed. An
audio input is provided for triggering effects in
time with music.
The CVI, a unique creative tool.
Syco 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 SYCO G, Fax 262 6081.

Syco.We are
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eorge Martin arrived
at Air Studios for the
first of what was to
be a number of mini interviews, a little
late and apologising.
His hair was
somewhat windswept
as he had journeyed by the same
mode of transport he'd used
when making his way to Abbey
Road on that chilly November
morning to start out in the
record business some 34 years
ago-a bicycle. Nowadays it's
more of personal choice rather
than the economic necessity it
was then.
On that morning during 1950,
he was starting at a salary of £7
4s 3d as assistant to Oscar
Preuss, at that time head of
Parlophone Records. Opinions
vary as to what exactly he was
brought in to do but George
gained the impression he was to
develop the label's classical
music catalogue. Another theory
is that when Preuss saw that a
head of one of the other
`gramophone recording' labels
within the EMI conglomerate
had acquired an assistant, he
hired George so as not to be
outdone. At the time, George
only regarded the job as a fill in,
as he had designs on a career as
a classical pianist.
George's impact on the EMI
catalogue was colossal. He ended
up running the Parlophone label
very successfully for a number of
years and more importantly,
with the Beatles he re- defined
popular music and the art of
record production. In keeping
with the status quo in the music

business at the time, his salary
as an EMI employee was never
commensurate with the
creativity and amount of hard
work he put in.
In 1963, the Beatles' second
single, Please Please Me, went to
No 2 in the singles charts and
the following releases From Me
To You, She Loves You and I
Want To Hold Your Hand, all
went to No 1. George worked
almost round the clock that
year. Records he produced held
the No 1 spot for 37 weeks. He
received his annual salary of
£3,000 and was flatly refused
any royalty whatsoever. It's not
just a case of faulting EMI or
anyone else; times change and
George himself had -working
hand-in -glove with the Beatles
extended the modus operandi of
the record producer whose role
would no longer be restricted to
purely finding catchy songs for
an artist, booking the studio and
musicians and making sure the
finished record was no longer
than 21 minutes.
George had been a major force
in the recording industry for
some time before he signed the
Beatles to Parlophone in 1962
and, as the group's record
producer, became an integral
part of the force that was to

-
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tenable and independent
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M RTRTIN
ONE
Ralph Denyer interviews the
producer responsible for defining
and establishing the role of the
record producer as we know it

position.
George was still a little vexed
about being 20 minutes late and
apologised once again before we
sat down to talk in the
restaurant at Air. He was in the
process of completing production,
arranging and fulfilling his role
as musical director of Paul
McCartney's Give My Regards
To Broad Street film and was
fitting my interviews in around
when recording commitments
with Paul and the completion of
the film. He turns down work
that would have your average
record producer drooling at the
mouth. But of course, George
Martin is not your average
record producer.

doesn't really seem
to relate to his public
image or professional
reputation and indeed,
is mildly amused by
the famous George
Martin, someone he
sees as a mythical
character. The flowery praise
that is frequently heaped upon
him makes him cringe. In his
own mind, he's just a person
who does his job to the best of
his abilities. He doesn't really
like doing interviews or being
photographed but, once
committed to this feature, he
proved to be joyfully professional
to work with. As I switched on
my cassette machine he
responded. "Studio Sound: Take
One!"
George was born on January 3,
1926. His father was a carpenter
and the decidedly working class
Catholic Martin family lived in
two gaslit rooms and an attic
opposite the Sunlight Laundry in
Drayton Park, North London. In
those days a home
entertainment centre was made
of wood, metal, wire, ebony and
ivory, and called a `piano'. In
many homes in the pre -television
1920s, the Martin's included, the
instrument was the focal point of
both family and social activity.
Around the age of six years,
George had eight piano lessons.
Then his mother had a
disagreement with the music
tutor and he was left to pursue
his musical interests under his
own steam. It's possible that
George could have gone on to
become a virtuoso classical
musician had the lessons not
revolutionise popular music and incomplete. Also record
ended at that time because he
produce rock music's masterpiece production was somewhat
displayed an aptitude for music
Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club matter-of- course and part -andBand
parcel of George's job of running from his earliest years. There
again, there are a lot of ifs along
Parlophone Records. When he
The first official No 1 record
that road. He used the piano as
he produced was the Temperance started, to have a sleeve credit
Seven's You're Driving Me Crazy as record producer was virtually a tool with which to explore
unheard of and so he went
music.
in 1961 and most recent was
Later, he realised that he
Paul McCartney's Pipes Of Peace uncredited on hundreds of titles.
His decision to leave EMI and would have had some difficulty
during 1983/4. He produced
many many records prior to the form the Air production company with this type of musical
in 1965, and subsequently open
exploration had he not had
Temperance Seven's but there
perfect pitch. He was exposed to
Air Studios in London's Oxford
were no really authoritative
Street in 1970, was born mainly classical and popular music at
charts based on record sales
out of frustration and a desire to school and seems to have made
when he started out, and
get himself into a financially
little distinction between the
documentation is sparse and
He
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two, as indeed was the case
when he made the
unprecedented move of bringing
symphony musicians into the
recording studio to play his
scores on Beatles records.
His ability to listen to a piece
of music, analyse its components

and understand the structure,
was illustrated by his facility for
learning classical pieces purely
by ear during his early teens.
George Martin and the Four
Tune Tellers was his first band,
who played popular jazz and
dance standards of the 1930s.
George used the money he
earned from the band to finance
a resumption of piano lessons,
which he returned to at the age
of around 15. Realising that it
was a little late for the virtuoso
child prodigy bit, he began to
see great appeal in the
alternative of becoming a
composer of serious music and
writing scores for films.
On leaving school his
application for a job as an
aircraft designer was accepted
but he didn't take it up because
it meant moving away from
home. One day in 1943, at the
age of 17 and after a number of
unfulfilling jobs he walked into
a recruiting office in Hither
Green, in South London and
volunteered for service in the
Fleet Air Arm.
radio course
and flying training,
he became a Naval
Airman 2nd Class,
progressing to
Leading Naval
Airman. He had
stand -by training in
gunnery, torpedo-dropping, radiotelegraphy and navigation but
too young to make Sub Lieutenant, he became
Midshipman Martin. He had
kept his hand in on the piano
and played on a British radio
programme called Navy Choice.
A youthful Lieutenant (John)
Pertwee tried to persuade
Midshipman Martin to join him
in the Department of Naval
After a

Entertainments but George
decided to see the flying
through. In early August 1945,
just when his unit had been
formed into an operational
squadron, George realised his

war was over before it had
begun and was not altogether
unhappy about it. In 1947, he
left the service but what to be
and what not to be was indeed
the question.
During his spell with the
Navy, George had maintained
his interest in music and
composition and in his first
months of service, had gone to a
concert by pianist Eric Harrison.
After the performance, thinking
everyone had gone home, George
decided to have a little tinkle on
the ivories. Harrison was still in
the hall and after hearing
George play one of his own

pieces, encouraged hfm to
develop his compositional
knowledge. Eric put George in
touch with Sidney Harrison, who
through the non -profit- making
Committee for the Promotion of
New Music, gave him continuous
encouragement and advice by
post. Soon after the end of
George's naval service, during
February 1947, Sidney
Harrison-who was also a
professor at the Guildhall School
of Music -arranged for him to
audition for a place at the
school.
George passed and was to
study at Guildhall for three
years, completing a course in
composition, conducting and all
the related theory. He had to
stop and think when he
discovered he would have to play
a second instrument in addition
to the piano. He started out with
practical criteria to aid him in

listener when he produced
comedy records by Peter Sellers
and many others during the
1950s. Also interesting is the
concept of the mixing desk being
used as a musical instrument,
and to extend an arrangement or
orchestration.
"You mentioned the `sound
picture' idea first of all. In my
mind, I think sound and vision
are very closely coupled. And
when I write, if I orchestrate, I
do actually sort of see colours, or
hear colours. The aural
experiences are very close -in
my reckoning -to painting a
picture. It's rather interesting,
I've just been finishing an
animated film, Rupert The Bear,
and doing all the background
score. The correlation between
music and vision is more evident
in a cartoon than it is even in a
real life film; because the
cartoonist is painting with his

George might. We certainly used
it when Geoff Emerick came
along, by the time we got into
8-track (even though 8 -track is
simple compared to 24 or
46-track, non-computerised that
is) with panpots and so on there
was too much for one person to
do. For example, Tomorrow
Neuer Knows (the Revolver
album) was a genuine

experiment at painting pictures
with sound and it was prompted
by John wanting to do
something weird for that
particular song. We did use the
board literally like an organ
having established an original
track of drums, tambora and
voice.

"The difficult thing with John
was trying to get inside his
mind and find out just what he
wanted. He wasn't terribly
articulate. He would speak in
vague terms about what he
wanted and I think to this day, I
never got what he really wanted
in any of his things. I think I
got pretty near but I think there
was -deep down within him -a
slight dissatisfaction at the
records we made together. I
think that he thought they could
have been done better. And
possibly they could, but I did try
my best.
paintbrush, his lines, and the
"Going back to Tomorrow
musician is painting with his
Never Knows: he said, `I want
music. The two do go together
and heighten each other so that my voice to sound like a Dali
Lahma singing from a mountain
a visual colour becomes much
more vivid when you hear a
top.' Well, the way we got that
of course-or what we eventually
sparkling sound with it that
ended up with -was with
duplicates the colour. And it's
something which is quite
amazing how the brain picks
common nowadays: putting the
this out. The brain will receive
voice through a Leslie speaker. I
messages which the music will
don't think it had been done
relate, coupled with that of
vision and it will in fact change before at that time. That was
the vision. You can actually
the voice sorted out with a fairly
have a piece of film which is
satisfactory weird effect. There
changed by the character of the was a tambora drone that went
all the way through and Ringo
music. I'm very conscious of
banging away with his very
that.
"As for using the mixing desk distinctive drum sound."
as an extension of your
So it wasn't a tape -loop
backing track?
orchestration or arrangement
"No, no. That was a genuine
that is true. I'm not an engineer,
I don't pretend to be and I never track but the decoration-what I
call the filling in-that was tape have done but obviously, you
can't work in the business for 30 loops. Now at this time, I think
it was Paul who had sort of
odd years without having a
sparked off Ringo and George
great deal of experience of
and to a lesser degree, John,
working with engineers, and
with the enthusiasm to make
getting to know desks pretty
little musique concrète sounds. In
well, and in fact getting to the
those days we didn't have
point where you're telling
console designers what you want cassette machines but they had
from a desk. So I'm very
open reel -to -reel machines,
conscious of the capabilities of a Grundig and that kind of thing.
Paul found that by taking off or
mixing desk during a mix and
disconnecting the erase head and
that if it is a complicated mix,
then many hands may be needed putting a loop of tape on and
just making one sound-it could
to realise it.
"This multi -hand technique, if be a giggle, it could be a slap,
you like to call it that, started in breaking of crockery, or a guitar
note -it would keep recording
the Beatles' time. We used to
over itself until it reached
use it on their recordings even
saturation point. And then he
as early as Norman Smith's
would take the loop off and
(engineer) day before Geoff
Emerick came along-quite often listen to it. It was a new thing,
a silly little pastime they had.
we all put our oar in. Maybe
We listened to one or two of
Paul would decide to have a go
these things and they were quite
at something, or I might, or

Aural experiences are very
close -in my reckoning -to
painting a picture
the decision. He wanted a
relatively inexpensive
instrument because he didn't
have much money, one that
could be mastered during the
three year course so that he
could earn a crust playing it
when he left Guildhall, one that
was portable and lastly, pretty
much in demand with
orchestras. The oboe fulfilled all
these requirements. His only
miscalculation was in not
considering why oboists should
be relatively thin on the ground.
He found out the hard way that
the oboe needs considerable
stamina to play.
He left Guildhall and
commenced his professional
musical career as a jobbing
oboist. He huffed- and -puffed his
way through concerts on park
bandstands and the like but soon
decided to take out insurance in
the shape of a day job working
in the BBC Music Library. He
had only been there a couple of
months when he received a
letter inviting him to an
interview for a job in, of all
things, the gramophone record
industry. The letter was from
Oscar Preuss who ran the
Parlophone gramophone
recording company from an office
at EMI in Abbey Road, St John's
Wood, London, NW8.
George

thinks of

mixing in terms of
visual associations
and creating a `sound
picture'. He first
became involved with
recording sounds in
order create
visualisations in the mind of the

-
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intriguing so I said, `Look, you
go away and do lots of these and
bring them to me.' They all
went away and eventually they
brought in probably about 40
tape -loops, all different

about by just going round -andround the same thing.
"And of course, it does become
hypnotic. Then I realised that by
putting an orchestra on you
could add lots of weight to the
riff by counter chords on the
bottom end and bringing in
trombones, and strings and so on
until it became a really big
tumultuous thing. So that was
my only real contribution to
that. The real credit goes to
Paul for thinking up the song in
the first place, and the riff and
the way it extended. Even when
we'd finished, I was terrified
because it was so darn long. It
was seven-minutes -somethingseconds. No -one had ever made a
single that long before, but of
course, it was one of the biggest
sellers of all time."

dimensions and all different
speeds. I would listen to them
all, reject some and say, `that's
quite interesting' or `that one
might sound better backwards',
or it might sound better at halfspeed or double -speed. Whatever.
So we eventually ended up with
16 loops that we liked."
Tomorrow Never Knows is the
closing track on the Beatles'
seventh album Revolver and
leaving aside A Collection Of
Beatles Oldies which EMI put
out in 1967 -was followed by Sgt
Pepper. The backing track was
at best recorded on a 4-track
machine and with a 16- channel
desk.
"We had our input from the
multitrack with the tambora
drone, the voice and the drums.
Then I found eight mono
machines that would take all
these tape -loops and of course,
they weren't all in the same
room at Abbey Road Studios. We
said: `Right, this is an
experiment we want to do,' and
so we raided the whole of the

-

studios."
With a chuckle George
continued, "One of the things
about being the Beatle producer
in those days: it didn't give me a
great deal of money but it did
give me a great deal of clout. I
was able to say, 'Well look, we
want to do this.' And everybody

would say, 'Yes sir! Yes sir!
Three bags full sir,' or almost.
"Anyway, people were
enthusiastic about it when they
saw what we were up to. So I
was able to commandeer
machines from all over the
building and have people
standing by these tape machines,
holding the loops out with bits of
pencil and having the loops
going all the time. We then fed
these sounds through to No 3
control room, which we used for
that particular mix and brought
them up on the desk. By
bringing up any fader, you had a
sound that was going all the
while. So you can see where the
organ aspect comes in and this
is where you need more than
one pair of hands. Geoff Emerick
was the engineer and he was
responsible for the overall sound,
for the level, the balance of the
voice, drums and tambora and
making sure the other noises
didn't get in the way -the
overall effect. And George, Paul
and I were wiggling knobs,
bringing in faders, panning the
signals. One person can't pan

and bring in eight faders all at
the same time, that's why we
needed more than one pair of
hands. Then halfway through,
we took all those loops off and
put another set on and did the
same thing again for the second
58
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bbey Road, as well

as being the last
piece of work the
Beatles did together,
is often cited as an
album confining
consummate
performance and
record production. I asked
George to talk about the record,
kicking off with the guitar
sounds.
"Well, I can't really claim any
3 -min pop single format. And the credit for the guitar sounds. I'm
not trying to be modest or
question of the different takes
anything but Abbey Road was
and endings on some Beatle
certainly very much a production
records?
job. We were getting back to
"People say to me: 'Why was
what I tried to do before and
that record different to that?'
again, I worked very closely
Quite often there have been
with Paul on that. Side Two-the
different takes issued, I believe,
and quite often those have come sort of linked-up one-was really
what I wanted to do all the time.
about through errors of issue.
Sometimes an ending was put on I tried to get them to translate
their ideas in making albums. I
which was a mix which we'd
done for something else. But we tried to tell them that we should
look at the classical way of
weren't deliberately trying to
making music and the
fool people. It was just the
symphonic way of making music
welter of stuff that we'd done."
and we should put form into our
These little vinyl ambiguities
records. There would be nothing
have of course been the subject
wrong with making a complete
of great debate over the years,
movement of several songs, and
particularly in the US where
they tend to fanatically analyse having quotes back from other
songs in different keys. And
and be fascinated by every
even running one song into
minute aspect of Beatledom.
George seemed to actually be a another contrapuntally, but
thinking of those songs in a
little disconcerted about the
formal classical way. Side Two of
obsessive aspect of fans.
Abbey Road became that way
Understandable when you
because Paul got very
remember that it was an
enthusiastic about it. Side One
obsessive, albeit also deranged
was really a compromise to John
fan, who eventually murdered
John Lennon. But we moved on who really didn't want to do
to an altogether happier subject, that kind of record anyway. In
fact he was going through a
and the recording of the song
that featured what was perhaps stage where he didn't like
prodnction with a capital P. He
the ultimate in extended
endings, Hey Jude. Considering liked it to be: 'As it is, man. Let
they did some pretty outrageous everything hang out and let's
have a good old rock'n'roll
things on record, was George
record.' Which is fine, I'm all for
always convinced they'd done
the right thing when he left the that too.
"So that was a compromise to
studio?
"In fact, no. In the case of Hey John and the other side became
Jude when we were recording
just a sequence of titles, of
the track I thought that we had singles. But within those singles
I think there was a great deal of
made it too long. It was very
much a Paul song and I couldn't invention. I mean, George's Here
Comes The Sun was the first
understand what he was on

A

half. So that was how that
record was made and so I think
that's a fairly effective way of
describing how you can use your
desk as an extension of your
arranging ideas."

A

nother interesting
point about those
particular effects on
Tomorrow Never
Knows is that they

are fairly abstract so
each listener can
form his own images
to go with the sounds.
"And of course, we liked doing
that. I like to sit right in front
of the desk, right within the
triangle of the optimum stereo.
So that you get the real feeling
of sitting in a theatre or cinema,
then shutting your eyes and
hearing things. One of the
fascinating things that I used to
find, was when you panned
something from left to right, it
didn't just go straight across, it
goes up in an arc above you. It
was like going through a
proscenium arch in a theatre.
And you could then see-very
vividly in your mind -what the
sounds were doing as a stereo
picture. We did the same thing
of course with Revolution
Number 9. That was a similar
sort of exercise where we
brought in sound effects and
John was very tuned into that."
George remembers many
experiments with great fondness:
the peacock -tail endings on
Beatle songs when they would
have a whole galaxy of musical
ideas and sound effects, often
going way over the standard
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time he'd really come through
with a really brilliant
composition, and his musical
ideas, you know, the multiple
odd rhythms that came through.
They really became commercial
for the first time on that one.
"I was delighted to be back
working the way we used to be.
Because don't forget, Abbey
Road came after Let It Be, which
was the unhappiest record of all.
There was so much tension and
pulling apart. And everybody
didn't like each other, and
although the songs were great,
one was left with a feeling. I
thought it was the end at that
time and when we got back
together for Abbey Road it was a
genuine attempt by all five of us
to try to work as we used to,
even though we knew the
inevitability of the separation.
We knew that John would go his
own way, we knew that Paul
would go his own way. But it
was still a coming together."
Was that something John was
expressing in his song Come
Together? "Well I don't know,'
George replied with a smile,
"it's for other people to work
that one out. I was very
conscious of the fact that we
were all trying very hard to
make this a good swan song. In
John's song Because for example,
that was a very simple song
indeed and it was done very
simply as well. What we did was
lay down a track of John's
original idea of the song. He
played his basic accompaniment
on guitar and all we did was to
decorate it with choral effects.
So we laid down a track of Paul
on bass guitar, John on guitar
and myself on electric
harpsichord. In order to keep
time-because I'm not renowned
as the greatest keeper of time
when I'm playing -Ringo played
just a beat. We didn't have
LinnDrums in those days or
electronic sounds. Ringo just
kept us in time but we didn't
record him. Then we put down
one set of voices with John, Paul
and George singing in harmony
and we then designed two more
sets of trios to go on top. So we
finished up with nine voices,
nine sounds, that's all but it
worked. It was very simple."
Apart from when a special
effect was used on a Beatle
voice, George recorded in such a
way as to leave them sounding
very natural and unprocessed.
Electronic sounding vocals are
now fairly commonplace yet the
Beatle vocals stand up well
beside them, not lacking in
impact in any way.
"We've gone through all that,
and people have distorted the
voice enormously since those
days. There are only so many
variations on a theme. Again,
the Beatles themselves always
wanted to have more effects.
John, in particular, hated his
own voice. Or rather, he didn't
60
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American musicians and
producers, on Beatles vocals for
instance, they were developed
further and used with
affectionate humour. It is a
difficult quality to quantify, but
was that something they were
aware of when they were
recording?
"Well sure, that was
deliberate. We would like to
have people slightly amused. But
I think in the case of John, that
was quite often of his volition
because he had a great sense of
humour and he liked that to
come across in his records. And
all those effects that did occur
were in response to demands
made on myself and Geoff
Emerick by John, Paul or
George at the time. And they
would say: `Come on, we want a
better sound than that!' They
were always very demanding
and they were always looking
for new sounds. I'm saying this
because it wasn't me saying:
`Look John, you ought to have a
weird echo on your voice here.'
It was the other way round and
I would almost sometimes be
saying: `Don't you think you're
going a little bit over the top,
John?' I was the cautionary one
boy then) in answer to a plea
machines had the same spacing. perhaps, rather than saying:
`Yeah! Let's go overboard!'
from me because I was fed up
Some machines were quite
"I liked to contain it so that it
with continually double- tracking different from others. And so you
was still listenable and still
manually. I used it so much, not had to up speed a machine in
commercial if you like, but still
just with the Beatles."
order to bring that "head gap"
also what I liked."
When the Beatles spearheaded closer or further away. Are you
the Merseybeat Boom during the with me so far? That could only
Considering that
mid 1960s, Liverpudlian groups
be done manually in those days,
George's background
and singers swarmed south and, you couldn't do it electronically
was in classical music,
with a little help from George,
or with computers because we
he went boldly forth in
swamped the charts. Cilla Black, didn't have them then. It had to
his use of stereo. He
be done with a bloke with a
Gerry and the Pacemakers, the
was not inhibited by a
little rheostat governing the
Fourmost, Billy J Kramer were
climate in which a very
speed of the machine. And
produced by George, who must
formal attitude to
have been working round the
inevitably, human nature being
stereo prevailed.
clock to record them all.
what it is, it couldn't be dead
"Oh, I'd abolished that long
"I never recorded Billy unless
accurate. Or if it was accurate,
it was double-tracked and I said it didn't stay accurate. So it had ago."
We went on to talk about his
to Ken, `Wouldn't it be lovely to to be continually monitored as
use of relatively extreme stereo
the mix went on. Someone had
be able to press a switch and do
effects.
to do that all the time with a
this ?' He went away and
"Oh well, I was very excited
thought about it; the way he
vernier gauge control, making
about it. I always thought that
originally did it was, obviously,
sure that the speed was just
right. Now, the very fact that it stereo should be used creatively
by `time slip'. Again, visually
and shouldn't just be a
speaking, it is taking one image was fluctuating gave it a
variation in pitch as well, which representation of musicians
and then recording another and
is why it was so good. It was an sitting in a studio. And I didn't
putting them slightly out of
see anything wrong with wild
infinitesimal variation of pitch
focus."
pans and placing things
and a slight variation of
GBorge went on to
differential between the original differently. We did some pretty
far out things, looking back on
image and the second image
explain that Ken
which gave you the effect of not it. Some of them, I don't think
used two tape
only a delay but also blending in were successful. You know,
machines (plus
putting bass on one side and
a harmonic effect like a
mixdown) and took
the replay signal
harmonizer. All the effects units drums on the other, that kind of
from the sync head of we've had since then have never thing: which we did deliberately
for effect.
the machine playing
been able to do it quite as well
"There were a lot of deliberate
the master and copied it to the
as those manual systems."
A feature of Beatles records is
odd stereo things like that but
second machine whose output
that they can at times convey an there was also a lot of misuse of
was monitored off tape.
records. EMI put out a lot of
underlying sense of humour,
Dependent upon the tape speed
and distance between the record even when a song is not dealing twin -track recordings with all
with a humorous theme. Certain backings on one side and all
and replay heads of the second
vocals on the other, which they
machine, the off-tape signal
aspects of the records, even the
never should have done. I don't
use of effects or the way in
could be varied in time from in
know if they ever recanted on
which an instrument is mixed,
front of, to behind, the replay
that. That was a frightful
signal from the first machine. In can raise a smile. Though
initially rock'n'roll echoes were omission. Originally, in the very
other words, you could only use
early days, I made mono records
most definitely developed by
your ADT on a mix -you

really appreciate it as much as I
did, certainly. He always wanted
something done to it like on

couldn't do it live.
"If you brought it perfectly in
line, of course it would be just
the same image. If you took it
Tomorrow Neuer Knows. He
wanted it disguised in some way. slightly out-of-phase with itself
within a certain parameter, you
He loved ADT when that came
along. The original ADT we had would get a phasing effect. If
you took it a bit further you got
was much better than anything
we've ever had since. You know, ADT. If you took it right out, it
became like a slap echo or a slap
the digital delays we use today
delay. We know now that what
aren't anything like as good as
the original manual system. And we were doing in those days was
to effect a delay of something
that original ADT sound was
something that John was always between 25 and 35 ms, as a
trying to recapture in later years rough parameter; 27 to 28 ms is
my favourite, if we use it
when he was recording by
digitally. We had to do it by
himself."
having a varispeed motor on an
So George is talking about a
old tape machine, the old BTR
slightly out -of-sync tape effect?
2s were the ones we used. And
"Yes it is. The original ADT
of course, the head spacing (the
system was devised by Ken
distance between the record/sync
Townsend (who is general
manager of Abbey Road Studios and the replay head) was the
crucial factor because no
now -he was just a backroom

Abbey Road was a genuine
attempt by all five of us to
try to work as we used to
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using a stereo machine as a
twin -track. I used one track for
all the backings, even on live
recordings, and one track for all
the voices in order to give me a
little more time; when they all
went home I could compress the
two together to get a really
punchy sound. It gave me just a
little bit of delayed option.
Otherwise it would have meant
just recording a live thing like a
BBC broadcast. But later on
after I left EMI, some people dug
up these tapes and -on the
premise that Beatles stuff should
never be changed -they issued
them as stereo records which
was an appalling gaff. It was
terrible. I heard one of them the
other day and it made me
wince."
The intended stereo effects
were even more dramatic when
listened to on stereo headphones,
a pastime that became popular
concurrent with the Beatles'
peak of popularity.
"Well of course, the Walkman
has changed people's way of
thinking too, hasn't it? So many
people listen now with a
Walkman. I've often thought
that if you use one as a
definitive answer to stereo, then
you've got to re -think your
stereo."
I had been listening to Sgt
Pepper on headphones while
travelling to Air on the tube
that morning, with Paul's vocal
coming from the left and the
brass from the right.
"It wasn't designed for
headphones I must say, but it
became quite effective. Here's
Paul, How are you?"
"Fine George," replied the
world's most successful living
songwriter, I've just come to
wreck your interview."
George had left a

message for Paul that
we were in the
restaurant and to let
him know when he
arrived. A few years
ago, when Paul had
asked George to
produce him for the first time
after the infamous split-up of the
Beatles, George said words to
the effect of: Why end a
beautiful friendship? The
friendship seems to have
survived the renewal of the
working partnership.
Paul chatted on for a while.
After a few minutes, seeing that
I had left a copy of the book
Making Music on a table (edited
and contributed to by George)
Paul said: "What's this then
George? Flogging your tome
again ?" George explained to
Paul that he had forgotten our
appointment -perfect material
for Paul to continue gently
kidding him.
"He's so big time. He's just
flash these days, you know what
I mean?" After a few more
minutes chatting, they made
62
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their way down to the studio.

instruments and his beautiful
string arrangements all being
important elements in his work.
The resumption of our
interview on the Friday
"I think orchestration is a
morning marked the
different thing in a way.
end of the months of
Production and arranging are
George's present
two different jobs, even though
collaboration with Paul. they go hand -in -hand. If you can
score, if you can orchestrate, it's
This had involved him
writing and arranging
obviously a tremendous help to
realise the production ideas that
and recording the entire score
for the full length Rupert The
you have. You know what to
Bear feature, Paul having
write in order to get the right
acquired the rights to Rupert
sound in the studio. Similarly, if
some time ago. He had also been your production end tells you
what you need to write, you're
musical director, arranger and
record producer for Broad. Street. working hand -in -glove with
At the foundation of the
yourself so to speak. And that's
relationship between George and where your orchestrating style
the Beatles was a great
affects your production style.
empathy, even though almost a They are two different things. If
generation apart. Goon humour
I'm doing an arrangement for
was virtually a national pastime. someone, or I score a film
Does George feel that the fact
which I don't often do these
that the Beatles knew he worked days-obviously I write in the
with some of the Goons, in
way that I know. Unless I'm
particular Peter Sellers,
going for a particular sound and
endeared him to them early on? I'm trying to imitate someone, I
"Yes, undoubtedly. That was
write the way I feel is my own
way. Of course my work has a
one of the things. Well, the
Goons were the Monty Python of particular style although I don't
their day. They were very
deliberately try to choose a style.
popular and their sense of
But you can't write for a
humour was something that was number of years without
peculiarly British, I think. You
developing something of that
wouldn't have found it anywhere sort which is inherent in you."
else in the world. And of course
the boys' humour is very
eorge's production
distinctive anyway. It's anarchic
and arranging skills
were adeptly applied
and has a lot in common with
the Goons."
with great artistic

of Blow By Blow because we

were rather unlikely bed
partners, in a way. In fact, a lot
of people told me that I
shouldn't do it, but I loved his
guitar work and I did want to
work with him. And I was quite
flattered and surprised when he
asked me to produce a record. So
it was a coming together of his
wonderful sense of guitar work,
the way he can handle a guitar,
like nobody else I know ofincluding the really great ones.
He has a style; he has something
which is unique to him."
He can go the whole gamut
from outrageous rock'n'roll
sounds to the most sophisticated
of musical endeavours.
"Absolutely. It was interesting
because I'd worked with John
McLaughlin as well, who again,
is a brilliant guitar player and a
brilliant musician but quite
quite different from Jeff. The
two of them went on tour
actually, and I visited them in
various parts of the States. It
was interesting watching their
styles on stage. Of the two, Jeff
was of course more popular with
the fans because his style of
music was what I call `gut'
music. It was stuff that was very
emotional that really touched
people, that really came from
the heart and went to the heart.
I'm not saying that John's didn't
have any emotion with it but his
music was a little more cerebral.
As a lot of George's early
and commercial
He tended to think things out in
history has been well
success when he got
a bit more detail and be a bit
documented not least of all in
together with Jeff
more complicated in fact. Very,
his own 1978 book All You Need
Beck for Blow by
very musical and a wonderful
Blow. It is an album which
Is Ears, I suggested we
sense of melody, harmony and
concentrate on other areas.
stands the test of time and one
rhythms but a little more, dare I
The McCartney albums Tug Of that Beck has never really been say, highbrow than Jeff?
War and Pipes Of Peace seem to able to equal since, even when
"But at the time I worked
me to indicate that the George
he and George went into the
with McLaughlin, I was right for
Martin style of production from
studio to record the follow up
him and he was right for me and
the Beatles days appears intact
album, Wired. The timing had
we were very happy together.
and rules that served him well
been just right.
And similarly, later on with Jeff,
then, continue to do so.
"I think timing is always
I was in the mood for something
"I don't consciously go for a
important. I think that when
like Jeff and it worked well. So I
style. It's just that you do what
people start working together,
think that timing is of the
you do the way that you do it,
whether you have a sort of
essence. And if you meet your
and I don't know any other way. mystical thing about it (laughs) right subject, or object- however
It's as simple as that really. It's and you say the gods are looking you want to look at it-at the
not any desire to achieve a trade down on you in the right way, or right time in your life, then I
mark or anything, it's just the
whether the timing is just right. think you do a good job. You do
way I go about making records." That you're in the right mood
a better job than you would
George obviously has great
for each other, and your talents
otherwise."
musical empathy with rock
do actually complement each
The facts that the 1975 Blow
musicians, a vast knowledge of
other. That was true in the case By Blow and McLaughlin's 1974
Apocalypse albums both feature
a guitarist and are produced by
George Martin are just about the
only things they have in
common. Apocalypse features the

-

G

Mahavishnu Orchestra and the
London Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Michael Tilson
Thomas. The album was
recorded at Air Studios mostly
with McLaughlin's band in one
studio, while the LSO were in
the famous Studio 3. Beck's
album featured a funky little
team led by the most rhythmical
Max Middleton on keyboards,
with the strings on the album
arranged by George.
"I realised that making a
D
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record with Jeff had to be very
simple. And also obviously, it
had to be musical, the subject
matter we were recording had to
be chosen very carefully. And I
did very much want to make a
good modern rhythmic record. In
other words, I wanted to take
influences from black music,
which Jeff was very keen on
anyway and had a great affinity
to."
The album was innovative in
that Beck found a particular,
and there's no other word quite
so applicable, `groove'. The
influences are clear but the
music had something fresh and
new.
`And the way the rhythms
went, I also wanted to make it
very much a foot -tapping party
kind of record so I ran a lot of
the tracks together except in
cases where it wouldn't work. It
was almost like a disc jockey
exercise.
"Jeff really used to paint
music with his guitar too. He
thought of it in that way, with
sounds as well as notes. And the
extraordinary thing was he used
to be able to do it with the most
primitive of weapons too. His
axes weren't the best in the
world sometimes but he just
used to make them sing."
Was there anything George
felt was relevant with regard to
recording technique on those
tracks?
"No, they were all very
straightforward, we did it all
here at Air Studios, in Studio 1.
The engineer on the first album
was Denny Bridges who's no
longer with us-now he runs
another London studio. He
hadn't done a tremendous
amount of work at the time but
he was very enthusiastic and he
wanted to experiment with a
clean sound with Jeff. There was
really nothing clever about it,
just straightforward recording."
The point which George makes
about timing being of the
essence is underlined by the fact
that when he went into the
studio with Jeff to record Wired,
although a good record, it just
didn't measure up. Jeff is
apparently a sensitive and
volatile character and at one
point on the Wired sessions he
even wanted to take the tapes
home and record his solos alone.
"On reflection, I don't think it
was as good an album as Blow
By Blow but we did try very
hard. Jeff also was much more
inhibited. He had much more to
lose when we made Wired. When
we started Blow By Blow he
hadn't made a solo album for a
long time and he was starting
from scratch and if it didn't
work out, people would say: 'We
told you that it wouldn't work
with those people anyway,' so it
was no real problem for him.
But Blow By Blow was such a
success that everyone was
saying: 'Right! What's the next
64
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album going to be like ?' and in a
way, that worried him. He got
more inhibited about his solos
and about the way he was
playing. He also teamed up with
Jan Hammer and it really
wasn't my cup of tea. I much
preferred the cleanliness and the
Max Middleton stuff. So it
wasn't quite the kind of record
that I wanted to make for the
second album and I think the
sales reflected that too."
That was basically to do with
Jeff's frame of mind?

was in one studio and the
orchestra were in another. It just
happened to be that way because
we were going into something
that required rhythm. She had
to sing her part in one studio
while the orchestra were in
another. In fact the track you
hear on the record is the first or
second take. She wanted to do
more but I was so pleased that I
went ahead with it. I thought
her rendering under such
circumstances was incredible.
She was singing to a 'non-

didn't find working with
Ultravox as alien as people
would have thought
I

And that I felt the material
wasn't so good, to be honest. But
there again, it's very difficult to
find great material."

he recording of the
McLaughlin Apocalypse
album was apparently
quite a spectacular
affair. They originally
tried to record with
both McLaughlin's
amplified band and the
LSO in Studio 3 at Air but had
to have a re- think.
"The scale of decibels between
one and the other was
ridiculous. Michael Waldon's
drumming was louder than any
instrument in the LSO, much
louder. So we had to put them in
separate studios. The sections of
music that required the bands
together, we did that way. We
laid down tracks and overdubbed
the LSO: we laid down LSO and
overdubbed band, which is a
strange way of doing it but there
were long colla voce or legato
sections which the LSO were
recording that didn't require a
rhythmic emphasis. That could
be laced in afterwards. John
McLaughlin worked very closely
with Mike Gibbs, who was the
orchestrator, and he in turn
worked very closely with
Michael Tilson Thomas, who is a
classical conductor. It was really
quite complicated but beautiful
music. There's one favourite
piece of mine which is a very,
very slow thing, Smile Of The
Beyond, in which his pianist,
Gayle Moran, was singing. She
has a lovely voice, she's a
beautiful soprano. Being a
keyboard girl in the band, she

T

existent' orchestra that she
could hear on cans and that was

it."

aul McCartney had
come in a few minutes
earlier and had been
playing the 'Space
Invaders' machine as
George and I carried
on talking. In an
exaggerated voice he
said: "Well, I'm thinking of
starting work myself'." Again,
Paul exchanged pleasantries
with us and they explained
about working until 2.30 in the
morning and having to wrap
things up that day. Paul was
quite amused to see George
looking anything less than
immaculate with a little stubble
on chin and remarked, "This is
very becoming, George."
Paul went to the studio and
George continued talking for a
few more minutes. I asked him
about the string arrangements
for Diamond Dust on Beck's
Blow By Blow.

"Diamond Dust was in 5/4 but
actually it had a funny beat. It
had a 10 quaver, or eighth -note
beat with an accent coming half
way through so it was a five and
five within the bar. That was a
beautiful one, and it flowed. It
was set up by a kind of arpeggio
pattern by Max on the keyboard
and then had a very broad tune
over it. I had the idea of just
using the strings stating the
tune in cannon, and having the
upper strings and the cellos -the
lower strings -coming in later in
the same style, then weaving
with just two lines of sound.
When you have really good

Part two will contain more about the Beatles days, George
Martin's feelings about re-recording Beatle songs on Give My
Regards to Broad Street, his early period in the music business,
his all time favourite Beatles record, as well as many other
subjects, including his criteria for working with musicians
nowadays. In the meantime, please don't send him any
tapes.

performers, you don't need more
than two lines if they're
interesting. Therefore the strings
formed a counterpoint to Jeff's
melodies and similarly later on,
they played with each other, so
to speak. I deliberately kept the
scoring very simple and very
strandy and I think that was
what made it work. The fact
that I used strings came as a
surprise to some people, not
least of all Jeff, I think. But he
realised it did work on such a
super piece of material. You
couldn't do it with everything."
In sharp contrast, I asked how
George enjoyed producing
Quartet for Ultravox in 1982, his
first foray into machine music,
accepting that there was quite a
lot of real drums on the record.
"In fact, it was almost all real
drums but it was very much
keyed to the Linn. I quite
enjoyed it and I get on very well
with them. Billy Currie is very
good. He thinks kind of
orchestrally with his synthesiser
work. I didn't find it as alien as
people would have thought. I've
heard some of their recent stuff
and it does worry me when I
hear that machine-like rhythm
that is unrelenting in its
breathing. It's not human. But
that didn't seem to worry me too
much when I did Quartet and we
were able to create some quite
human stuff. We did quite a lot
of choral work at one point.
Hymn for example, required a
certain amount of jiggery-pokery
which was quite fun to do. We
did that in Montserrat (Air
Studios) and that was very nice
working over there. In fact I saw
Midge the other night and he
said: 'I'd love to go back there, it
was such good fun.' We all had
such great fun together, that
was a very happy album,
Quartet."
I could have kicked myself
when I realised I was half way
through a hypothetical question
but too late. Had they been
invented, would they have used
a LinnDrum on Sgt Pepper? I
had asked the question because
the tracks are so human and unmachine like.
"We wouldn't have done in
fact. I use LinnDrums with Paul
now but only for particular
things. And if you listen to the
albums we've done recently,
we've always had LinnDrums
since Stevie Wonder gave one to
Paul which was when he came
down (to Montserrat) for Ebony
and Ivory. But we use it I think
with a certain amount of
circumspection. It's great for
disco and rigid beat things.
Marvellous for that."
Ebony and Ivory was,
especially considering it was
recorded by just two people with
a load of instruments and
machines, a very human
sounding record.
"Because it was real drums
and real people.

"
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can start with a compact single cassette master system (CI) and easily expand up to a dual
master (cassette or open-reel) system with up

to 9 add-on slave recorders (model DP4050Z3). This maximum system will make 28
simultaneous copies in one pass. That's over
840 C -30's per hour.
The DP series are designed for long, trouble free life. They come from more than 20 years
experience in high -speed duplicating. They are
easy to operate. And, our modular approach to

system expansion means that a DP system can
grow as fast as you do.
To see how you can get the "edge" in performance and productivity, please contact one of
our professional Dealers or ring us for full
information at 0753 822381: Otani Electric
(U.K.) Limited, 22 Church Street, Slough,
Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K. Telex: 849453 OTARI G.
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Otani Corporation, Belmont, California
Phone: (415) 592 -8311
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Otani Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Phone (03) 333 -9631
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FOR COMPLETE VIDEO,
IT'S THE OTAR,I EDGE.
Since opening in 1983, Complete
Video have established themselves
as one of Britain's leading post
-

production facilities. In addition
to 1" editing facilities, they offer a
spacious remix suite which features
an overdub /voice -over studio, large
screen video front projection and
an advanced forty -eight channel
sound desk.
The Complete Video choice for

multitrack recorders: two Otari
MTR -90 Series II twenty -four
channel machines.

The experienced and creative
sound crew at Complete Video chose
the MTR -90 for several good reasons:
superb sound quality, easy interface with video editing systems and
synchronisers, an advanced microprocessor -based tape transport

and, a reputation for reliable performance. For Complete, the corn pactness of the MTR -90 was a much
appreciated benefit, too.
The MTR -90 handles your Master
tapes with the utmost care, whilst
giving you the fastest transport
performance of any 2" professional
recorder made. A compact Remote
Session Controller comes standard,
and an optional full- function auto locator can be easily fitted.
Whether your work is in music,
radio, multi- media, film or television audio production, there are
many advantages to owning an Otari.
We invite you to critically evaluate the recorders that will put you
where you need to be: at Technology's
leading edge.

To receive full technical information and a demonstration, please
contact one of our authorised
professional dealers or ring us at
0753- 822381. Otari Electric (U.K.)
Ltd., 22 Church Street, Slough,
Berks., SL1 1 PT, U.K.
Telex: 849453 OTARI G.
Authorised Dealers:
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland
Street, London W6 9JT
01 748 9009
TURNKEY, Brent View Road,
London NW9 TEL 01 202 4366
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Fowlmere House, home of
Cabaletta Recording, is to be
found in the middle of a sleepy
picturesque village near the
Hertfordshire/Cambridgeshire
border. `Formerly The Rectory,
Fowlmere House was designed
in 1853 for the Honorable and
Reverent Arthur Savile by the
eminent architect Henry
Edward Kendall Jnr.', quoth
the literature, and it shows.
The Hon & Rev Savile, being
the 6th son of the Earl of
Mexborough, and feeling that
he ought to have a suitably
grand abode, demolished the
old Elizabethan rectory and
built on the site of the Tithe
barn.
Located, naturally, directly
opposite the parish church in
Fowlmere High Street, the
house is imposing, both in its
size and its setting. The studio
occupies what used to be the
servants' hall, kitchen,
scullery, pantry and back
stairs -as you can imagine, it
is quite large.
Cabaletta belongs to Hugh
Richardson and represents the
realisation of a long term
ambition. The fact that he is
himself a singer should give
you a clue to the studio's
name. Cabaletta: A short
operatic song in popular style,
characterised by a rather
uniform rhythm in the vocal
line and accompaniment.
In the late 60s Hugh was
working at Pye as a
maintenance engineer, and it
was here that his interests
and ambitions recording -wise
were born. He left Pye to
study for two years at the
London Opera Centre, and
went on to spend the next 15
years working as a
professional singer, including
five years in the chorus of the
Royal Opera. Having acquired
Fowlmere House some 11
years ago, Hugh has finally
taken the plunge and built his
studio. The acoustic design is
that of Rupert Neve and is
geared specifically and solely
towards the recording of
classical music.
The recording area is
approximately 36 by 22 ftalthough none of the walls is
quite straight -and as it was
originally four rooms there is
a steel joist going across the
middle of the ceiling
supporting a main wall above
it. In addition to the nonparallel nature of the walls,
there are three chimney
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fully finished will house tape
store and copying, and
workshop and coffee facilities.
Because of Cabaletta's very
specific interest in the
recording of classical music, its
equipment requirements are
rather specialised too. The
mixing desk is of Rupert Neve
origin from his new company
Nevenco, and is designated the
Philipian. It has eight input
channels and two out, with
VU metering. Hugh has
brought in two separate PPM
meters as he prefers these for
his purposes. The desk
incorporates EQ on every
channel and two mic line
insertions per channel. "I have
actually got 16 lines in and
Studio looking towards the back stairs to the control room
one talkback line and four for
foldback- although I've never
The only other apparent
breasts which further break up
acoustic -type treatment in this used all four yet. The most
the line. The room is
room is the curtains. The vast I've used so far is two."
extremely light and sunny,
Cabaletta's tape machine is
expanses of window have to be
looking out on two sides on
a Telefunken M15A and on
damped down now and then,
the acre of land surrounding
order is a Telefunken M21
the house. There are four very particularly whilst recording
principally as a standby but
speech, and the curtains are
large double glazed windows
also for tape copying. There is
specially made with wool
(approx 4 x 8 ft).
also a Revox A700. Noise
interlining. Hugh has not,
The acoustic treatment is
reduction is Dolby A -"I have
however, needed to employ
extremely simple, and very
two sets so that I can listen off
effective indeed. The room has them for any instrumental
tape." Compression is with an
recording so far.
a comfortable feel, and sound
ADR Express Limiter.
The acoustic screens, four
appears well under control.
Monitoring in the control room
absorbing and two isolation,
Hugh commented that at the
is on 15 in Tannoy Lancasters,
were quickly snapped up
studio opening party back in
and in the studio, playback is
September, although the room during a sale at Decca. The
dealer who was buying all the on Yorks.
was full of people, they could
The nature of Cabaletta's
equipment apparently rejected
all converse at an easy level.
Walls and ceiling (the latter the screens, probably because work calls for good copying
facilities and to this end they
of their enormous size! Not
incidentally, is 10 ft high) are
every studio can accommodate have a bank of 10 Aiwa
totally covered in cardboard
cassette machines linked to a
several 5 x 10 ft screens.
boxes which are half filled
custom built monitoring
The control room is found
with 4 in fibreglass. These
through the back of the studio, console for real -time copying.
serve to EQ the room and get
Being at mezzanine level,
up the stairs above the old
rid of flutter echoes. At the
dairy to a suite of rooms which the control room commands a
time of our visit, the boxes
were added to the building in very good view of the studio,
were still exposed to the
1868 at a mezzanine level. The and vice versa. (Mezzanine is
human eye, although when
an extra storey between the
stairs had to be re- routed to
final decoration is complete
ground floor and the first
make optimum use of the
these surfaces will be covered
floor). The control room
in a light hessian type
space available, and the
control room itself is open plan window, although small, is
material.
more than adequate and
in that the three doors
The floor is covered in an
consists of double glazing with
separating it from the
attractive hard wood called
10 mm glass.
studio are downstairs at
`Merbau' whose origins I am
"I've got a mains filter to
ground level.
unable to discover. Hugh
avoid mains borne interference
The room is long and thin doesn't know much about it
with 14 capacitors and three
approx 11 x 22 ft -and at the
either, except that he spent
chokes, and there's another
time of writing acoustic
many idle hours tapping and
treatment was not complete. It one down in the studio on the
testing various samples of
wood and this one appeared to is planned to deaden the room microphone power supplies.
There is also a power supply
as much as possible with the
be the hardest! The entire
for the cue lights which used
same Rupert Neve `boxes' as
floor area is treated with the
used downstairs. It will not be to belong to the Moody Blues!"
wood, on top of which are two
Rather an obscure claim to
practical to implement these
`living room size' carpets
fame I think!
entirely, especially in areas
which may be moved around,
In a studio of this kind (or
such as the stairwell, and so
taken up, put down as
should I say particularly in a
where necessary, they will be
required.
studio of this kind ?)
using carpeting.
The Bosendorfer 9 ft grand
Opening off the control room microphones are of the utmost
piano, naturally, stands on the
is a pair of rooms which, when importance. Hugh had just
bare wood.

Cabaletta Recording,
Hertfordshire
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completed a recording of tenor
and piano in which he had
been experimenting with a
figure -of -eight pair of Beyer
CK708s out on approval. "I do
try and get a natural soundnot multi -miked. I've got these
Beyers on approval but I like
them so much I'm definitely
going to buy them. The rep
said that these microphones
were the tortoise of the
microphone industry- they're
not pushy, they don't push the
sound at you. I find that my
Neumann (M79) colours the
sound, and that for tenor and
piano the Beyers being very
clean are more suited.
Transistor mics have improved
tremendously although I find
that the earlier FETs distort
on the high transients."
Other microphones in the
collection include two AKG
D224s, Neumann SM69 (valve)
and U67, two Sennheiser
MD441s, MD421, two Beyer
M69s and two M260s.
Cabaletta, that is Hugh, does
a lot of location work and the

are distributed by Gamut
Distribution in Cambridge,
and a catalogue is available
from the studio. More recent
recordings will be available on
cassette as well.
Quite apart from all this
Fowlmere House is a veritable
treasure trove in itself with all
sorts of ancient recording
London.
appliances hidden in dark
Cabaletta came into its own
corners, including a wind-up
time to time.
round about May 1984,
Hugh Richardson does have gramophone with an enormous
although it wasn't by any
a very good reputation for his horn, amplifiers out of the ark,
means finished! The official
recordings already. He has had and speakers too. And I hear
opening took place in the
the apple trees produce a good
his own record label since
following September when,
yield!
1968 when he made a mono
essentially, all the acoustic
Cabaletta is a one man show
treatment was complete. Work record of a Welsh soprano.
and is therefore relatively
"We only made 99 copies
so far has come almost
entirely by word of mouth. He because, if you made any more peaceful! There is none of the
hustle and bustle one usually
than that you were charged
does a lot of audition tapes,
encounters on arrival. The
particularly for singers. Other purchase tax!" A location
recording of Bruckner Motets atmosphere suits the setting
regular work includes
was nominated as a record of perfectly. I'm off to listen to a
language tapes for
the month and a recording of Cabaletta recording of antique
organisations such as the EF
musical boxes! Janet Angus
Radcliffe Songs by Robert
Institute, and recording of
Cabaletta Recording,
Tear accompanied by Philip
conferences (eg for the
Fowlmere House, High
Ledger was reported in
Soroptimists, and Hugh has
Street, Fowlmere, Royston,
Gramophone magazine as
many a tale of peculiar
Herts SG8 7SU, UK. Tel:
being `unobtrusively well
incidences with ladies from
076382 453.
recorded'. Cabaletta Records
that organisation!).

equipment his system involves
is inherently portable -simple
and effective. Indeed, during
those years of his singing
career he was making
recordings and records all over
the place just as, after this
interview, he dashed off to a
singing engagement in

Instrumental work tends to be
with small ensembles. The
most he has had in there to
date is nine musicians,
although the studio will easily
accommodate at least 20
musicians comfortably. The
studio does actually house a
few hundred of those stacking
chairs for recitals and concerts
which are held there from
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INSIGHTS
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Recording industry comment by Richard Elen

Our high -tech industry being
what it is, it's at first sight
surprising that so little space

in the magazines has been
devoted to the topic which
seems to occupy the minds of
many businessmen in other
fields, namely that of the impact of
computers on their businesses.
Looking more closely, there is perhaps
less cause for surprise. Computers have
five main areas of application in a
business: text processing; numeric
processing; information processing;
communications; and what we might call

`task automation'. In the task
automation field we have been talking
about computers for years: your
autolocator, half your outboard gear, and
especially your console automation
system, are all representative of this
kind of computer system. No shortage of
words on that subject.
The other fields are the ones in which
there is a lack of discussion in the trade
press (with the notable exception of an
excellent article in The Mix some months
ago). Why?

Maybe it is because many of the
applications for business microcomputers
in the recording studio environment are
by and large the same as they are for
any business. And you don't need
recording magazines to run articles on
word -processing, do you? -not when you
can get far more data from the specialist
magazines which have the time and
space to discuss the topic far more
exhaustively.
But there are indeed areas where the
special requirements of recording studios
are suitable for computerisation, be it
track sheets, bookings, or integrated
invoicing systems, but unfortunately the
market is so small that few software
producers will examine it. The task will
fall upon people in studios (or in the
music business in general) who develop
their own software and feel there might
be a market for it outside their own
company. There appears to be well under
a handful of such people at the moment,
and we don't seem to be able to get hold
of many of the programs to talk about in
the UK, as they are mainly produced by
very small American companies. Hence
the lack of coverage.
However, there is certainly plenty of
sense in studio managers and staff being
computer literate. The question is, what
does `computer literate' really mean in
the studio? And what sort of computers
and systems is it worth being literate
about?
People seem to have a decidedly
curious view of what said literacy
actually means. Britain is thought to be
one of the most computer literate
countries in the world, but I must say
that I don't equate literacy with the
sales of jumped -up pocket calculators
which are good for little more than
70
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Computers in
the studio

entertainment, and have as much
likelihood of long term use as the
original home video games. I suspect
gaming is still a primary reason for
buying a `home' computer, which is fine
as long as you don't expect a machine for
around £100 to do anything else, with its
silly slimy little keys.
The British public seems to have two
other reasons for buying `home'
computers, one being no reason at all
(hopefully they will make one up later
after the novelty has worn off) and the
other being the unfortunate idea that
being able to press chiclet keys and
generate instant BASIC keywords in
some kind of order will either secure a
job or prevent the loss of one.
Unfortunately (or perhaps fortunately,
to look at it another way), life isn't like
that. Programming is probably not much
to do with computer literacy, and as it is
the latter to which the studio owner and
his or her staff should be aspiring, we
had better consider what it is rather
than what it isn't.
Computer literacy to me does not mean
programming, in BASIC or any other
language. It means being unafraid of
computers (and technology in general
technofear must be one of today's least
profitable phobias, whether it be aimed
at Compact Disc players or console
automation systems) and it means being
able to use other people's programs
successfully.

-

Computer literacy is not the
ability to write three lines of
BASIC which print `HELLO'
forever scrolling up a screen in
bright red. Instead, it might be
the ability to use Wordstar's
INSTALL program to configure
the word -processor for your new daisywheel printer. Or model your studio
operation's finances in Visicalc. Or
arrange your spares and their suppliers
in a PFS database. Or set up your
communications package to send a telex
via Dialcom. Even, perhaps, to be able to
find out how to do any one of the above
by reading the manual.
In the same way as the modern
recording engineer may not know the
exact passage of the electrons through
the board (but can still get some great
stuff on tape), the studio manager need
not be an ace programmer to use a
computer effectively.
Operational knowledge is what is
needed in both cases, and lack of it in
either case means that a studio will not
make the best use of its capital
equipment. I hate to think what the
percentage is of balance engineers in
SSL- equipped studios who don't know
how to drive the clever bits, for example.

And I am continually surprised at the
number of people who ask me to set up a
communications software package simply
because they didn't read the manual (not
because they couldn't understand it,
note).
But beyond questions of attitude there
are certainly stumbling blocks caused, by
and large, by bad software and bad
hardware (just like in the control room).
On the hardware side, some computers
are just not up to it, whatever their
manufacturers may say. Computers that
are up to it will have a `real' keyboard
that will make it easy to enter things
(plus maybe a mouse or a touch -screen to
make it even easier). They will have a
rapid- access mass -storage medium,
commonly floppy disks of one size or
another, so you will not have to wait for
ages while loading or saving programs
and data. They will have a good selection
of ports to talk to the outside world,
especially for a parallel printer and a
serial modem. They will run software
that is generally available and wellsupported. Finally, the machines
themselves will be well -supported: you
will be able to get them fixed easily.
On the software front, the
considerations are less straightforward.
A studio operation may be sufficiently
different from a normal business to
require specialised software: and, as
suggested earlier, there isn't very much
around. If you employ expensive
consultants to generate specialised
applications for you, there is always the
potential problem of the longevity of the
consulting outfit, and what happens if
their star programmer leaves and no -one
else understands what he wrote. But
equally, there are some excellent ones.

erhaps it is worth using a
commercial integrated package
which is designed for you to
develop specific unique
applications, and learning how
to do just that. With some such
packages you can produce
stand -alone programs which you might
be able to sell to other studios. For
other, more straightforward applications,
there are a relatively small number of
`famous names' which have generally
become so with good reason.
Whatever computer and software you
choose, there will no doubt be a plethora
of information from the computing
magazines, some of which might do you
some good. But what they won't know
about is the application of that gear to
the studio environment. Which standard
packages are good enough, or not nearly
good enough? And conversely, when are
special packages worth the money and
when are they a waste of everybody's
time and effort? Those questions will be
answered from experience -perhaps some
computerised studios will be tempted to
share theirs

?

MIXING MASTERS?
Console Automation used to be considered a luxury. With
the introduction of the MasterMix system, automation
becomes not only accessible, it becomes so economical,
simple, efficient and accurate as to be essential.
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erMix can automate your existing console.
Interfaces are available for most automation -ready
consoles, and the MasterMix VCA fader package
permits a complete update of virtually any console.

MasterMix records the Mix data on floppy disc. The
traditional disadvantages of contemporary tape based
systems, which introduced cumulative errors on
repeated passes and were subject to dropouts, noise and
distortion interference are eliminated.
Only one track of standard SMPTE /EBU timecode is required
for synchronisation and a code generator is included as part
of the main computer unit. Automation of level and mute decisions
are stored independently and accurately to a single time code frame.

MasterMix is simple to use, and the increase in speed and quality of production
will ensure that the system rapidly justifies its installation.
MasterMix is the new standard for automation systems.

MASTER Ma_ the obvious choice
U.K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LIMITED, Kinetic
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. Tel. 01 -953 8118

Centre, Theobald Street, Borehamwood,
Telex 299951(Kintek G)
U.S.A.: AUDIO KINETICS INC., Suite 209, 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, North Hollywood,

WORLDWIDE AGENTS AUSTRALIA: Magna -Techtronics Ltd., Artarmon, Tel. 438 3377. AUSTRIA: Studer Revox Wien, Wien, Tel. (0222) 47 33 09. CANADA: Gerr
Electro Acoustics Ltd., Toronto, Tel. 868 0528. DENMARK: S.L.T. Copenhagen, Tel. 34 1284. FINLAND: Studiotec Recording Equip. Es oc 60, Tel. 514133. FRANCE:
3M FRANCE, Paris, Tel. 031 6161. GERMANY: 3M GERMANY, Neuss, Tel. 2101141. ITALY: Audio International, Milan, Tel. 7384751. JAPAN: General Traders Ltd.,
Tokyo, Tel. 291 2761. NETHERLANDS: Heynen BV, Gennep, Tel. 8851 1956. NORWAY: Siv. Ing. Benum, Oslo, Tel. 442255. SINGAPORE: Studer Revox Audio Pte Ltd.,
Singapore, Tel. 250 7222. SOUTH AFRICA: Eltron Ltd., Johannesburg, Tel. 29 3066. SPAIN: TELCO, Madrid, Tel. 231 7840. SWEDEN: Ercotron AB, Stockholm, Tel. 756
7355. SWITZERLAND: EMT, Wettingen, Tel. 26 05 50
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Hugh Ford tests an audio measuring system

TECHNICAL PROJECTS

MJS - 401D

The MJS-401D is a multi -purpose

instrument specifically designed
for the manufacture and
maintenance of audio equipment
with simplicity of use being a
major factor in the design. As
standard the unit measures
level, automatically measures total
harmonic distortion and noise from 18 Hz
to 22 kHz and selectively measures
crosstalk over the same frequency range.
In addition the incoming frequency is
digitally displayed and noise
measurement filters are included
together with the appropriate meter
rectifier characteristics and ballistics.
Optionally, measurement of SMPTE type
intermodulation distortion can be
included as can a novel type of low
distortion oscillator, but these features
were not included in the review sample.
As the instrument is digitally
controlled so far as all front panel
controls (except the power on/off switch)
are concerned, remote control of all
functions is possible by an optional IEEE
interface. This makes the instrument
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Volts/dB input level
Ranges: between -95 dBm and +45 dBm input
level, to read '0 dB' (centre) on the 24 dB (PPM)
scale; between 30 NV and 100 V, to read full scale
on the 0 to 3 or 0 to 10 scale; input sensitivity
switchable in both 10 dB and 1 dB steps.
Accuracy: ±0.2 dB in 10 dB steps, ±0.02 dB in
1

dB steps.

Frequency response: +0.1/ -0.2 dB, 20 Hz to
20 kHz. +0.2/ -3.0 dB, 15 Hz to 100 kHz; meter

eminently suitable for production line
testing by unskilled personnel.
A further important feature is that this
is a portable instrument housed in a
very good quality case complete with a
very substantial (optional) carrying
handle which doubles as a tilting stand
which locks positively into position. In
addition there are tilting feet below the
instrument. Whilst the controls are not
protected for portable use both a
`protecto -muff' and a flight case will be
available.
The only features to the rear are the

sockets are fitted even without the
optional oscillator as they double as
inputs for some measurements.
To the left are two balanced inputs at
XLR sockets (optionally jacks or
European type connectors) with the
desired input being selected by a
momentary pushbutton which
illuminates a red LED by the selected
input. Two further momentary buttons
select a high impedance input or a 600 S2
termination, the latter being indicated
by red LEDs next to the switches.
Along the bottom of the instrument
four groups of pushbuttons, each with a
red LED above, select the measurement
function, filtering, the rectifier
characteristic and the meter scaling.
In order to eliminate meaningless
settings the internal microprocessor
interlocks the settings, however, the
interlocking can be tailored to customers'
requirements. The standard arrangement
eliminates such settings and CCIR
weighted distortion but allows high -or
lowpass filtered distortion.
The first set of five buttons sets the

486 -1 CCIR /ARM recommendation 468 -2, CCIR;
ARM 22 Hz to 22 kHz band limited. The meter
scale and drive characteristics, eg ballistics, and
the appropriate filters can be independently

±0.2 dB of reading 'Expanded' scale (3 dB length,
0.5 dB steps) ±0.03 dB of reading 0.3 V scale ±1%
of FSD; 0.10 V scale ±1.5% of FSD.

combined IEC power connector, power
fuse and tap changer, and blanked off
holes for the optional IEEE interface
connector and an auxiliary connector.
The front panel layout is excellent -the
bright yellow controls contrasting
against a brown front panel with white
and yellow identifications -and logically
arranged with the inputs to the left
proceeding to the right through function
selection, filtering and metering to the
outputs from the measuring section and
the outputs from the oscillator. These

selected.

IMD/TIM measurement (optional)
Provision is made for optional filter /demodulator
boards to be fitted to measure IMD/TIM to several
international standards. In all cases, level setting
and any tuning will be performed completely

reading 0 dBm on 24 dB (PPM scale).

automatically.

Frequency measurement
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 499.9 kHz.
Accuracy: better than ±10 PPM.

Filters

Display: four digits or 0.01 Hz, whichever is the
lower resolution
Display type: 10- character vacuum fluorescent
display with contrast -enhancing filter, the display
also indicates units and decimal points.
Update rate: approximately five readings per
second, decreasing to three readings per second at
10 Hz.

Total harmonic distortion measurement
Input range: -20 to +50 dBm.
Frequency range: 18 Hz to 22 kHz.
Residual distortion: 0.002% max, 0.0008%

typical.
Auto-set level accuracy: ±1.5% within 2 s,
typical.

Meter
'Ballistic' characteristics of the meter section are
selectable to the following standards.
Peak programme meter: meter movement and
1

s

Crosstalk measurement
Frequency range: 18 Hz to 22 kHz.
Bandpass characteristic: 2nd order, Q =5.
Centre frequency accuracy: ±2% of incoming
reference signal frequency.
Tuning: automatically tuned by frequency
measurement system.

Pre -filter overload margin: better than 32 dB.
Noise measurement
Measurement standard: CCIR recommendation
72
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400 Hz highpass: maximally flat, 6th order,
36 dB /octave rolloff rate; passband ripple less
than 0.2 dB, -3 dB at 400 Hz.
30 kHz lowpass: 36 dB /octave rolloff rate, same
specifications as the 400 Hz highpass filter.
22 Hz to 22 kHz bandpass: consists of two
sections, the highpass section having an
18 dB /octave rolloff rate below 22 Hz, and the
lowpass section is a 22 kHz, 36 dB /octave type,
with the same specification as the highpass and
lowpass filters.

drive electronics performance to BS 5428.
Quasi peak: meter scale as above (PPM) but
ballistics to CCIR recommendation 468 -2.
Expanded scale: expands the scale length of the
meter to indicate 3 dB of range about the central
'0' instead of the 24 dB. In this mode, the meter
automatically reverts to the PPM (24 dB) scale, if
the signal level increases or decreases by more
than 2 dB away from the central '0'.
Average -reading: scaled to indicate the RMS
value of a sinusoidal signal.

True RMS
Accuracy: PPM

(24 dB scale length, 4 dB steps)

Oscillator

Provision is made for a plug-in precision oscillator
on the right hand side of the instrument.
Frequency range: 15 Hz to 150 kHz, sinewave
or squarewave.
Output level: -70 dBm to +30 dBm.
Output matching: balanced, isolated and
floating; source impedance 1 switchable 150 12
and 600 12.
Distortion: 0.002% max, 0.0008% typical.
Level stability: ±0.1 dB max, ±0.05 dB typical
Settling time: less than 500 ms at all
frequencies.

Connections
Inputs: according to version ordered XLR,

6.3 mm stereo jacks or European Broadcasting

Standard.

Outputs: oscillator as inputs; oscilloscope BNC;
headphone 6.3 mm jack.
Mains: IEC 3 -pole.
IEEE 488 /IEC 625 control interface

Provision is made for optional control interface for
both test set and oscillator allowing integration
into automatic test systems. Connections supplied
according to options ordered.

General
Power requirements:

110 V to 120 V or 220 V
to 240 VAC; 50 to 60 Hz, 25 VA approximately.
Operating temperature range: 5 °C to 35 °C.
Dimensions: (whd) 470x140x390 mm (including
handle) /18.5x5.5x15.5 in. The handle is an

optional extra.
Weight: 10 kg approximately.

Manufacturer: Technical Projects Ltd, Unit
Samuel White's Industrial Estate, Medina
Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, UK.

2,

level measuring mode, the total
harmonic distortion plus noise mode, the
SMPTE intermodulation distortion mode
(subject to the option being fitted), the
selective crosstalk mode or the oscillator
output level.
The next set of buttons to the right
selects filtering including CCIR quasi peak or CCIR/ARM noise measurement
with automatic selection of the correct

metering characteristics. Further filters
include a 22 Hz to 22 kHz CCIR
unweighted bandpass filter, a 400 Hz
highpass filter for hum filtering and a
30 kHz lowpass filter plus two optional
filters. All the latter may be selected in
any combination.
Two switches are reserved for extra
filters which can be an optional IEC
A- weighting or a rumble filter in
addition to user designed filters.
Across the panel the next four buttons
select the metering characteristic which
may be average calibrated RMS, true
RMS, CCIR quasi -peak or the standard
British Standard peak programme meter.
The final three buttons select the
metering scale in a rather cunning way
using the illuminated meter which has a
black scale plate with clear white
legends scaled for very good readability.
The two upper scales are calibrated in
decibels from ±12 dB in 1 dB steps and
±1.5 dB in 0.1 dB steps with the two
lower scales being calibrated 0 to 10 and
0 to 3.16 for voltage and distortion
measurements. Each scale has an
associated red LED to show which scale
is in use and these work in conjunction
with the three pushbutton switches and
the metering function switches. The
three switches select a voltage /% scaling
or two decibel scales. This may be the
±12 dB scale or the expanded ±1.5 dB
scale but if the meter is out of range on
the latter it automatically reverts to the
±12 dB scale with the scale indicating
LED flashing. Once suitable action has
been taken to put the meter back into
the expanded scale's range the meter
automatically reverts to the expanded
scale -a very nice feature with the
0.1 dB calibrations being extremely
useful and clear to read.
Having dealt with the possible

functions there remain three rotary
switches which send digital signals to
the microprocessor control and a
10- character vacuum fluorescent display.
The latter normally indicates the
frequency of the input to four digits but
it also displays various messages. For
instance in the distortion mode it can
indicate LEVEL LOW or in the level
mode FREQ LOW if the frequency of the
input is out of range.
Of the three switches the centre one,
dB COARSE, operates in the level, read
oscillator and crosstalk modes giving full
scale sensitivities between 100 V and
3014V ( +40 dBm to -90 dBm) in 10 dB
steps.
A second attenuator calibrated ±5 dB
in 1 dB steps comes into operation in the
decibel meter reading modes with the
exception of the total harmonic distortion
and noise. This attenuator is useful for
relative measurements but I would have
liked the addition of a variable
attenuator for very fine level setting.
The final section to the far right of the
instrument houses the two XLR plugs
for the oscillator, a level potentiometer
for the internal monitoring loudspeaker
which monitors the selected input, a
BNC socket for monitoring the input to
the metering section on an oscilloscope
and the power on/off switch.
Last of all a 1/4 in jack socket allows
headphone monitoring whilst muting the
internal loudspeaker.
Within the substantial and well
finished case all front panel controls
mount on to a single printed board
behind which is the microprocessor and
control board. After these the base of the
unit contains a mother board which has
places for up to 12 vertical daughters,
eight of these being present in the
review unit. All boards are to a very
high standard with socketed integrated
circuits and clear component
identifications.
To the far right a vertical toroidal
transformer supplies the power with an
adjacent fully screened compartment
accepting the optional plug-in oscillator
modules. Like the oscillator compartment
the input section at the far left of the
unit is also fully screened. The use of D
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Cheviot Road. Hazel Grove, Stockport, Cheshire.

This Company has no association with any
other recording equipment supplier.
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digital switching eliminates any
mechanical switching of audio signals
and thus reduces crosstalk and
interference problems. It also eliminates
the critical requirements of the switches.

Inputs and outputs
Under test the normal left and right
inputs offered a 95.7 kfl in parallel with
40 pF input impedance with the switched
terminations being 602.8/603.8 52 with a
good common mode rejection ratio shown
in Fig 1 up to 200 kHz. This impedance
remained constant with all gain settings
with the unselected input having an
impedance in the order of 600 kS2 when
unterminated.
In the crosstalk measuring mode the
oscillator connections are used as a
reference for tracking the filter and the
impedance here was 66.5 k1ì in parallel
with 160 pF when in use, all the input
impedances being satisfactory for use
with professional equipment. They
might, however, be on the low side for
use with some domestic equipment.
Crosstalk between the wanted and
unwanted inputs was excellent as shown
in Fig 2 for the left and right (A/B)
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TABLE 1
Actual +
0 dB

+1.002 dB
+1.988 dB
+2.994 dB
+3.997 dB
+5.002 dB

200

Hz

500

MO

1k

Nominal setting
0 dB
1 dB
2 dB
3 dB
4 dB
5 dB

2k

Hz

10h

5k

Actual
0 dB

-

-1.002 dB
-2.005 dB
-2.988 dB
-3.992 dB
-4.997 dB

inputs and the oscillator connection to
the signal inputs.
The oscilloscope monitoring output
delivered 0.245 VRMS for 0 dB meter
indication from a source impedance of
50 S2 with the headphone output being
capable of delivering 12.1 VRMS at

clipping from a source impedance of 72 S2
with the volume control having a wide
range-possibly too much gain as it was
easy to clip the output amplifier.

Frequency measurement
The frequency indication provided 4 -digit
resolution from 10 Hz to 499.9 kHz for
any input level greater than 1 mV with
the accuracy for a sinewave input being
within the resolution of the display. This
is not in fact a conventional frequency
meter, which would require a long
gating period for indicating the lower

20h
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111MI..
Hz

50k

100k

200k

frequencies to 4-digit resolution, but
measures the period of the waveform and
computes the frequency.
As a result the accuracy on
symmetrical waveforms is good but
deteriorates with asymmetrical
waveforms. Whilst this is of unlikely
consequence for pure audio work it
might matter for such measurements as
aligning servo systems. This is, of course,
a penalty to pay for a rapidly updating
display which was found to be completely
insensitive to 30% amplitude modulation.
The application of frequencies less than
10 Hz or greater than 499.9 kHz
produced an out of range display.

Level measurement
The accuracy of the metering was
measured at 1 kHz for 0 dB indication it
being found that the meter indicated
0.12 dB too low- probably a matter of
simple adjustment as the indication at
10 V input was within the readability of

the meter.
Alignment of the four metering
characteristics was within 0.05 dB with
the CCIR noise filter being aligned at
1 kHz to within 0.2 dB and the

D

ecision cut by Greg at Joshua and Daniel Galvin

To achieve a cut as precise as this great care and
attention must be paid to the quality of the subject
and the tools employed. A philosophy that Capitol
appreciates and practices.

The base of the Apollo master

is

super -polished to

perfection. Whilst the lacquer finish is an
innovation in itself. Its unique formulation means
a cleaner cut and ultimately a superior performance.
And what's more, it's exclusive to Capitol.

Apollo Master Audiodisc

-

a

cut above the rest.

AP( TLC;
MASTER AUDIODISC

A STUNNINGLY

PRECISE FINISH

CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS LTD, Alma Road, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 3JA, England. Telephone Windsor (075 35) 59 7I ,Telex 847241
I

.

CCIR/ARM characteristics introducing a
5.7 dB drop in gain against the nominal
5.6 dB.
The accuracy of the 10 dB step
attenuator was measured throughout its
range with an impressive maximum
error or only 0.02 dB with the ±5 dB
control having an even better
performance as shown in Table 1.

Frequency response
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In the level measuring mode the
frequency response was as shown in
to 100 kHz.
The performance of the 400 Hz
highpass filter and the 30 kHz lowpass
filters are shown in Fig 4 to be
accurately aligned in frequency with a
roll off at 36 dB/octave. The highpass
filter offers very good attenuation of
power line frequencies and their
harmonics with the lowpass filter being
useful for removing the influence of such
things as tape machine bias frequencies
when measuring noise or distortion.
The actual measured -3 dB points
were 399 kHz and 28.8 kHz for these
filters and 22.4 Hz and 21.9 kHz for the
bandpass filter the performance of which
is shown in Fig 5. This filter falls well
within the limits of the CCIR

unweighted measurement filter with its
36 dB /octave lowpass section and
18 dB /octave highpass section.
The final filter in the review sample
was the CCIR noise weighting filter used
in both the CCIR quasi -peak
measurement and the CCIR/ARM
measurement. The shape of this filter is
shown in Fig 6. However more detailed
measurements were made to check that
the accuracy of the filter was within the
stringent CCIR requirements-all well
here.

Metering section
The linearity of the meter in the decibel
mode, both with and without the
expanded scale function, was found to be
within the readability of the scales. In
the expanded scale mode this
approximates 0.02 dB -a creditable
performance.
Automatic switching between the
expanded scale mode and the dB normal
mode, when the indication became out of
range, was a very nice feature which
worked extremely well without any
hunting between modes.
The RMS characteristic was found to
give accurate reading with crest factors
up to 10 with the average rectifier
characteristic being correct and
calibrated, as is conventional, to the
RMS sinewave values.
Checking the quasi -peak characteristic
to the CCIR recommendations using
bursts of 5 kHz tone gave the results
shown in Table 2 within the CCIR
76
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settings being within 0.1 dB from 20 Hz
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TABLE 2
Burst length
% full scale reading
CCIR limits

Hz

10 ms

53%

41/55%

requirements, but close to the faster
limit.
Dynamic tests using 5 ms bursts at a
10 Hz repetition rate also showed the
instrument to be well within CCIR
requirements as was the overload
capability at 30 dB.
In the peak programme meter mode

500

1k

20 ms
58%
44/60%

2k

Hz

5k

10k

20k

100 ms
71%

200 ms

65%

50/68%

58/78%

68/92%

50 ms

84%

the unit was similarly to specification
but again the meter was close to the
faster limits.

Noise measurement
The weighting and metering aspects of
noise measurement have already been

BROADCAST MONITOR RECEIVER 150kHz -30MHz
-Ö

Rev¡
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We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG7700M communications receiver and made several well thought out modifications to provide a receiver for rebroadcast purposes or checking transmitter performance as well as being suited to
communications use and news gathering from international short wave stations.
PRINCIPAL MODIFICATIONS: Radically redesigned front end stages yielding improved noise figure and overload levels,
TOIP - 2dBm (originally - 21dBm) Balanced audio line output deduced AM distortion Buffered IF output for monitoring
transmitted modulation envelope on an oscilloscope ' Mains safety improvements.
The receiver is available in free standing or rack mounting form and all the original features are retained: The new
AM detector board achieves exceptionally low distortion;
20dB, 10 %1.
THD, 200 Hz
44dB, 0.6% (originally
6kHz at 90% modulation
Stereo Disc Amplifer 3 and 4 Peak Deviation Meter Programme and Deviation Chart Recorders Stabilizer Frequency
Shift Circuit Boards 10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier Peak Programme Meter Illuminated Boxes, Circuit Boards and Ernest
Turner Movements PPM5 Dual In.line Hybrid Stereo Microphone Amplifier.
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SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD,The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU67BG

Tel.0483275997

Technical Project's new microp cessorcontrolled MJS401 D, Audio Measurement
System is a powerful cure for test
frustration, leaving engineers with more
time and energy for solving problems.
Here's the prescription:
FAST Accurate, clear, multi- standard
Noise and Level measurement.
FAST Totally Automatic THD
measurement.

FAST 4 Digit Frequency Display.
FAST Unique "below noise" crosstalk

/

measurement.
FAST ± 1.5dB Expanded Scale
magnifies variations.
107 to r 45 dB range to measure any
device.
Linear volts scales too.
Function interlock recalls settings,
speeding repeated measurements.
"Plug in and go" options, all field
installable
Balanced in and floating out for minimal
earth noise.
Speedy recovery from accidental
overload.
RF and oscillator breakthrough
abolished.
Optional IEEE -488 for automatic testing.

Get your engineers the tool for efficiency
TecPro's MJS401 D Audio Measuring

Technical Pr jects Ltd.

-

nit

System - they deserve the best.

2,

Samuel White's Indu rial Estate,
Wight, P031 7L , England.
291155 Telex 869335 trECPRO G

TRA J
FOR SALE
LYREC 24 -track

£9,750

£ 10,500
3M M79 24 -track
£8,000
STUDER A80 16 -track
£8,500
STUDER A80 16 -track
£3,000
STUDER A80 RC stereo
£2,000
LYREC stereo
£1,400
PROLINE 2000 stereo
£1,500
STUDER A67 stereo
£1,500
SCULLY 280, 8 -track 1"
£1,400
TASCAM 30/8, as new
£450
TEAC 32/2B, as new
£900
ITAM 805, 8 -track on 1/2"
Please enquire
Several AMPEX recorders to clear
£2,500
EMT 240 Gold Foil reverb
£2,000
EMT 140 TS remote plates
£950
MASTER ROOM MR3 reverb with DC2 control
£2,700
URSA MAJOR 8 x 32

....

NEVE MELBOURNE 12 -2
HELIOS 16 -8 -16

STUDIOMASTER 24 -8
ACES 16 -8 -2
A &H System 8, 1616, new
DECCA built 12 -4

TRAD

£6,000
£3,400
£800
£1,000
£1,400
£1,200

£80
LAMB 4 -2
SPECTRASONICS 24 -24, ex -Eddy Grant Hit desk £6,000
£1,350
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 007, 12 -4
£350
BEL noise reduction 8 -track
£ 150
BEL noise reduction 2 -track
£3,500
AMS RMX 16
£3,000
AMS digital delay
£290
ROLAND RE201
DOLBY M16
DOLBY A361
DOLBY A360
DOLBY A301
KLIEN & HUMMEL OY monitors
URIE 27 -band graphic
KLARK TEKNIK DN360 30/30
TANNOY T145 speakers
JBL 4320 speakers
EMS Vocoder
CROWN DC300A amps
WEBBER test tapes
SECK 16 -8, in flight case
BEYER

£6,000
£375
£335
£350
per pair £500
£300
£850
per pair £250
per pair £450
£750
£450

DT100 headphones, new
The above prices do not include VAT

POA

£500
£34

ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
England
149b. St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB,
Telex: 262741
Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9
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dealt with, so the inherent noise
performance remains of interest in
various modes.
Overall the noise performance was very
good with unweighted noise being less
than 1 µV in any filtered mode using a
lowpass function and with any metering
characteristic.
In the wide band mode with the inputs
shorted both inputs had the same noise
performance being 7µV RMS or average
or 18 µV quasi -peak. Terminating the
inputs with 600 Sl slightly increased
these figures with a mild difference
between channels as shown in Table 3.
When using either the CCIR -468 or
CCIR/ARM networks there was some
interaction between the monitor
loudspeaker and the noise performance,
so care is needed to have the monitor
loudspeaker at a low level or to use
headphones if the optimum noise
performance is to be attained. With this
proviso the CCIR -468 inherent noise was
2 IN and the CCIR/ARM noise less than
1 NV with the CCIR-468 noise increasing
to 9 µV with the monitor loudspeaker
turned up.

Distortion measurement
In the total harmonic distortion and
noise mode the fine and coarse level
control are locked out leaving the
% DISTORTION the only level control to
be operated. Provided that the input
level is in excess of -20 dBm (77 mV)
level setting is completely automatic
with LEVEL LOW being displayed when
appropriate.
Any filters and any rectifier
characteristic may be chosen in the
distortion mode and a beauty of the
instrument is that it remembers these
matters for each function. Thus
switching between distortion
measurement and level measurement
will automatically revert to the last
setting of filters, rectifiers and meter
scale selection in use. In the distortion
FIG.7

MJS -401D

C:

THD NOTCH FILTER
time

mode the automatic nulling of the notch
filter was extremely fast taking less than
2 s at 20 Hz and about half this time at

higher frequencies.
Fundamental rejection was within the
0.002% (94 dB) specification at any input
level or frequency within the acceptable
range of approximately 18 Hz to 22 kHz
at which points a high or low frequency
warning was displayed. In practice far
better fundamental rejections were
obtained at some input levels subject to
some internal range switching
arrangement.
The accuracy of the measurement of
the second and third harmonics was
within +0, -0.5 dB at any frequency.
The characteristics of the rejection notch
are particularly clever and a typical
frequency response at 1 kHz is shown in
Fig 7 which shows that frequencies
below the fundamental are attenuated
with those above the fundamental
having a slight boost before levelling for
the second harmonic upwards. This
characteristic follows for all notch
frequencies making the use of the
highpass filter unnecessary for many
measurements even in the presence of
quite severe power line hum.
As the unit is self nulling, using the
input signal to determine the notch
frequency, it can be used for measuring
lines with a remote oscillator or with
test discs or tapes as no reference
frequency is necessary.

TABLE 3

Metering
RMS

Average
Quasi -Peak

4IPJriI1!IÍÌII

Wideband noise

Input A

B
12 NV

11.5 NV
24 µV

21.5 NV
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Summary
Being very quick and simple to use in
addition to giving an excellent
performance the MJS-401D measuring
system is an excellent instrument for
maintenance and production line work.
All levels and functions are well
contrived for working with professional
audio equipment and the unit reviewed
was very good. However, I look forward
to the optional oscillator which is of
novel design, with or without the
SMPTE type intermodulation distortion
facilities.
For routine or production line work the
IEEE computer interface will be a great
asset. Indeed, computer assisted
measurements may well find their way
into studios for routine maintenance of
desks and multitrack tape units.

The crosstalk measurement requires a
reference frequency in order to tune the
internal selective filter and uses the
oscillator connections for this purpose. If
the internal oscillator is used this

=:

:'.'.::

attenuators.
Once the crosstalk function is selected
a selective filter is placed in the
metering circuits, with the filter having
the characteristics shown in Fig 8
irrespective of the incoming frequency
within the same range as the distortion
measurements.
This filter clearly gives a significant
attenuation of noise, for instance, 20 dB
attenuation of white noise at 1 kHz or
30 dB at 100 Hz. Tracking of the centre
frequency was fast with the relatively
low Q of the filter allowing it to be used
with tape recorders, etc, where wow and
flutter eliminates the use of high Q
filters.
The accuracy of the crosstalk
measurement depends upon the noise
content of the input but so far as the test
set is concerned, the instrument is
accurate to within 0.2 dB at all operating
frequencies.

Crosstalk measurements

C::CCC
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connection is automatic but external
references are also applied to these
connections and used in conjunction with
the READ OSC button to set the
reference level using the two
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Synconfidence.
Shopping for a desk these days can
be a chancy business. Limited budgets
all to often mean limited equipment,

limited performance - and limited
potential for future expansion. It's a
story that many smaller studios know
to their cost.
Enter the SYNCON Series B -a
mixer of unrivalled flexibility.
Designed by AHB to grow with your
studio, but with a minimum upfront
capital outlay.
The in-line modular concept means
that you can start with a basic 16 track
format and, without factory
modification, expand to a 44 input,

Al

N

nND HEATH BRENELL

fully automated console. For the
24 track user, the popular B36 (shown
here) has 32 input /output modules,
24 track routing and 64 line inputs for
remix.
The excellent design and superb
sound -handling capabilities of the
Series B puts it firmly in the Big League
- but with a price tag that explodes the
myth that a quality desk must
necessarily set you back an arm and a
leg!
We can confidently claim that the
SYNCON Series B represents one of
the best value- for -money deals in
today's market.

SYNCON

LTD.

69 Ship Street
Brighton BN1 1AE
Tel. (0273) 24928
Telex 878235 MBIAHB G

Allen & Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd
Five Connair Road
Orange, CT 0477
Tel. (203) 795 3594
Telex 643307
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REVIEW
REVIEW
Hugh Ford reviews an audio /acoustic analysis system

NEUTRIK

AUDIOGRAPH

3300

Neutrik are no
newcomers to the
manufacture of level
recorders with
synchronised oscillators,
the Audiograph 3300
system is completely new.
The core of the system is a mainframe
which contains the writing unit and
power supplies plus the digital control
system and basic audio frequency
generator.
Whilst this unit is primarily intended
for use with Neutrik modules, it may be
used with other equipment provided a
suitable interface is constructed.
Connection to the mainframe is via a
32 -way connector which includes
±15 VDC supplies for operational
amplifiers and ±8 VDC lines for power
output stages; all these supplies being
stabilised.
The simplest form of interface just uses
the recording section as a level versus
time recorder but there are many, far
more complex possibilities. The various

3302 Mainframe

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

750 mm /s.

Indication accuracy: typically ±0.2 dB,

Maximum writing speed: approximately

Paper speed: 0.1/0.3/1/3/10/30 mm/s, ±0.5 %n;
30 mm/s for reverberation time measurement.
Resolution of paper transport: 0.14 mm.
Recording paper: chart cards or paper roll with

Harmonic distortion: 100 Hz to
1

3312 Professional input module

approximately 150 chart grids, paper width
68 mm, vertical scale 50 mm, frequency scale
50 mm/decade (according to IEC 263).
Writing pens: long-life pens, with colours red,
black, green, blue.
Connections to the modules: mechanical-quicklock system; electrical- common system bus with
32 -pin connector according to DIN 41612, style b.

Measurement range: -80

Mains power connection: 220 V /120 V AC ±10%

Indicating scale: logarithmic

50 to 60 Hz, 50 VA.

linear.

Inputs: unbalanced -BNC female jack, impedance

Ambient temperature: 0 to 40 °C (operating).
Dimensions: (wdh)
160x210x85 mm/6.3x8.27x3.35 in.

Weight: 2.6 kg/5.73 lb.
Operating position: horizontal, vertical or tilted
on carrying hinges.

Standard input module
Measurement range: -80 dBV to +10 dBV
3311

(0.1 mV to 3.16 V).

Indicating scale: 50 dB, logarithmic.
Input attenuator: 40 dB, continuous, with
calibrated positions at -40 dB and 0 dB (1 V or
10 mV) for 0 dB indication on graph.

Input: unbalanced, BNC female jack.
Input impedance: 100162/50 pF switchable power
supply.

Frequency response:

20 Hz to 40 kHz, ±0.2 dB;
50 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.1 dB / -3 dB, at approximately
150 kHz.
Detection: true RMS detection, crest factor 7,

dynamic response corresponding to selected
writing speed.
Writing speeds: 20, 100 and 200 mm/s
symmetrical, linear rise and decay (for
reverberation -time measurement, automatically
500 mm/s).
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dB to +40 dB, linear

to 100 V.

reference: switchable 0.775 V for dBm,

for dBV.

Input attenuator: four 20 dB steps +20 dB
-40 dB, ±0.1 dB.
Vernier attenuator: minimum 20 dB, 0 dB
position calibrated.

10 kHz,

maximum 0.7 %. 20 Hz to 40 kHz, maximum 1.5 %.
Output signal: logarithmic sweep warble
capability with '/s -, /3-, /2-octave bandwidth. 5 Hz
modulation frequency or switchable in 1/2-octave
steps (34 1/2- octave mid -frequencies according to

maximally ±0.5 dB.

0 dB

Whilst

1

V

to

10, 25 and 50 dB,

1

ISO).

Outputs: unbalanced -BNC female jack 2.4 W

into 4S2 (3.16 V =10 dBV, unloaded), impedance
maximum 0.1 Sl; balanced -XLR male connector
maximum output level 3.16 V =10 dBV, unloaded,
impedance maximum 15 S2.
Attenuators: five 10 dB steps, ±0.1 dB ( +10 dB to
-40 dB) vernier attenuator, minimum 10 dB.
3322 Professional output module
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 40 kHz.
Frequency accuracy (generator to paper scale):

pF, 47 kS2 when microphone power supply
switched on; balanced -XLR female connector,
electronically balanced, impedance 100 k12, 10 kS2,
600 12; 2 kS2 when phantom power supply for
measuring microphone switched on.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 40 kHz, ±0.5 %.
50 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.1 dB.
Highpass filter: 50 Hz, 12 dB /octave.
Detection: true RMS detection, crest factor 7,
dynamic response corresponding to selected
writing speed.
Writing speeds: 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 mm /s
symmetrical linear rise and decay (for
reverberation time measurement, automatically
500 mm/s).
Indication accuracy: typically ±0.2 dB,
maximally ±0.5 dB.

better than ±1 %.
Frequency stability: ±2% 0 to 40 °C.
Amplitude variation: ±0.1 dB from 20 Hz to

3321

Standard output module
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 40 kHz.
Frequency accuracy: (conformance of generator

3332

frequency to frequency scale on recording paper)

variable without switching.

better than ±1 %.
Frequency stability: ±2% between 0 and 40 °C.
Amplitude variation: ±0.1 dB from 20 Hz to

Input voltage range:

1 MS2 /60

20 kHz. ±0.15% dB from 20 Hz to 40 kHz.

20 kHz, ±0.15 dB from 20 Hz to 40 kHz.
Harmonic distortion: 100 Hz to 10 kHz
maximum 0.7 %. 20 Hz to 40 kHz maximum 1.5 %.
Output signal: logarithmic sweep, warble
capability with 1/s -, 1/2-, 1/2-octave bandwidth, 5 Hz
modulation frequency or switchable in 1/2-octave

steps.

Outputs: unbalanced BNC female jack, 2.4

W

into 4 12 (3.16 V), source impedance 0.1 fl
maximum. Balanced XLR male connector,
maximum output level 3.16 V, source impedance
15 S2 maximum.
Attenuators: 10 dB steps ±0.1 dB ( +10 dB to
-40 dB) plus vernier attenuator, minimum 10 dB.

Phase and group delay time measuring
module
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 40 kHz, continuously
20 mV to 20 V

autoranging, independent for both inputs, out of
range indication (20 V, 20 mV) combined with
automatic pen -lift.

REVIEW
REVIEW
additional Neutrik modules plug into the
32 -way connector and are locked to the
mainframe, and to each other, by locking
pins on the end of long screws to form a
very solid modular system.
Optional modules offered at the time of
writing were standard or professional
input and output modules plus a phase
and group delay module. Both types of
output module offer a maximum of
3.16 V RMS sinewave output capable of
delivering 2.4 W into 4 S2 for driving a
loudspeaker in acoustic measurement
applications, the frequency range being
20 Hz to 40 kHz in both cases with
either a straight swept frequency or
warble tone output. The standard module
has a 40 dB variable attenuator while
the professional module has a 10 dB step
attenuator offering maximum levels of
+10 dBV to -30 dBV and a variable
attenuator.
Additional features of the professional
module are a floating output at the same
level as the unbalanced output and the
facility to vary the warble tone output in
1/6 -, ' /3- and ',l- octaves on the standard

balanced inputs with phantom
microphone powering facility. In addition
the input range extends from -80 dBV
to +40 dBV in conjunction with a 20 dB
step attenuator and a variable
attenuator with a calibrate position.
Whilst the standard module has a fixed
50 dB full scale chart range the
professional module offers 10 dB, 25 dB
and 50 dB ranges. Similarly the standard
module offers three pen writing speeds
(20, 100 and 200 ms) with the
professional module having an additional
slow speed covering 10, 20, 50, 100 and
200 mm /s. In addition to these general

purpose speeds both modules operate the
recorder at 500 mm /s for reverberation
time measurement.
Other than an empty module for
constructing special user design units
there just remains the phase and group
delay module. This automatically levels
inputs over the range 20 mV to 20 V and
provides a liquid crystal display of the
phase angle between the inputs over the
switchable ranges 0 to 360 °, ±180° (0 to
6.28 radians, ±3.14 radians).
The output may of course be fed to the
plotter with the additional ability to
insert a delay in channel A input for

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?
STERLING SERIES PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
MIXING CONSOLES
Series offers 24/4/2, 16/4/2 and 12/4/2 formats.

1/3- octave steps.
The standard and professional input
modules differ more significantly. The
standard module has an unbalanced high
impedance input with a fixed 50 dB
chart indicating scale covering -80 dBV
to +10 dBV in conjunction with a
variable calibrated attenuator. The
professional module has high impedance
unbalanced and switched impedance

ISO

Inputs: input

A: reference phase, selection of
triggering on positive or on negative slope
(= initial phase of 0° or 1800); input B: unknown
phase, to be measured relatively to A.
Input impedance: 100 k12/50 pF, BNC connectors.
Digital display: LCD, 12.5 mm, 21/2 digits. Range
0 to 360° (0 to -6.28 rad) or 0 to ±180° (0 to
±3.14 rad). Resolution: 1° (0.01 rad). Indication of
signal B lagging or leading signal A. ' sign or
no sign. Accuracy: error of analogue output plus
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±1 digit.

Analogue output:

(to mainframe 3302 pin 20 on
System bus) ±10 V for ±180 ° =0 to 360° for full
swing of pen (50 mm).
Accuracy (25 °C): ±1.5° (50 Hz to 20 kHz), ±3°

(20 Hz to 40 kHz).

Allowed noise floor: depends on nature of noise,
pen lifts automatically, if no more meaningful
measurements possible leg if noise floor at input
B is too

high).

Response time (for 90% of final value): approx
50 ms for frequencies below 150 Hz, approx
250 ms for frequencies above 150 Hz,

automatically adjusted.
Delay unit: switchable into channel A.
Switch selected values: delay 0, 1.46, 2.91, 4.37,
5.82, 7.28, 8.73 ms; distance 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,
3 m in air (20 °C, 101 kPa).
Variable delay: fine adjustment of ±10% from
selected values, non -calibrated.
Group delay time: calculated from slope of phase
variation with frequency Tg ° Operates only with
paper speed of 3 mn-ils on Mainframe 3302.
Frequency range: 100 Hz to 10 kHz, automatic
pen lift if out of range.

Measuring range: ±10 ms.
Accuracy: ±5% FSD.

Manufacturer: Neutrik AG, FL-9494 Schaan,
Furstentum, Liechtenstein.

UK: Eardley Electronics Ltd, Eardley House,
182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London

Relied on throughout the World, to provide quality

unbeatable prices

.

.

products

at

.

FEATURES include:
4 Band EQ
4 Auxiliary Sends
Separate Mic and Line Inputs
(Balanced)

ana/7/

Stereo Solo
2 Echo Returns
Long Travel Faders

unbeaten in Price, Features and Quality

UK SALES OFFICE:
Contact Alison; or your local dealer.
Canary UK sales Telephone: 01 -546 9540

EXPORT SALES:
159 Park Road, Kingston, Surrey
01 -549 9130. Telex 889294 G

W8 7AS.
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correcting for the delay of sound in air
for acoustic measurements covering 0 to
3 m in distance or 0 to 8.73 ms switched
in 0.5 ms (1.46 m) increments.
The mainframe can support the phase
and group delay module plus one output
and one input module of either type, the
use of two input modules or two output
modules is not possible.
The construction of the modules is
particularly clever with the back and
front of each one being formed from a
heavy machined and/or extruded alloy
section to which are secured with screws
the 2.5 mm thick front panel and similar
rear panel.
These components form a very solid
box section with six locating pins in the
left side of each module fitting into
locating holes in the right side of its
neighbour. The centre pin in the back
and front sections is drilled with a
vertical hole into which a pin is inserted
by the neighbour module by means of a
knurled knob on the front panel
operating a threaded pin.
Within the front and back sections
three horizontal slots locate three printed
circuit boards interconnected by fixed
ribbon cables. The bottom boards simply
have the 32 -way connectors for
interconnecting modules, the centre
board contains electronics with the top
board having further electronics plus all
front panel controls which protrude
through holes in the clearly identified
front panel.
Vertical slots at either side of the front
and back sections are used to locate
inter -module screens which have holes to
give access to internal pre -set
components.
Generally the standard of mechanical
and electronic construction is excellent
and whilst the printed circuit boards do
not have component identifications the
owners' manual includes full circuits,
board layouts and a functional
description of modules.

Professional 3322
output module
The front panel of this module divides
logically into three sections: output,
frequency selection and mode. At the top
of the unit the balanced (actually
floating) output is at a recessed XLR
plug identified with its maximum output
and source impedance with the
unbalanced adjacent BNC output having
similar identifications with an adjacent
red LED giving overload warning.
Below the outputs a 6- position rotary
switch selects the maximum output level
in 10 dB steps between +10 dB and
-40 dB in conjunction with a vernier
potentiometer with a calibrated position.
Next two miniature toggle switches
select the output reference level as dBm
(0.775 V) or dBV (1 V) or mute the
outputs. A fairly large diameter knob
82
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with 360° freedom of rotation selects the
frequency for the start of the recorder
chart of the idle frequency with clear
calibrations from 20 Hz to 40 kHz.
Finally a 6- position rotary switch at the
bottom of the module selects the output
mode. This can either be a continuous
'h- or V6-octave
sinewave with
warble tone, a sinewave without
modulation or a sinewave stepped in
'A- octave ISO increments with '/s- octave
warble tone or without modulation.
Examination of the outputs showed the
unbalanced BNC output to deliver a
maximum of 3.127 V (0.9 dB below
nominal) at 1 kHz from source impedance
which remained below 0.06 Sl over the
entire frequency range. At the XLR
connector the output was floating and
transformer coupled, delivering a
maximum of 3.110 V (0.14 dB below
nominal) from a source impedance below
14 R. Switching between V and dBm
output changed the level by 2.1889 dB
which is within 0.03 dB of the theoretical
change with the stepped output
attenuator being extremely accurate
within 0.03 dB at any frequency.
The range of the vernier output level
control was 12.6 dB giving an overall

Rycote

1k

2k

Hz

5k

10k

L0k

output range approximating 200µV to
10 V.

Whilst the lowest available output will
satisfy most professional applications the
maximum output of 10 V is inadequate
for some applications. The low source
impedance of both outputs is, however, a
useful feature with the full output being
available into loads greater than 3 R.
The flatness of the BNC unbalanced
output was within +0, -0.1 dB over the
full frequency range with that of the
floating XLR output being within a
creditable +0, -0.15 dB.
Changing frequency, even over very
wide ranges, produced a minimal
amplitude bounce of short duration such
that transient overloading of equipment
driven by the oscillator will not be a
problem.
At maximum output either from the
floating XLR connector or the
unbalanced BNC connector the second
and third harmonic distortion was
similar with the performance being
shown in Fig 1.
As with most digital generators which
synthesise a sinewave a substantial
amount of `rubbish' including harmonics
of the fundamental emerges in the

Gentle improvements
beautifully made

SLIDE ON
SLIDE OFF

20k

-

to

last

without any fiddling
with screws
or lining up holes.

Used by all major Broadcasting
and Film Organisations world wide
for more than a decade.
Rycote Microphone Windshields. New Mills. Slad Road. St roud. Gloucestershire GL51RN. England Tel 04536 79338
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If you demand absolutely the best audio transformer,

insist on a Jensen!
Choose From a Wide Variety

of Types and Packages
Microphone Input
Microphone Bridging
Line Input
Direct Box
Low Freq. Crossover
M.C. Cart. Step -up

Electret Mic Output
Bridging
Repeat Coil
Line Output
Special Types

Superb specifications, consistent performance, and
unsurpassed reliability have earned Jensen a solid
reputation as the world's preeminent manufacturer of
audio transformers.
We control every facet of design and construction,
from core alloy up, using sophisticated computer modeling techniques. With 5 years software development
background, including an AC circuit analysis for
Hewlett -Packard's desk top computers, we now market
our own advanced circuit optimization programs.
Because Jensen transformers are designed to function

as an integrai part of the circuit, not as an afterthought,
all parameters can be optimized. The result is a clearly
audible improvement in transformer technology. For
example, our Model JE- 115K-E mic input transformer
has under 1% overshoot with no RC damping network

(bridged output), and exceptional magnitude and
phase response.
Our highly qualified technical staff is eager to assist
you with expert applications engineering. Discerning
engineers have field proven our transformers, by the
tens of thousands, in the most demanding environments professional recording studios, fixed and mobile broadcast facilities, and touring sound systems.
That returns and failures are rare is no accident; we
place strong emphasis on quality control.
We carefully inspect every transformer before and
after encapsulation. Then, in our computerized automated test lab, we verify that each and every transformer meets or exceeds its specs.
We take this extra care because we are dedicated to
excellence. So next time you need a transformer, insist
on the best insist on a Jensen.

-

-

jensenINCORPORAsfTED
tranor mers
10735 Burbank Boulevard /N. Hollywood, CA 91601/(213) 876 -0059

Write or call for information.
Visitors by appointment only (closed Fridays).

UK Distribution by: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd. Unit 2, 10 William Rd., London NW1 Phone: (01) 387-1262 Telex: 27 939 SCENIC G
-9, Sakuma -cho, Kanda Ch'yoda -ku, Tokyo 101 Phone: (03) 253 -3537
Far East Distribution by: Towa Engineering Co. Ltd. No. 7th Azuma Bldg.
Australia Distribution by: Syntec International Pty. Ltd. 53 Victoria Avenue Chatswood, N.S.W. 2067 - Phone: (02) 406 -4700 Telex: SYNTEC AA 70570
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REVIEW
REVIEW
output. Fig 2a shows a spectrum
analysis of the output when the
fundamental frequency is set to 1 kHz;
Fig 2b shows the same situation at
10 kHz. There are both harmonic and
non -harmonically related components at
significant levels particularly in the
1 kHz case. Thus this, like many digital
generators, is unsuitable for the
subjective testing of systems. From the
point of view of measuring frequency
response and phase these components are
of little significance, but the generator
should not be used in conjunction with
total harmonic distortion meters.
Another matter which is revealed by
Fig 2a is that mains frequency
components in the output are at very low

levels. However, in the muted condition,
which may be used for signal to noise
measurement, it was noted that a high
frequency output approximating 700 kHz
was always present in the muted output.
This was little affected by the variable or
step attenuators remaining between 3
and 5 mV in the unbalanced output and
about 2 dB lower in the floating output.
The setting accuracy of the frequency
dial was quite adequate for many
purposes as shown in Table 1.
In the stepped mode the frequency
should automatically step in the
standard ISO series of 'A- octave centre
frequencies, with Table 2 showing the
satisfactory accuracy.
The warble tone facility had a

FIG .2
AUDIOGRAPH 3300
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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Like the output module, the functions of
the input module are located in logical
sections covering the input configuration,
input sensitivity and chart recorder
display.
At the top of the module is the input
configuration section having an
unbalanced high impedance connection
at a BNC connector and a balanced
connection at an XLR socket, a
miniature toggle switch selecting the
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A 4- position rotary switch selects the
input impedance of the balanced input
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TABLE 1
Dial setting
20
50
100
200
500

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

Hz
kHz
2 kHz
5 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz
40 kHz
1

84

Actual
20.1 Hz
50.4 Hz
99.5 Hz
200.0 Hz
506.0 Hz
1.008 kHz
2.048 kHz
5.321 kHz
10.564 kHz
21.228 kHz
39.208 kHz
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TABLE

2

Nominal
20
25
31.5
40
50
63
80
100
125
160

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

xl
20.1 Hz
25.2 Hz
31.7 Hz

40.0
50.4
63.4
79.9

Hz
Hz

Hz
Hz
99.5 Hz
126.6 Hz
159.4 Hz

Measured
x 100

x 10

200.0
252.5
317.8
400.1
503.7
633.8
797.7
1000.4
1263.4
1589.9

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

2.000 kHz
2.516 kHz
3.168 kHz
3.985 kHz
5.014 kHz
6.304 kHz
7.932 kHz
9.973 kHz
12.535 kHz
15.747 kHz

modulation frequency approximating
5 Hz. Checking the maximum frequency
deviation for the '/s-, 'h- and 'h- octave
switched deviations showed these to be
approximately met. This is however of
little consequence because there is no
requirement for accurate frequency
deviation for normal acoustic
measurements.
The relation between frequency and
time in the sweep mode was checked
when running at a paper speed of 1 mm/s
corresponding to 50 s per decade and
found to be an accurate logarithmic
sweep within the readability of any
chart.
Whilst a linear sweep function is
useful for certain measurements such a
function is not provided. However, it
would be little used by many customers.

x 1000
19.796 kHz
24.857 kHz

which may be 100 k52, 10 k5l or 600 12. In
the case of the balanced input the fourth
position of the switch selects 15 V
phantom powering with a load
impedance of 2 kg for the optional
measuring microphone when the toggle
switch is set to the balanced input.
Setting the toggle switch to the
unbalanced input selects this with a
fixed high impedance.
The next section sets the input voltage
sensitivity by means of a 5- position
rotary switch in the form of a 20 dB step
attenuator covering +20 dB to -40 dB in
addition to an input grounding
connection. In addition to this there is a
variable control with a calibrate position
at maximum input gain.
Two miniature toggle switches select
the input reference to either dBm
(0.775 V) or dBV (1 V) with the second
switch inserting a 50 Hz highpass filter
to minimise the effect of line frequency
hum in any input signals.
At the bottom a 4- position rotary
switch selects the vertical scale on the
recorder chart with full scale
corresponding to 50 dB, 25 dB or 10 dB
logarithmic scaling. In addition a linear
scaling may be switched into operation.
Finally a rotary switch selects the
recorder's writing speed with the options
being 10, 20, 50, 100 or 200 mm/s
covering the common requirements for

D

Introducing a great new

relationship
2600 and

UK

Adams Smith's SYSTEM
Marquee Electronics' sales and service!
AdamsSmith

is most pleased to announce the appointment of Marquee Electronics of London as its UK audio distributor. Marquee will sell and service
AdamsSmith's entire line of SYSTEM 2600 products.

-

2600
a modular line of time code, tape synchronizing and
event- point -editing building blocks
;.
SYSTEM

:q

y=

generate, read and display time code (LTC and VITC)
synchronize audio and video tapes
(modularly, one to eight slaves)
edit audio- for -video (120 event points!)
automate transport operations
add VITC capability to existing video editors
and much more!
For literature and product demonstrations in the UK, call
Marquee Electronics at (01)- 439 -8421.

ADAMSSMITH

34 TOWER STREET

HUDSON, MA 01749 USA
TEL: 617- 562 -3801 TWX: 710- 347 -6698

TOOLS, METERS, TEST EQUIPMENT, PARTS,
TEST TAPES AND SERVICE MANUALS.
FROM THE PEOPLE WITH 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN THE STUDIO /MUSIC INDUSTRY.

TOOLS

A gocd tool kit is as important to you as is the latest mark III x 8
digi 64k ram /rom x 19" rack remote deglitched vibe exciter. The
only difference is what would the latter be worth in 8 years time?
A tool kit minus test meters costing £ 100 eight years ago has
a present value of £600 today. To bring that tool kit to date
inducing replacing broken & lost tools costs £140 and will

handla a complete £150,000 studio.
Each tool kit supplied is customised to your needs from a kit
to service a Fender guitar to a kit for a complete 46 track studio.

30 years of experience in studio servicing including the running
of our own 24 track in house studio has made us sympathetic
to your personal needs. A list of your equipment is all that is
required for us to quote.
Whether you are travelling, servicing Revox and UHER or in
house at Bert Bloggs 24 track we have tools ready on the shelf.
We also assemble kits, utilising your own personal tools.
All tools and meters etc are from a vast stock range which
supplies include:
ADVANCE/A +B eng/ACH MIN /AVO /ANTEX /BACH SIMPSON /BROWN
BOVEF /BACHO /BELZA/ COOPER /CRESCENT /CK /CEKA /CIRCUITAPE/
CHALLENGE / DRAPER /EXCILITE /EZ'HOOK /ELORA /EXPO /EDITALL/
FLUKE.FACOM /GLOBAL /KNIPEX /LEADER /LINDSTROM /MOODY /MAGNO/
MILBAR /MICROTEST /NICHOLSON /OK IND /PROTO /PHILLIPS /RECORD/
SHACK (TEST TAPESI /SHACK (HAND METERS) STANLEY /SALTER/
STAEDTLER/SOAR /THANDER/TOPPER (CASESINACO/WELLER/WISS

STAND EASY
Equipment Racks /Mixer and Speaker Stands/
Audio Screens
Stand Easy manufacture a complete range
of equipment and speaker stands and
racks for the professional audio industry
as well as the home studio. For more
information call your audio supplier.
Stand Easy equipment is manufactured in the
UK and distributed by:

I

You don't throw half of our tool kits away.
7c Bank Chambers,
Penn Hill Avenue,

Parkstone, Poole,

Larkin
audio sales

Dorset BH12 3HS
Telephone: Parkstone

(0202) 743394

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton 10582) 450066. Telex: 825488

CUSTOM TOOLS LTD
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the loading switch, the actual impedance
being measured at 980 k12 in parallel
with 35 pF in all positions of the loading
switch.

Measuring the actual level calibration
showed that both the volts and dBm
ranges had precise calibration with the
nominal input giving a deflection of 80%
of the chart width on all logarithmic
ranges with full scale on the linear
range corresponding to 1.2 V with the

Phase module 3332
Like the others, layout of the phase
module is divided into logical sections
with the two BNC input connectors at
the top, these automatically handling
between 20 mV and 20 V, both having
out of range indicator LEDs and the
reference input having a phase inverting
toggle switch.
The next section includes a 3 -digit
liquid crystal display with in high
numerals which are easily read. Beneath
the display one miniature toggle switch
selects a display of degrees or radians
with a second switch selecting 0 to 360°
or ±180° (0 to 6.28 radians or ±3.14
radians) for both the numeric display
and the recorder.
Below the metering section is a delay
which can be inserted into the reference
channel for correcting, for instance, for
the delay of sound in air when doing
loudspeaker measurements. This section
has two controls, a 7- position rotary
switch for selecting delay off or 1.46 to

attenuators at unity.
Scaling of the decibel ranges was very
accurate, to within the readability of the
chart on all ranges with the
attenuator's 20 dB steps being precise at
frequencies up to 20 kHz and within
±0.1 dB at 40 kHz.
The variable attenuator had a 20.6 dB
range adequately overlapping the
switched steps with the common mode
rejection at the balanced input being
better than 50 dB up to 11 kHz and then
falling to 43 dB at 20 kHz and 32 dB at

input section with the switched
attenuator setting, it being seen that
there is very little error up to 40 kHz
which is the specified upper limit
frequency.
3

100

93 pF
100 pF

98.6 kS2
9.98 k12

kS2

kit
600 S2
2 k12 phantom
10

598
1.99
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE RECORDER/ INPUT SECTION
WITH SWITCHED ATTENUATOR SETTING

__M

reference channel phase inverting switch
was accurate at frequencies up to
100 kHz.
The accuracy of the plotted phase and
that of the digital display was within the
appropriate readability from 10 Hz to
40 kHz becoming degraded at 100 kHz
but still useful. The speed at which the
recorder could follow phase variations
depended upon frequency being about
300 ms at high frequencies and
increasing to seconds at low frequencies.
The accuracy of the delay time inserted
into the reference channel was good,
with the available range being as shown
in Table 4.
From limited tests it appeared that the
group delay measurement system gave
accurate results, the delay in the
reference channel also being operational

z

40 kHz.
Fig 3 shows the variation in the
frequency response of the recorder and

TABLE

8.73 ms delay in steps of 1.46 ms
corresponding to respectively 3 m and
0.5 m distance in air under normal
conditions. The second control is a
variable delay control giving a nominal
±10% variation in addition to which an
external reference may be used.
Finally at the bottom of the module is
a 3- position miniature toggle switch
which selects on/off position where the
recorder is connected to the adjacent
module, a phase plotting position and a
group delay measurement position. In
the latter position group delay is
calculated from the rate of change of
phase variation according to Blauert and
Laws with the plotted range being
±10 ms, in this instance the chart speed
being restricted to 3 mm/s.
Checking the two unbalanced inputs
showed them to have an impedance of
91 kQ2 in parallel with 35/40 pF with the
minimum input voltage up to 60 kHz
being just under 20 mV for the out of
range LEDs to be extinguished. The

The switched highpass filter had a
characteristic as shown in Fig 4 with the
-1 dB point at 80 Hz falling to -3 dB at
40 Hz with the normal `flat' frequency
response falling to -1 dB at 2.6 Hz.
The recorder's writing speed which is
controlled from the input module was
found to be within 10% of the nominal
values with a symmetrical rise and fall
time and no overshoot in the normal
modes. However in the reverberation
time mode where the writing speed
automatically increases to 500 mm/s
there was a small degrde of instability
on step function inputs. As is desirable
the rectifier characteristic was true RMS
using the AD536 RMS converter chip
which copes with a crest factor up to 7.

level recording. Measurement of the
actual input impedance at the balanced
input showed it to be close to the
nominal value as given in Table 3.
In the phantom powering position,
which is the only position where the
unbalanced input can be selected other
than at high impedance, +13.8 VDC was
present for powering the optional 'A in
microphone.
It is not quite clear operationally that
the unbalanced input impedance is
nominally 1 MS2 in all other positions of
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The Stage System 200 is the finest compact
portable sound system available. At Shuttle sound we believe it is one of the best
investments you can make in audio equipment.
The Electro -Voice Stage System 200 takes
small, portable, high power, state -of- the -art
speaker design a bold new step forward.

HOW'S YOUR
SINK UNIT?
For a moment, we were

puzzled, until we realised
that Mike Perry was
referring to our new
l -CON sync unit. As a
musician with his own 16
track studio, he really appreciates
the convenience of an efficient
autolocator. But where does the
sync unit fit into the story?
Welt, now our family is
complete. First came the
Spin -Time tape timer, then
the CM50 autolocator and
the I-CON complete tape
controller and now

High Sensitivity & Superb
Power Handling Ability
It is a speaker of high sensitivity that can handle 300 watts
constant filtered random noise (a far more rigorous test
than R.M.S. wattage) and peaks of up to 1,200 watts.
These short duration peaks are all in music and this
feature is therefore vital.

HEARING IS
BELIEVING

-

a

sync unit to lock

audio !o video
or even audio
to audio.

Solution of the Active Equaliser Story
End of story

- or maybe just the beginning!

Call Steve Brown for information on all our products.

Applied Microsystems Limited
Town Mill, Bagshot Road, Chobham,
Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.
Telephone: Chobham (09905) 6267

WOW AND FLUTTER METERS

The Stage System 200 has a unique feature allowing it to
be used either with or without an external equaliser. The
optional equaliser is a small box of electronics permitting
the system to be used at a higher output level with a larger
bandwidth giving more bass response, extending -3dB
to 50 Hz.

A Devastating Foldback Speaker
the 5200 System without external equaliser and
placing the switch on the back of the S200 enclosure to
"with Eq" you will discover it to be an excellent
vocal /instrument monitor of prodigious output ability.
By using

(MANUFACTURED BY WOELKE MAGNETBANDTECHNIK
SCHWEITENKIRCHEN/MUNICH, WEST GERMANY)

Four different models, for appropriate applications, plus wave
analyser and automatic distortion meter. Also DIN test records
and tapes. Professional tapeheads for studio equipments,
conversions and replacements.

LENNARD DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
206 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD,
MIDDLESEX EN2 OQX
TELEPHONE:

01 -363 8238/9

NEW
A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available leach holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine
title).
OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER

ILINK

(Limited number of old
size binders available).

Many Electro -Voice Professional Dealers can arrange
hands-on trials at no cost to you. For further information
please contact your E -V dealer or write to:
SHUTTLESOUND LTD, Unit 15 Osiers Estate, Osiers
Road, London SW18 1 EJ. Telephone: 01- 871 0966
Telex: 27670 Shutso G

HOUSE GROUP

SHUTTLESO

\D
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SEVERS. TIME

in the group delay mode where the chart
speed has to be set to 3 mm/s.
A slight nuisance in the phase and
delay modes is that in many
circumstances the oscillator output has
to be fed externally to the phase module.
Whilst no instruction manual for this
new phase module was available at the
time of writing I could find no way of
feeding the input module internally to
the phase module -a very useful
connection for many measurements.

Recorder section
model 3302
The pen recorder which uses special felt
tip pens available in four colours has the
minimum of controls. The pens screw
into the writing arm of the recorder and
may be stored in tapped holes in the case
of the recorder which is a potentiometric
type of device.
For many purposes pre -scaled sheet
paper will be used (see Fig 5), but roll
type paper is also available. In the case
of the scaled paper vertical scales are
printed for all ranges in addition to
which there are boxes to be marked for
all other module settings.
Normally the paper drive, which is by
means of a stepper motor, is
synchronised with the oscillator and runs
from the frequency set on the output
module up to 20 kHz. However, cutting
off the bottom right corner of the paper
sweeps up to 40 kHz.
Alignment of the sheet paper is
completely automatic with an optical
detector setting the start point by means
of a black marker on the paper.
Normally once inserted the paper is
moved on to the scale and stopped. From
there pressing the start button drives the
paper at high speed to the start
frequency and lowers the pen, then the
paper proceeds at the paper speed set on
the input module until the end of the
frequency sweep when high speed is
again engaged to eject the paper.
Alternatively the paper can be stopped
or started by the momentary stop /start
button or advanced rapidly by the
momentary fast forward button.
88
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As the paper is fairly thick, insertion
into the two guides is very simple and
the paper drive appears to be
completely foolproof.
The remaining controls on the recorder
are the paper speed switch covering 0.1
to 30 mm/s in a 1:3 sequence, this
function being automatically overridden
as necessary -for instance for

reverberation time measurement.
The remaining control is a 3- position
toggle switch selecting the single sheet
mode, a continuous drive mode and the
reverberation time mode. In the latter
mode the paper speed is set
automatically to 30 mm/s with the
oscillator being stopped automatically
just over half way along the paper.
In all modes the pen is automatically
lifted where appropriate, thus avoiding
nonsense plots such as when the phase
meter runs out of range.

Model 3382 microphone
Two types of microphone are available
for use with the professional input
module, the 3382 1/4 in microphone and
the 3381 '/z in balanced microphone also

usable with the standard input module.
The 'A in microphone supplied for
review has a 2 m long lead fitted with a
BNC plug which fits the professional
input module. Supplied with the

PPM5

900

-

it/,re

0)/ /

,.

microphone is a stand adaptor and a
calibration plot giving the frequency
response and sensitivity at 1 kHz stated
to be 3.66 mV/bar.

Very approximate laboratory
measurements made the microphone
1.5 dB more sensitive with the frequency
response following the manufacturer's
curve to a +2 dB boost around 8 /10 kHz
on axis.
As no noise weighting is included in
the input module only wideband
microphone noise could be evaluated,
this being about 30 dB below 1 pbarquite adequate for most purposes.

Summary
The Neutrik modular system offers a
remarkable value for money in
comparison with all other systems with
similar capabilities. Being a modular
system which is extremely well made it
can cater for individual needs and in
addition is readily portable for field

measurements.

The accuracy of all modules was
beyond reproach and far better than is
needed for routine production line work
or normal servicing workshops.
Operation by unskilled labour should
not present any problems as the recorder
is remarkably quick and simple to

operate.

20 PIN DUAL IN LINE HYBRID
Vcc 8.5V -35V at 3mA
Only signal level and meter tolerance presets
required. Mother Board 1, MB1
MB2: Bal input. MB3: Bal input, overload LED
flasher to IBA specification
Applications note and full specifications on request.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey
Tel. 0483 275 997
GU6 7BG.

What
no effect?

the next step
is

The advent of a truly classic instrument
a rare occurrence. The sort of instrument

that revolutionises the musician's art
and leaves it's mark on the music of an era.
The SDS 5, the world's first electronic
drum kit, was such an instrument.
It's successor would have to embody
it's pioneering spirit while taking full
advantage of relevant advances
in technology. The SDS 7 is a system
fully equipped to shoulder
such a responsibility.
The rack can house a maximum of twelve
modules. Each has two independent
sound sources; the analog section which
generates the classic "Simmons sound"
and the digital section which is a recording
of a real drum, stored in memory.
A variable level of either or both of
these sounds can be routed through a
versatile group of filter controls,
providing an incredible range from real
drums, through the classic "Simmons sound"
to outrageous percussive effects.
The "programmer pad" enables
one hundred different "drum kits" to be
compiled giving a total of twelve hundred
user programmable sounds and a choice
of sixteen of these pre -programmed
"drum kits" can be recalled by striking
the appropriate section of
the "selector pad ".
The newly designed drum pads feature
a specially developed, "softened"
playing surface, reaching new heights
in dynamic control.
We started a revolution. Ask your dealer
for demonstration of the next step.
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Call_

Hilton Sound Ltd

01 -708 0483 (24 hrs)
The studio effects hire service

ABACUS

ARIA 600

ARTA600 third - octave audio analyser
adaptor and your own oscilloscope as the most
cost effective solution to real -time analysis.
Use the

-- __
Verify the audio frequency responses of tape,
film and VTR recorders in moments and save
hours in daily maintenance.

£795 plus VAT

1111111111111___-

SIMMONS
Simmons Electronics Limited
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 03H
Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines) Telex: 291326 HEX DRM G

Abacus Electrics

10 Barley Mow Passage, London W4 4PH England
Telephone: London 01- 994 6477 Telex 8811418
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A

test set user report by Martin Colloms

WAYNE KERB AMS1

an audio consultant and
technical reviewer, with a
special interest in consumer
audio, I have been subjecting
a piece of British test gear to
extended field trials. My brief
was to concentrate on what it
could do and how it worked in practice,
rather than undertake a detailed lab
report but I confess to carrying out some
lab checks in order to verify elements of
the specification, as well as gain
confirmation of its basic accuracy.
The Wayne Kerr AMS1 is a
comprehensive test set made by a
company with a long and respectable
reputation for lab instrumentation,
especially for measuring bridges.
Through various company tie ups,
Wayne Kerr absorbed the Ferrograph
instrument division. Engineers familiar
with the latter's long established RTS
series will see some of that inheritance
reflected in the AMSI which to some
extent picks up where the RTS left off,
continuing a trend towards greater
performance and enhanced facilities.
I shall attempt to cover the unit's
comprehensive facilities by first
analysing the various classes of
instrument that it represents:
An audio range oscillator covers 15 Hz
to 150 kHz with monitored output level
plus frequency read out. It offers a level
range from +20 to -90 dBm (7.75 V to
25 PV). Sinewave distortion at 1 kHz is
typically -86 dB with source impedance
50 2 (optional balanced output 600 2 via
transformer). There is also a squarewave
output.
An audio voltmeter (25 NV to 100 V
range) covers -92 to +42 dBm (600 S2 or
1 mSl termination) with readings in
RMS, volts or dBm, the latter on a linear
scale. Watts (8 S2) 1 mw to 1,000 W are
also provided.
There is an audio programme and
noise meter with RMS, quasi -peak, VU
Studio Sound, January 1985
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and PPM responses, according to selected
measurement and noise filter
characteristic. A number of filter types
may be selected of which two may be
installed.
There is a digital frequency meter in
the form of a simple 4 -digit Hz or kHz
selectable monitor.
A wow and flutter meter is included,
to CCIR 409 -2 with readings to 0.003 %,
weighted and unweighted, carrier output
3

or 3.150 kHz.

Turntable rumble can be assessed
(DIN B-weighted and unweighted) from
+42 to -92 dB.
Total harmonic distortion at five preselected frequencies can be measured
normally 80 Hz, 1 kHz, 5.6 kHz and
16 kHz to typically -80 dB, with per
cent or dB scaling.
Filtered level measurement can be
carried out, for crosstalk, etc, at the pre-

-

selected distortion measurement
frequencies.
Phase metering is possible -auto
ranging and auto phase invert with a 2°
resolution and with a ±120° basic range
over the overall bandwidth.
Just for the hell of it I worked out an
approximate costing for an average
group of separate instruments that would
more or less cover this set of facilities
and arrived at a total of around £1700.
The AMS1, however, costs approximately
half that (at current UK prices) in its
basic form, and if the performance and
other facilities are satisfactory then
clearly it is going to be a winner.
Its sheer versatility could, in fact, be
its biggest problem as on occasion I
forgot it could also perform less common
tests such as phase response and special
meter response measurements, while on
other occasions I must admit to sufficient
unfamiliarity with all its numerous
options to select an incorrect meter
ballistic, for example, for a particular
noise reading on one test. It is essential

to play extensively with such an
instrument in order to understand and
become conversant with its operation and
its facilities. Without this, many of its
resources will be neglected. A major
advantage is the integration of so many
facilities under one roof, offering a
saving in bench space and simplification
of switches and cable connections.

Operation
This is a rack mounting unit with height
5.3 in (134 mm) and depth 9.8 in (250
mm). I ran this instrument for some
months in my lab, alongside my usual
equipment and in a number of secondary
applications it proved most useful, for

example as a backup when another unit
was out on loan or faulty. The noise
meter function proved more
comprehensive than most and the CCIR
ARM option also showed a fine dynamic
range, capable of readings better than
-115 dB ref 2 V 1 kHz, which is
necessary for some of the latest CD
machines. I used the phase meter for
channel phase differences on CD players
as well as matching transformers, while
both the tape and turntable functionswow and flutter and rumble-worked
well, being frequently pressed into
service, especially with the convenient
linear dB scaling.
The PPM programme function was also
useful for checking other programme
meters in machines under evaluation.
Spot checks on performance gave the
following results: oscillator distortion at
2 kHz was better than 90 dB down at
7 V output, with a generous maximum
level of 8 V RMS; the 20 dB output level
attenuator on the variable control was
accurate to 0.1 dB while the 30 and
60 dB combinations had a constant 1 dB
error, this backed up by the rather
better accuracy of the integral output
level monitor; the wide band voltmeter
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can be switched to pad the oscillator (the
latter was typically of the ±1% (0.1 dB)
accuracy degrading, to ±2% at the two or
three most sensitive ranges where input
noise becomes a factor); the internal
distortion factor meter could read down
to -85 dB at the 5.6 kHz position which
is good enough for many basic linearity
checks. Conveniently, the set 100%
switch is independent of the range setting
allowing easy reference comparison.

Comment
Nothing in this life is perfect and I do
have some criticisms. Frequency setting
is not too easy with the small and
coarsely calibrated knob provided, and to
add insult to injury, the frequency meter
is rather slow being of the non reciprocal
variety; in fact it is painfully slow for
setting low frequencies. I most definitely
miss the open dial of the older RTS
instrument and feel that either the
AMS1 should be fitted with this or have
the existing dial meter improved to
speed frequency setting. The meter is, of
course, fine at monitoring an external
fixed frequency.
Another minor nuisance is the FSD
setting for distortion which gave a lot of
electrical backlash in conjunction with
the apparent meter ballistics. The S/N
ratio and overload margins on the
headphone monitor output were poor, but
I am still glad of their inclusion. Finally
my understanding of the system circuits
suggests that the oscillator output earth
is essentially connected to the case and
chassis earth and thence to the earth
wire of the connector power cable. The

inputs at measuring terminals are thus
left floating, though internally the earth
rails are taken to a common earth
connection at the power regulator.
With high gain or high output current
systems under test, eg power amplifiers,
due care must be taken with earth loops.
For example, joining the AMS1 straight
to a power amp is likely at best to give
misleading results, and at worst may
induce instability and possible power
amp failure. Here an isolating
transformer should be used on the
oscillator but in most situations one can
break the earth loop produced by not
connecting the ground return on the
measurement side or alternatively on the
oscillator side, whichever gives the best
result. Ideally, both inputs and outputs
should be active floating balanced
terminals, but this would add to the cost.

Conclusion
Notwithstanding the minor criticisms,
the AMS1 presents an admirably
versatile, compact and decently accurate
test set which would be a valuable asset
to any measurement facility. For basic
technical assessment one hardly needs
anything else -it is very good value and
thus highly recommended.

Postscript
Since compiling this review Wayne Kerr
have agreed about the frequency setting
problem and provided a marginal
improvement by fitting a multiturn
potentiometer giving finer user control of
setting frequency.
Shortly to become available is a fully
balanced unit -an active, wide band
design deriving power from the AMS1,
and mounting neatly beneath it.
Properly floated balanced output and

-

input connections are provided, adding
some £200 to the cost, and making it
suitable for most studio applications.
Finally on top of the basic unit price
come additional filter cards; it is also
rumoured that the distortion /narrow
band unit frequencies can be changed,
for example to encompass the 20 Hz and
20 kHz

points.

WKR Ltd, Durban Road, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 9RL, UK. Tel: 0243
825811. Telex: 86120.

Insure Your Studio's Reputation
for Great Sound Quality-Use Sound Tech's 1510A!
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WHY?
Because the 1510A is:
an in -house
maintenance
department
a fast and accurate
problem -solver,
complete with
hardcopy
documentation
a complete test and
measurement system
for your entire audio
chain: ATRs, VTRs,
film recorders, signal
processing, and room
response
Leaders in Test
and Measurement
for over a Decade

s SOUND
TECHNOLOGY
1400 Dell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 378 -6540

Telex: 357445
®Sound Technology, 1984

ry..

Vor

GIVES YOU THE COMPLETE PICTURE
The 1510A is the only two -channel audio test system
available today. As a result, it's the only instrument
able to perform phasing, channel separation, and many
more two -channel comparison tests.
The 1510A's intelligent I/O operation also allows tor
analysis of test data regardless of source (its own
internal generator, test records, test tapes, external
oscillators). PLUS -all tests are displayed in "real
time" on the integral CRT!

THE ULTIMATE INSURANCE POLICY
Got just five minutes in between clients? With the
1510A, you can take that time to increase your
confidence factor in solving these on -going problems:
verifying tape drop -outs, rebiasing for different tape
types, last- minute monitor changes, and unexpected
electronic failures.

DESIGNED WITH THE AUDIO PRO IN MIND
Microprocessor control, 14 different on -board tests,
differential inputs, electronically -balanced outputs with
a clean, low- distortion signal source (typically .005 %)
all contribute
from +30 to -70 dBm /600 ohms
to the 1510A's ability to precisely fulfill ALL your audio
requirements.

...

Distributed in the U.K. by:

P.R.E.C.O.
Trinity Road Wandsworth
London SW18 3SL
Telephone 01- 874 -9054
Telex: 8954667 VBS (Ref. P.R.E.)
319
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CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 45p per word, minimum £11.25. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MARCH issue must reach these offices by 9th JANUARY addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (21 it is in a
business employing less than six persons or 131 it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from -1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
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NO RED TAPE AT

AZIMUTH

MUSIC SUITE -Low cost real time cassette
duplication. Labels, blank cassettes, boxes, etc.
Fast and efficient service. Phone for price list 0239

-

0455 47298.

QUALITY HIGH -SPEED and real-time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7- days -a -week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
Tel: 01 -723 1583 /5190.

Y." COPY MASTER 30min E35

all preces exclusive of VAT
°," 30 fps COPIES +FULL
PRODUCTION SERVICE
STUDER & LYREC TAPE MACHINES «DDA
DESK .SONY 701 IF11 BETA DIGITAL SYSTEM

1" CASSETTE MASTERS r

DIRECT FROM
OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING PRESSING
TEST PRESSING

FOR FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE CALL

MIKE OR JOHN ON 01 -609 8081
AZIMUTH PRODUCTIONS LTD.
23A BENWELL ROAD, LONDON N7 7BW

°

LABELS -SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

A REAL -TIME AUDIO and Data Duplication
service. Plus blank cassettes and blank or printed
labels. Simon Stable, 46 WestEnd, Launton,

Oxon OX6 ODG. 0869 252831.

.

12 TRACK MAKEUP 45min E85
10 REAL -TIME CASSETTE COPIES C10 E11

711032.

CASSETTE DUPLICATING, label and inlay
cards printed or blank rate card from Audicord
Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Barwell, Leicester.

..

(F)

VIF INTERNATIONAL will remanufacture your
AMPEX or SCULLY (Ashland/Bodine) direct
drive capstan motor for US 5200. Average turn
around time 2 -3 weeks. For details w rite to PO Box
1555, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
IB E)

axis audio
Real time cassette duplication via Nakamichi from
Sony PCM -F1 or open reel Dolby A or DBX. Also
fast copying via Graff. Compression, equalisation
and editing facilities.
TEL: 0434 84547
HEAD RELAPPING from 62.50 for
CASSETTE HEADS to 616.50 for 24

Fairview

HIGH SPEED 6 REAL TIME CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

-

Any length AGFA
BLANK CASSETTES
ICM
FERRIC b BASF CHROME TAPE

Services

01 -446 3218

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting

TRACK HEADS

Contact

-

SHELLS

FAIRVIEW STUDIOS. WILLERBY, HULL. 0482-653116

(masters

and
demos),
pressings,
sleeves,
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
I3a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 3460033
(F)

AI Tilt PthYBnCK STUDIO
111.

Sound
Comnuotication
1974

-

1984

efficient reparrs available for all types of studio
equipment including Lexicon, Linn, Delta-Lab, DBX, all tape
machines and desks.
Fast,

Percy blreet. Lor'UOn V1
Tel 01 -637 8392
b

24 hour service
Day - 0582 412331
Night - 0604 406906
Media Services, 50 Cheapside. Luton
Bedfordshire LU1 2HN

AUDIO&NMA0

MAXf[[ -fbl/

T.D.K.

YJV

AMPFY.

FMSOUND & ELECTRO SYSTEMS
The new name for high speed loop -bin

TAPES

cassette production.
Capacity in excess of 50,000 units per week.
Call for a quote
04024 55565 or 01 -502 1736

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
OPEN REEL DUPLICATION
BLANK CASSETTES
BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES
PRINT SERVICE
VOICE OVERS
Quotations on request
FREEPOST:
DEWSBURY, WEST YORKSHIRE
WF13 1BR

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS
'We manufacture to order,

14 ", 14-, 1" and 2" tape heads
wide variety of film heeds at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service st standard
prices.

and

kOUN

A NEW service in London offering
a new solution to an old problem.
Not only do we pick up, repair
and return your equipment, we are
also the London service point for
AMS and DRAWMER units.
CALL

a

BRANCH

&

APPLEBY LTD.

Ston. l.ld Way, Ruislip, Mlddx. HA40YL
Tá.01-884 1 677

E RVICING
PRO -AUDIO MAINTENANCE

15

Alan

Cun586

Elizabeth Mews

CLASSIFIEDS

ll now
de8303

on

London NW3 4UH

3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING
Tandberg cassette fast copiers produce excellent copies
at 16 times normal speed -all day!
Full Service facilities in London, Cambridge and
Somerset. SCS cassettes in bulk. Fast copying service.

Angel Talk Limited

Tandberg Main Dealers

FOR HIGH QUALITY, REAL -TIME, AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION. Small runs
stereo format, cassette or open reel masters.

4

30.

a

speciality. Rapid service

WEST S Tapes Ltd.
5 -screw C -Zero

-

no minimum or maximum order.

0460 20988

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
Loop
GAUSS
-Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd, Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex.

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE -OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)

SOUND CONTROL

FOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALES

AND MAINTENANCE IN IRELAND
Fast, efficient installaton and servicing

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.

STUDIO EQUIPMENT HIRE SERVICE

MAIN AGENTS FOR
MXR, REBIS, AUDIO & DESIGN, REVOX,
C -DUCER AND CONNECTRONICS

UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961
N.S.F. STUDIO FACILITIES

Full loudspeakers reconing service

Ill

Contact John Connolly at
10 DONEGAL PARK AVENUE,
BELFAST BT15 4ET
Tel: 102321 772491/771555

100 C -60 cassettes

121

to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
in
library case and all production work from your
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. NOW ALSO
check.
cassettes in GOLD effect finish! Ring for price

J ELECTRO\ ICS

/

STUDIO REPUBLIC

i.LPAIR'.;
N DDIFICATIONS
Ur. ALL PROFESSIONAL RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
THhEE Cr.'L'L'' LANE

-FE

Professional Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, "Suncliffe ", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.

SPECTRUM SOUND

BLANK CASSETTES (C - C 100 incl. Chrome
HIGH - SPEED LOOP - BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
INLAY CARDS
LABELS &
CASSETTE
TAPE
SPOOLS & TAPE
EMPTY
BOXES
TAPE
LEADER
TAPE
&
SPLICING
MAGNETIC
TAPE
AMPEX
I

and is available from -

MEDIATAPE LIMITED
The Courtyard, 152 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6HE England

-399
2476 7

01

739 5940 / 367 6767 EXT. 9965

01 -868 5555

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?

0303 38752

i

includes:
I

AZIMUTH

100

47 High Street, Pinner

STRATFORD- UPON-AVON

TELEX NO. 311696

beautifully copied in stereo

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

Studio Maintenance

(Gremlins -A speciality)
Studio Design & Construction

0789 765186

Just E59.50 (plus VATI
We can copy from

P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

TANDBERG FAST COPIERS

0344 425200 ANYTIME for details or write to:
6 ABBEY CLOSE, HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX
Ring

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C1 -C120

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS
We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for
our price list and samples.
107951 28425 -24 -hour service.
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS -Self- Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4, Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 3RN

TAPE DUPLICATING
ENDLESS CASSETTES

INDUSTRY SUPPLIES
EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES
SELECTA SOUND

MARGARET ROAD
ROM FORD,
ESSEX RM2 5SH
5

Tel. 04024-53424

John Smailes

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out by ex BBC Balance/
Recording Engineer with 20 year's experience of
high quality sound.
Silver Sounds Recording Service
449 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 7NB
Telephone 031 -336 3641
SPEEDY

R EVOX

SERVICE

PlusTEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spares stock held
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers,

Late night
sales S. service.

8.30 am-

plus collection and delivery
Danbury Street, London Nl 8JU
Telephone 01- 3599342 (24 hours)

34

RAPER & WAYMAN

11pm
CASSETTE DUPLICATION
COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES

jtlarquee (Electronics
10 RICHMOND MEWS, Wi.

QUICK TURNROUND - LOW PRICES
THE COMPLETE SERVICE

N.R.A. RECORDING

37 WEST END, LAUNTON, OXON.
08692 53986

439 8421
CLASSIFIEDS
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UHER 4200 REPORT L. Ex -BBC, well
maintained, complete with carrying case and strap.
£180. Contact Mike or John 01 -609 8081.

11111E:I
Sales & Service
cassette
Revox &Uher
open reel and

m sé ce projectors,
iced and repaired.
Utter,
16mm souamplifiers,
Revolt, Tandberg,
recorders,
Elf, Perrogtaph,
Bell &Howell, agents
dr Watford,

N.S.F. REVERBERATION
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo reverb plate.
Size 3' x 3'. 5 ". Excellent transient response. Low noise. Adjustable
delay to 4 secs. Mobile /static, vert/horizontal working mode.
80-1 7kHzt 1.5Db.

Price: £795.00
0789 765186 Stratford-upon -Avon

610625.
nell. tel 0908
New oit Pa

Acoustics Ltd

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

IT'S FREE
a free bi-monthly
newsletter which is mailed direct and contains lists
of new and used recording equipment for both the
professional and home studio. Telephone now and
get your name on our computer. (05821 450066 or
telex 825488.

Don Larking audio sales produce

All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA, BASF Chrome and Maxell XLII tape available.
1

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS
ACOUSTIC treatment boxes designed by Kenneth
Shearer and built by Audio Kinetics. Suitable for
rooms of approx. 16 x 16ft. £650. 253 9719 ask
for Bob.

2" MASTER TAPE

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

1300

LINN DRUM £2000 ono, DX7 Synthesizer £950,
MC202 £175, complete FI Digital Outfit £1000.
Telephone: 0359 70593.

Street.
LTD.,
s o
Albn Judge
PHOTO ACOUSTICS32006. 255Ara t.

58 Hi:hStteet,

SOUND -TECHNIC DESK 24 -8 -18. Ideal for 16
track, £2,250. EVENTIDE HARMONISER
H910, v.g.c. £750. LOCKWOODS TANNOYS
with hanging castors, v.g.c. £390. Tel: 01 -908

Telex No: 311696

approved service

Herts. Tell

`Q' LOCK SYNCHRONISER with Sony Umatic
Studer A80 Interfaces. Full working order.
£1995 ono. Tel: 0626 68299.

&

Once used by major studio. Guaranteed no joins.

Ampex 406 £25.00; Scotch 226 £25.00; Scotch
250 £25.00; Scotch 206 £20.00 + VAT. Some
1" Tape available. Empty 2" spools £7.50.

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE

STUDIO INNOVATIONS
wish Oswin & Linda all the very best
with their new 24 track facility,
Doodlehums, constructed by Record
Construction, & monitor environment by

Quantity discounts.

For super quality Master Discs. Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Action Sound

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction.

Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Berks
RG12 5BS
Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

01 -434 4365

Studio Innovations.

London

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

K.G. MUSIC
Northern Stockists and Distributors for
Audio Consoles and Amplifiers.

RSO/STUDIOMASTER

jbs records

MUSIC- SPEECH-COMPUTER

30 years' experience in the custom design

of all kinds of
recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

DRAWMER

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 1000 +. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo
recording /editing etc. Fast Security Delivery service.
¡be records
division of FILTERBOND LTD,
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2D2. 0992- 551188.

Tel: 0442 54821

ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK
AND ON DEMONSTRATION

-a

Large

stocks of new and used Recording and

-Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18142

Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 10924)371766

-

MUSICIANS,
LOCATIONS
Recordists
new- stylish comfortable stereo `cans' with
superb noise isolation. Cheques for £44.85 to
Darley Design, Prospect House, 32 Sovereign
Street, Leeds 433504.
USED MICS bought /sold. SAE lists Whitetower
Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Milton Keynes, MK3
(B /D)
61-IR. (0908) 73969

RECORDING TAPE ex- safety copies, no edits:
2 inch Ampex 456 £29, 2 inch Agfa 468 £25, 2 inch
Scotch 226 £25, 2 inch BASF SPR50 £22, inch
Agfa 468 £10. New and unused: 2 inch Agfa 468
£68, 2 inch Agfa 526 £50, inch Agfa 428 £30.
Contact Francis (073080) 519. Price includes
delivery.
1

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
(X)
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
IVIE 30A, 17A, 20B, acoustic and sound analysing system. Complete case manual leads etc., portable, £3,500. Tel: 01 -892 0672. Answering service
day and night.

TEAC 122 dual speed cassette decks. Dolby B &
HX. Front panel bias adjustment. Remote control,
three head, rack mounting. Hardly used. Ten
available. A real bargain at £275 + VAT each. Tel:
Bridgwater (0278) 55562.

Studio environments built to the highest standards.
Our services include:
Fully engineered floating floors. suspended ceilings, high density doors, sound
lock lobbies, concrete and brickwork, double glazing, low frequency absorbers,
attenuated ventilation systems, insulating sealants, acoustic screens, electrical
and electronic installation, equipment sales and commissioning.
U.K. and international projects undertaken.
Planning, design and materials export.

FOR

Ring RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD
London, England
01 -985 7573

-

SALE- PRIVATE

ALICE 828S stereo production mixer. Twin V.U.
meters. Never been used. Still boxed. As new £600.
Tel: 01 -278 6541 ext 47 day.
Ask for Raymond.

01 -517

STUDIO MONITORING
Specialists in design, supply, installation,
analysing, equalising and trouble shooting.

4751 evenings.

TAPES FOR SALE -19 x 24 /track. Ampex 456,
206. Scotch 226, 206. EMI 816, 815. Part used,
once only. Offers to Peter Roberts, 930 9901.

1

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
IAN.
13a Hamilton Way, London, N3
(X)
Telephone 01 -346 0033.

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION

Audio

equipment- extensive range of connectors and accessories

SCULLY 16/24 TRACK, 2" multitrack + 16 track
remote, refurbished, available almost immediately.
Offers around £4500 to secure, further details 0223
249889.

S. J. COURT & ASSOCIATES LTD.
Tel: 01 -435 0532. Telex: 268279

RUSH ELECTRONICS LTD
Outboard 4 band switchable E.Q. Hi Lo shelf /bell.
2 mid bands; selectable
"Q ". Customising,
refurbishing, design and construction
29 Alexandra Road, London N8 OPL
Tel: 01 -889 2200

TRIDENT SERIES 80 24 -track mixing console.
Purchased brand new Oct 84. Available Jan 85.
30 by 24 format with EQ on monitors. Purchased
as stop -gap until custom console is ready. £18,000
plus VAT o.n.o. Will deliver and assemble. Phone
01 -286 0642/289 9224.

MUSIC AND SOUND RECORDING COURSES
0 nr
,he beet nm, roe ir,.,vanve and creative tuitipn.
accordance with nu,
Cass London has extended as range of creative music courses.
Nov 14-18th !Elementary Retarding, 5 day. wan Abbey Sound. Abbey Road
Nov 26th -30th iSynthes,sersl 5 day, wan Tin Pan Alley. Denmark Street.
Dec
5th. 9th IFaulighi Programming! 5 -day. Elephant Studios. Wapping.
Dec 12th 16th !Elementary Recording: 5.day. Abbey Sound Studios, Abbey Road.
Jan 7th 11th IFairlight Programming, 5 -day Elephant Studios, Wapping
Jan 14th -16th (Synthesisers, 5,day. Tin Pan AIIey. Denmark Street
Jan 21st,22nd (Diploma year part -time) every following Monday Tuesday. Cass
Wapping

In

PAIR WHITE 4000 series EQ £1200. Nagra III
non pilot model. Perfect condition £1275. 3m.m79
capstan motor assy. New £800. Installation
available. Also -IVIE spectrum analyser hire.
Ring 998 8127.

1

For our full brochure about booking procedures, contact:

UHER 4200 REPORT L. Good working order
£150. Contact David (073080) 519.

CABS LONDON. School of Music and Sound Recording,
Studio A2. Metropolitan Wharf Wapping Wall, Wapping, London
Tel 01.480 5149

CASs i
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E1

9SS.

CASH BUYER seeks large impressive house with
studio or suitable building (no remote cottages).
No equipment necessary. Must have business
planning permissions. Telephone 0482 25850.

-

WANTED: ITC NAB Cart Recorders
secondhand mono and stereo required--must be
record and play. 061 -973 6790.

SECOND HAND KING 780
in good

condition wanted by:

Bel Studio A /S, PO Box 2, Lambertseter
1101, OSLO 1, Norway
Tel: 102) 29 52 38
41 52 30

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
ATMOSPHERE RECORDING STUDIOS and
upgrading; therefore offered for sale are: 3M
M79 24 -track with 16 -track headblock and Q -Lock
interface. 3M M56 8- track. Soundcraft 12 -4 mixer
200 series. JBL 43 33A's with 300W bass drivers.
2 Scamp racks with 4 comp, 4 gates, 6 parametrics.
2 DBX K9 cards. Please write to Simon Mortimer
to make an offer for any item. Logorhythm Music
Ltd., 6 -10 Lexington St., London W1.
1

2

Neumann VMS70 disc
cutting lathe, perfect
working order.
£7,000 o.n.o.
Tel: 01 -637 2223/4

ASSOCIATIONS
ACTT have represented professional
technicians for over 50 years. If you
are a professional and wish to join
ring Jacki McCarten or Brian
Shemmings on 01 -437 8506.

Birmingham Sound Hire Ltd
0902 751184
MICRON RADIO MICS
DIVERSITY SYSTEMS
MOTOROLA WALKIE TALKIES
MIXERS, NAGRA 4.2's
4.S /I.S. /S.N. RECORDERS
L.P.S. TRANSFER UNITS

BROCHURE AVAILABLE
STUDIO HIRE

BRITANNIA
ROW

01226 3377

646 3137

PEWS 01-540

DIGITAL
AUDIO
RENTALS

{

24 HOUR RENTAL
A comprehensive range of
Digital and Analogue effects
including AMS, Lexicon,
Eventide and Roland.
Plus Sony PCM systems, Tape

FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED
DIGITAL EDITING &TRANSFER FACILITY

£35.00
Prophet V (Midi)
E30.00
Linn Drum HI
£25.00
E35.00
Simmons SD5
Oberheim 068
E35.00
Roland MSQ 700 Sequencer £15.00
Jupiter 8
(15.00
AMS Digital Reverb and delay
Juno 60 +Roland 106
£25.00
Electric Pianos/String Machines
DX-7
Plus P.O.A. Emulator Fairlight, Synclavier & Wave

MULTITRACK

A /H, Fostex, Roland, Drawmer, GBS, MXR. £25
per hour (minimum three hours). Call Paul 627
3507, 674 8667.

0949

24 HOUR HIRE SERVICE
AMS digital audio effects, Sony PCM digital
processors. U -Matic recorders. Video monitors. Digital
drum machines 16 -8 and 2 track recorders.
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also
available. Studio equipment sales.

£.!I HIRE

PCM 1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
5850D/A U-MATIC RECORDERS
DAE 1100 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR
PCM Fl DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF1 BETAMAX RECORDERS

:i

111RIì

264

MUSICI

-ll.

HHB Hire & Sales, Unit E New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London NWIO 9AX. Telephones Ol- 961 3295. Telex. 923393

Tel: 01 -361

0984

01 -228

SRC £35 day, AMS from £75
Phone Paul Tattersall on 640 8487

FAIRLIGHT II WITH operator including transport or 8 -track studio with: Tannoy, Auratone,

KEYBOARD RIGS

FOR HIRE

AMS 15 -80s 6.4s/1 -6s 2pc De- Glitch
AMX RMX -16 Digital Reverb
Drum Computers, Keyboards, etc.

Digital effects and
the complete range
of
Professional
Keyboards
and
Drum computers.

SONY -:I;-

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

AMS

machines, Noise reduction,
units, Signal processors,
Microphones, Drum
computers and Keyboards.
Immediate delivery and collection service

<0

01-3879356
24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
76 EVERSHOIT STREET,

LONDON NW1

1BY.
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Solid State Logic)
AUDIO

+ VIDEO

Stonesfield Oxford England
EOUIPMENT HIRE

the most oumpreoensrve range of Digital Recording Eguipment
Ranging tram the Su, 3320 -2e Track Ditital Recarder
to the Say PCM 1310 -2 Truk Digital Oracular
Plue Post Production Digital Ediuog Facilities

PCM Digital Recording Equipment

Delay Line /Pitch Shifters /Phase Changers
Speakers Reverberation Systems

Compressors/Limiters /Noise Gates
Equalisers

Mixers

Noise Reduction Systems

Power Amplifiers Microphones

Test Equipment Tape Synchronizers Tape Machines

Video Equipment

Solid State Logic Limited manufactures a world beating range of computer assisted sound
mixing consoles for the record and broadcast industries. Our customers world wide
demand an efficient and flexible service which is provided with enthusiasm and is aided by
our computerised information systems
In line

with our continued expansion, we now have a vacancy for a

SERVICE AND COMMISSIONING ENGINEER
who will be responsible for the installation and maintenance of SSL Studio
Systems in some of the world's leading audio facilities. This is a demanding
job, involving frequent travel in the UK and sometimes overseas.

Ancillary Equipment

01.580 4314
Telephone for detads of Full Range

U
FELDON

- Price Lia

Applicants will probably be 30 or under, with experience in recording or
broadcasting environments, a developed interest in computer technology,
and the ability to work in a self- motivated environment.
Generous salary according to experience- expenses and company car
provided. Full training will be given.
For application form and or further details please telephone Stonesfield 8282.

AUDIO

The First Name in Sound Equipment Hire

Audio Service Engineer
OTARI MTR90 MKII
24 TRACK
ALWAYS AVAILABLE FOR
HIRE

Plus lots more. Ring for full

ratecard

01-748 9009

G

G4.

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW 226 3377
01

SITUATIONS VACANT

Company car

London based

SONY BROADCAST LIMITED is one of the world's leaders in
professional broadcast equipment with offices throughout
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
An excellent opportunity has now arisen for an experienced
audio engineer to join our dynamic Field Service team in a newly
created position covering our London operations. Working out of
our recently acquired London premises the successful applicant
will report to the Head of Audio Service, who is based in
Basingstoke. Responsibilities will include the Service, Repair
and Commissioning of our wide range of sophisticated

products, including RFequipment, mixing consoles, portable
and studio analogue tape machines and the exciting new Digital
products.
Candidates should live in the London area, possess a relevant
qualification in electronics and have several years' experience
gained in studio recording or its allied manufacturing industry.
A high level of self motivation and initiative is required together
with the ability to effectively maintain a good rapport with
customers. Full product training will be provided.
This position carries an attractive salary with a London weighting

ELECTRONICS

ENGINEER

Leading stage lighting control manufacturing company require bright
boffin for testing /servicing desks and
dimmer systems. An /Dig experience
necessary; microprocessor experience an advantage; formal qualifications not essential.

Contact RICHARD NOTHER
01 -965 8522
Avolites Prod Co Ltd, 184 Park Avenue
London NW10 7XL

and excellent conditions of employment including a Company
car and considerable prospects for personal development.
If you are interested, please write or telephone David Parry,
Personnel Officer.
e
,

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY®

Broadcast

City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 59 5 83

CLASSIFIEDS
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SITUATIONS VACANT
EDEN STUDIOS LTD
require:
an assistant maintenance engineer.

Please contact:

Mike Gardner, 20 -24 Beaumont Rd,
London W4 5AP. 01 -995 5432.

Project Development
Engineer

SOUND ENGINEERS /TAPE OPS wanted for
music news computerised information service.
Send for free details: More News, 24 Glebe Place,
Chelsea, London SW3 5BR.

PRECO
Suppliers of professional audio equipment to the recording
and broadcasting industries have a vacancy for a TEST AND
SERVICE ENGINEER. Good electronics knowledge and
experience with microprocessors coupled with good
appearance, a pleasing manner and clean driving licence are
essential. Travel in the UK and overseas will be necessary
including training courses at overseas manufacturers. An
ideal opportunity to join an expanding and progressive
company.

As manufacturers of quality audio products
(see review this issue) we need 2 outstanding

Project Engineers.
The work involves pulling together all
aspects of project /product design from
conception through to production. Projects
include
standard and custom product
development, and systems design and
installation. You will work with some of the
best circuit designers in the business.
BSc, HND /HNC or equivalent ability along
with several years of related experience are

required.
At TecPro you will join a dynamic, hard
working team on state -of- the -art solutions
to audio problems. Benefits include interesting work, a good salary, a share option
scheme and an exceptional living and
working environment.
Reply by phone or letter to:
Len Bennet
Engineering Manager

-

TP

Technical
Projects Ltd.

Unit 2, Somuel White's Industrial Estate, Medina Rood,
COWES Isle of Wight, P031 71P,1GB)
Tel 10983) 2915531Telex 869335 TECPRO G

Please apply to:

TONY COSTELLO
The Professional Recording Equipment Company,
319 Trinity Road, London SW18 3SL

Telephone 01 -874 9054

Appointment Services Limited
International Technical Recruitment
Consultants
9 Carnaby Street, London W1V 1PG
Telephone: 01 -434 4174 15 lines)
Telex: 21879/25247 FPJ

As the only specialists in the recruitment
of sound, maintenance, support and sales
engineers for both the PA and recording
industry, we are always looking for high
calibre staff with previous experience.

Listed below is an example of the positions
we have available:

FILM SOUND
HOLIDAY RELIEF
On a temporary basis for varying periods from early March 1985.
To undertake the operation of tape, disc and 16mm reproduction
and recording equipment in Sound Transfer areas and Dubbing
Theatre Record Rooms.
Candidates for these posts should have a knowledge and experience
of film sound transfer and dubbing methods, coupled with an
understanding of the use of sound in television film production.
Some basic training will be given. Normal hearing is essential.
Salary £8,094 £9,791 p.a. Applicants will be expected to work on
a shift basis when a shift allowance rate will be paid.
Based at Ealing or Shepherds Bush.
Contact us immediately for application form (quote ref. 5041 /SS
and enclose s.a.e.): BBC Appointments, London W1A 1AA.
Tel. 01 -927 5799.

-

We are an equal opportunities employer

O tv

SERVICE ENGINEER with background in
the recording industry.
ENGINEER with audio C.V.T.R. experience
for national company.
STORES PERSON for major PA company

with electronics knowledge.
ENGINEERS with S.S.L. experience
required immediately in USA, Germany and
France.
We are also looking for freelance PA and

Studio Engineers.
For further details of these and other

positions call:
01 -434 4174

MANAGER SALES /GENERAL
REQUIRED FOR A NEW VENTURE
We are looking for a manager with sales experience in
the professional audio industry to set up a new
company involved in the distribution of UK and
imported audio equipment. The range of equipment
covers a wide area and we are looking to promote sales
in both professional installations such as theatres, video
and audio studios and broadcast establishments as well
as some selected retail establishments. Although this
is a new venture there will be some exclusive lines which
are already selling well so the company is guaranteed
a good turnover from day I.
If you feel you have the experience, contacts and
most important the drive and are not looking for a 9
to 5 existence please apply in complete confidence
sending full CV and tell us what you can do and what
rewards you would like for this very demanding task.
BOX No. 914

CLASSIFIEDS
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DECEMBER 1984 STOCK LIST OF NEW AND USED
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
"GOING TO PRESS" NOVEMBER 1984
TAPE MACHINES
Tascam 85.16B New 17,995. Soundcraft SCM 762 -24B with remote New 1 11,950 Fostex
B16 New £POL Tascam 58 New £2,450. Tascam 58 OB New £2,750. Tascam 48 OB
balanced +4db operation SMPTE compatible New 2,200. Soundcraft series 201/4" & 1/2"
£POL Tascam 38 New 11,495. Fostex A-8 & A-8 LB New £PGA Fostex A-8 s/h £795.
Tascam 44 New ( 1st issue ) Inc DX44 noise reduction 995. Tascam 52 SMPTE switchable
IEC/NAB 1,595. Teac 80 -8 with DX8 £1,400. Tascam 32 £650. Teac A3440 2 years old
1495. Revox PR99 Brand New 925. Revox PR -99 MKII £1,050. Revox B77 MKII special
offer New 645. Revox PR99/1118 months old immac £750. Teac X -1000M with dbx New
£595. Revox A700 £450. Studer B67 Meterbridge and Monitor brand new £200.

MIXING CONSOLES
automated extra returns superb condition £25,000. TAC 18/8/2
as new £2,300. Dynamix 3000 series New £POA Soundcraft 200 series 8 -4 -8 perfect
£795. Soundtracs 16/8/16 New £POA AHB System 81616 Ex-showroom £1,375. Special
AHB System 8 164 £795. Studiomaster 16/8/2 Mint £975. Tascam Model 50 £1,495.
Soundcraft Series 200,400,800, £POA Tascam 1130 £595. RAM RM 10, RM16 now in stock
from £550. Pro -Mark MX -3 £405. Seck 62 £347. Seek 12 -2 £499.
MCI 500C 32/34 Vu fully

STUDIO PACKAGES

(fully inclusive of wiring loom)

Tascam 85 -16B with Dynamix D3000 24:16.2 with Alps Faders £10,995. Fostex B16 with
AHB 1816 £4,135. Fostex B16 with AHB 2416 £4,500. Fostex B16 with Studiomaster
16:16:2 £3,975. Fostex 818 with Soundtracs 16:8:16 £4,895. Tascam 58+ AHB system 8
168 £3,750. Tascam 38 + AHB system 8 168 £2,695. Fostex A -8 + remote + RAM RM 10
mixer £1,525 Tascam 48 OB a Tascam M50 £3,500.

CASSETTES & PORTASTUDIOS
Tascam 244 new and s hand from ./450. Fostex X-15, MN15, Power Supply and Orange
£299. Tascam Porta One £347. TEAC 144 stand £300. Tascam 234 £460. Tascam 133
£495. Tascam 225 11.95. TEAC A550 RX (Special Price) £195. TRIO KX31 £89.

REVERBERATION
AMS BMX -16 £4,680. Ursa -Major Stargate
£430. EMT 240 Gold Foil remote £2,750. GBS

£1,995. MXR 01 £1,690. Yamaha R -1000
III £195. Fostex 3180 £294. Tascam R8205

£295 Klark Teknik DN50 £275.

EQUALISATION
Formula Sound SE 1 Room Eq £395. Audio & Design E900RS £295. Tascam PE40 £275.
Ibanez GE3101 £195. Ibanez GE1502 £195. Sundholme 3104, 31 band +4 notch filters
£650

TIME PROCESSORS
AMS DMX 15808 with 2 harm, D.G. 2 x 1.6 sec, L.E.S. from stock £5,320.00. Korg SDD
3000 £550. Bel BD80 from £600. Roland SDE 3000 £595. Ibanez DM2000 £345. Ibanez
DM1100 £295. Ibanez DM500 £195. Ibanez HD 1000 (Harmoniser) £286. Boss DE 200
£245. Yamaha D1500.1486. Roland SDE-1000 £310. KONG SDD -1000 £295. Deltalabs
JR 10501199, Deltalabs Effectron ADM 1024 £299. Klark Teknik DN34 £295.

DYNAMIC CONTROL
Drawmer DL221 Comp Lim £325 Drawmer DS201 Dual Gate £275. Drawmer DL231
Comp Lim Exp £450. Drawmer 1960 Valve Limiter £800. Fostex 3070 Comp Lim Exp
Gate £206. Symetrix 552 compfiim/exp /gate /ducker £430. Ashly SC-33 stereo gate £370.
Dolby: 381's as new £495, 360's £395.

APRS
Abacus Electrics

Adams -Smith
Advanced Music Systems
Allen & Heath/Brenell
Amek Ltd
Aphex Systems Ltd
Applied Microsystems Ltd
Arny's Shack
Atlantex
Audio & Design (Calrec) Ltd
Audio Developments
Audio Kinetics
Audio Ltd
Audio Service Co
B.F.E.

Amcron, Yamaha from stock £P0A. HIT Northern Distributor full range from stock
£ P.O.A. Quad 303/405 Best Prices. Fostex 600, 300W + 300W £375. Special Purchase of
Hill Amplifiers: DX100-100 W Mono £115. DX 140 2 x 85W £195. DX400 2 x 250W
£315. DX700 2 x 300W £495. Studiomaster Mosfet 1000 £499. Mosfet 500 £395. Quad
4055115 £185.

MONITORS
JBL 4435 £2,395. JBL 4430 £1,895. JBL 4430 Ex -demo £1,695. JBL 4411 £795. JBL
4312 £650. JBL 4313 (L96) £525. JBL 4401./295. JBL L151225. JBL J216195. Tannoy
Super Reds X1000 £1,395. Tannoy SRM 15X £995. Tannoy SRM 12X £650. TannoyLittle
Reds SRM 12B £550. Tannoy SRM 10B £495. Tannoy Broadcast BM.8 £315. Tannoy Kits
£POA Tannoy "Sync-source" Retro kit's £P0A. Auratones £63.

HI -SPEED COPIERS
New Tascam TZ2640 Masters & Slaves now on demo. Graff Hi-speed cassette copies

available from £1,295

HI -TECH MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
OBERHEIM full range in stock and on demo in our new luxury MIDI computer keyboard
showroom. DMX and DX drum machines from £1,370, DSX sequencer, OB -8 poly synth
and "XPANDER" -see hear and experience the possibilities with this amazing concept
system from the States. Completely software based and therefore future proof. AHB
"Impulse One ", in stock Drumulator ex -demo £895, new Korg digital drum machines
£199, Yamaha RX -11 and RX -15 from £390. Yamaha DX7 and CX -5M, Roland MKB-1000
mother keyboard and modules. Roland G -707 and GR700 Guitar Synth System P.0A Korg

Poly 800 61M in stock. Interfaces available for use with BBC -B Apple IIE and IBM.
Sequential circuits sixtrak, drumtraks, T.8 P.O.A.

MICROPHONES
Neumann New & Second Hand £P0A PZM M.B. Stereo boundry miss, amazing value at
£195. AKG, Shure, Beyer, EDC -Phone for brochures and best prices. Large Beyer type
Boom Stands quantities from £21. S.O.TA Passive D.I. Boxes, £19.95. AKG C414EB, P48
1350.
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COMPREHENSIVE CATAT OGUE
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71
8
6, 98
8

Britannia Row
Bruel & Kjaer

24
63
41

Capitol Magnetic Prouducts
Connectronics

75
22

B & W

Loudspeakers

D.E A F
Don Larking Audio

10
15, 27, 85

Eardley Electronics

22, 43

Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd

Hardware House
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HHB Hire & Sales
H.H. Electronics
Hill Audio Ltd
Hilton Sound
ITA

8

OBC
6

25
4, 37
19

49
89
16, 17

Jensen Transformers

83

Klark Teknik Research Ltd

50

Lennard Developments Ltd

87

Marquee Electronics Ltd

AMPLIFIERS

6

89
85
23
79
61, IBC
33
87
85
35
18, 20

Northern Audio
Otari

26, 29, 85
73
66. 67

Pan Communications Inc
Pangbourne Musical Distributor
Perfectone
Professional Recording Co

23

Regent Port Ltd
Rycote Microphone Windshields

81
82

Scenic Sounds

Shuttlesound
Simmons Electronics
Sony Broadcast Ltd
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
Soundout Laboratories
Spectrasonics
Studer
Studio Spares
Surrey Electronics
Syco Systems Ltd
Tandberg A/S
Technical Projects
Televic SA
Trad Sales & Service
Trebas Institute of Recording
Turnkey

20
69
91
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28
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21
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39
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PARAMOUNT CHOSE AMEK
Audio control room of Stage 29 in the new $11 million
audio -video complex of Paramount Pictures, Hollywood,
current home of the smash hit pop weekly "Solid Gold!"
The console is an AMEK M2500 with a 56 -input chassis
configured 48/48, and with special overbridge for
outboard equipment.The world's best-selling mid -price
console, the M2500 features the most musical and
responsive equalizer available, a 4-band fully-parametric
unit with swept high and low pass filters, on all i/o modules.
The M2500 is automation -ready with a VCA-fader system

and

10 DC subgroups.

at all points in the signal chain.Two metering system, either
VU and LED -display with switchable ballistics and spectrum
analysis, are available.
Chassis sizes range from 36- inputthrough to 56- input,
and the mechanical construction is absolutely unequalled
for strength, precision and rigidity.
The choice of recording studios and post -production
houses worldwide, AMEK M2500 is part of a large range of
ultra- high quality audio products from one of the world's

recognized leading manufacturers.

office:
AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS LTD
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3 5HW, England
tel 061 834 6747
telex: 668127 AMEK G
Sales

AMEK

A complete solo system,with mono and in -place solo

with solo grouping facilities, gives the engineer full control

:

In

the USA:

AMEK CONSOLES INC
10815 Burbank Blvd
North Hollywood, California 91601
tel: 818 508 9788
telex: 662526 AMEK USA

First we proved it.
Then we improved it.
Studer A800 MKIII
Transformerless

Over the past four years we've
installed over 500 Studer A800 multitrack recorders in studios all around
the world. We've proven this machine
on all counts -reliability, sonic
performance, production versatility,
and total client satisfaction. No other
recorder has earned such widespread admiration among recording
professionals.
And now, with the introduction of
the A800 MKIII, we've improved on
the proven standard. We've removed
all transformers from the record and
reproduce paths. We've added
interfaces for Solid State Logic and

Neve /Necam automation, and for all
SMPTE /EBU synchronizing and
editing systems. We've also updated
the software for the microprocessor
controls to meet the most demanding

industry requirements.
Improving the A800 was not an
easy assignment, but at Studer the
pursuit of perfection has become an
ingrained habit. Discover the
difference yourself.

STUDER
CH -8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)840 29 60

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreharn Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4ßZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

